








The Eastman
Negative Comparator

Enables tlie dark-room worker to compare every

negative with a standard, to determine the need for

reduction, intensification or more or less development

and thus to maintain a standard of quality.

It is a metal box with three openings containing

8 X 10 opal glass. A negative regarded as standard

slides into each of the end openings, the center being

used to view the negatives for comparison. The box is

25^ inches long and will set on a shelf over the dark-

room sink.

Eastman Negative Comparator, complete with

12 feet of cord, plug and 3 Mazda bulbs $12.00

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER. N. Y.

All Dealers'
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A HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

T^HE ancient Greek nKjunied

the close of the day in which

he had failed to gain immortality,

but the next morning expressed

his thankfulness for another day
which gave him the opportunity to

gain what he had failed to ac-

complish before.

Another year has passed and it

has been more or less successful,

depending largely upon the op-

timism of the indiviflual and the

effort he has put forth. There may
have been si)ots in wliicli business

was below normal, owing to local

conditions, but on the whole the

photographic business has shown
a decided improvement.

Whatever conditions may haxc

been does not matter—we are

beginning a new year and in this

year we have the oi)p()rtunity to

gain what we liave not Ix-forc ac-

complished.

It should be a year of develop-

ment in salesmanship. Christmas

advertising has demonstrated its

value, and what is true of the

Christmas season is true of any
other time of year.

It takes more effort to keep the

business coming in the off seasons,

but it is this effort that will

eventually do away with quiet

seasons and keep business coming

in a steady flow, which after all is

the real secret of making a busi-

ness profitable.

The big argument for the i)holo-

graj)h is its wonderful appeal to

sentiment. There are gifts to be

made at every season of the year,

and with the parents of children,

especially, the record of growth

and develo{)ment of the child

makes photographs a necessity.

Develop your salesmanship op-

|)ortuuities and you will have the

happy and prosperous new year

that we wish vou.
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A STUDIO WITH AX
ADVERTISING APPEAL

l\/fORE and more is the photog-

rapher's studio coming to

appeal to its patrons and pros-

pective patrons by its attractive-

ness and individuality of struc-

tural design.

Already there are a great

number of residence studios that

are distinctive—that are made to

appeal to one's artistic sense with-

out in any way sacrificing utility.

In fact, the studio that from

necessity is made to adapt itself

to its commercial surroundings is

more often the one that is made to

sacrifice convenience.

But there is really more to the

idea of setting the studio apart

from commercial surroundings

than merely to gain the conven-

iences that one can build into a

studio designed specially for pho-

tographic work. There is greater

privacy—there is more of the

atmosphere of a home of refine-

ment and there is more oppor-

tunity to make the studio and its

surroundings beautiful, all of

which materially adds to the ad-

vertising value of a so-callerl

residence studio.

By residence studio we do not

necessarily mean a combination of

residence and studio, though such

an arrangement is often quite

satisfactory if the two are kept

apart. If the space devoted to

studio and work rooms is ample,

as it should be. and the location is

in a good residential section, all of

the things we have mentioned will

give it a prestige that is of very

great value.

Our illustrations show the studio

of Mr. A. Shepherdson. Melrose,

Mass. and we think they will be of

interest to a great many photog-

raphers whose ambition is to

sometime build for themselves

just such a studio, incorporating

in it all of their pet ideas of what a

studio should be.

We are sorry we do not have the

space to show a number of views

of this very attractive building, its

grounds and interior. It has a

beautiful flower garden in the

rear, and as will be seen, a very

attractive entrance which opens

into the reception room. This room
has high casement windows, wall

cases of craftsman design to

match the furniture, wood paneled

walls, built-in seats and convenient

tables for showing samples of

portraits and frames.

From the reception room there

is a wide stairway to the large

light room where one finds the

arrangements as complete and as

comfortable as on the lower floor.

There is apparatus for the use of

both artificial and daylight in-

cluding both motion picture cam-

era and projector, a fine skylight,

modern dressing rooms, cozy win-
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dow seats and ample work rooms.

After a wide exj^erience in pho-

tographic work ^Ir. Sliepherdson

h^cated in Melrose in lfM)(). huying

a small studio a good distance

from the business section on the

edge of a small pond in the midst

of a number of ice houses. Five

years later the studio shown in

our illustration was built, the ice

houses have been replaced by a

beautiful park and esplanade and
the Sliepherdson Studio floes its

part toward beautifying the land-

scape.

Our cover illustration as well as

several others gives some idea of

the excellent work produced by
this studio. Mr. Sliepherdson says

:

"I have tried to give my customers

good, honest work at reasonable

prices. I have tried to keep abreast

of the times without going to ex-

tremes. I use Eastman Films and
Artura paper in order to get the

best possible results. Now, how-
ever. I am changing to Vitava,

Old Master, for my larger work,

which to my mind, makes wonder-

fully pleasing pictures." And ^Ir.

Shepherdsons progressiveness is

reflected in his work.

Under ordinary or under unusual conditions of light

Super Speed Portrait Film meets the most exacting

requirements of portraiture.
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OIL COLORING .\ND A PAPER
THAT FITS THE PROCESS

/^NE of the most important
^^ things to consider in coloring

a photograph with oil colors is to

secure a paper with a surface that

lends itself to the effect, and we
know of no more suitable paper

for this process than Vitava in the

Old Master surface.

Now that there is a paper that

so definitely hits the mark an ex-

planation of the process of coloring

with oils may be of interest to

many who have never done such

work.

It should be understood first of

all that special knowledge of

painting is not required. The
colors are applied in such a way
that they are transparent, so the

lines and tones of the print are not

destroyed.

Good judgment in the selection

and application of the colors should

be used, however, as there must be

a harmony of color if the finished

work is to be pleasing. It is quite a

safe rule to use subdued colors and
not to over-color unless the sub-

ject specially calls for high coloring,

in which case the general eft'ect

can usually be toned down by less

brilliant coloring in backgrounds
and accessories.

The Old Master surface of

Vitava Athena has just the neces-

sary roughness to give realism to

the oil coloring—the finished re-

sult looks like a painting on canvas

and if properly done should bring

a very good price. Anyone who
has an eye for pleasing color

effects and who is willing to de-

vote some time to practicing in

the use of colors—their suitability

to the subject, their proper

blending and general effect, will

soon become quite proficient in

the work.

We would suggest that some
one person on the studio force be

placed on this work and allowed to

practice until such time as a

creditable set of pictures has been

produced for use as samples. It is

not advisable to show any prints

that are not well colored, however,

as the success of such work de-

pends entirely upon its quality

and it must be good to command a

price that will warrant giving time

to do the work properly.

The Old Master print that is to

be colored should be a sepia, the

Hypo Alum toning method being

the best for this purpose. The
sepia print lends itself to coloring

much more readily than a black

and white.

Any good grade of artist's colors

in tubes may be used and those

most necessary are Black, White,

Cinnabar Green, Prussian Blue,

Vandyke Brown, Chrome Yellow,

Carmine, Crimson Lake and Rose

Madder. Other colors may also be

used but these will answer for a
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beginning. Megilp, Roehrig's

Medium or some other suitable

sizing must be used or the colors

will be absorbed by the print in-

stead of remaining on the surface

as is necessary for the best effect.

A few small camels hair brushes,

absorbent cotton and a small

amount of turpentine will com-

plete the outfit necessary for a

beginning.

Size the print witli the Megilp,

using a tuft of cotton and rubbing

off any excess of the liquid. The
print is now ready for the color.

The colors are opaque but the

idea is to apply them so thinly that

they are transparent. Place a

small daub of each of the colors to

be used on a piece of glass, roll a

tuft of cotton, touch it to the paint

and rub it on a piece of white

paper until it produces an even

tint of the color. Apply to the

print wherever the color is desired

and go over with a fresh tuft of

cotton to blend the color, rublnng

most where the color should be

lightest. For very small surfaces a

brush is used instead of the cotton.

The best flesh tones are pro-

duced by an application of Rose

Madder followed by yellow; for

deep shadows, lips and nostrils.

Carmine. The colors should be

specially thin for hair, draperies

and light parts of the background,

as too much color adds brightness

and detracts from the main point

of interest which, in portraiture, is

always the face.

When one becomes proficient

the opaque colors may often be

used to advantage but great care

must be used as there is danger of

destroying the effect of light and

shade or of giving too much prom-

inence to objects merely incidental

to the picture by coloring them
too highly.

Paintings do not have white

margins but if there is any reason

for coloring a print with margins

the margins may be cleaned by

rolling a tuft of cotton about a

small stick such as a match or

brush handle. The cotton should

be dipped in turpentine, squeezed

dry and wound with another

covering of dry cotton. This will

remove the color better than the

wet cotton as the fumes of tur-

pentine will dissolve the color and

the dry cotton will absorb it with-

out spreading.

If colors are applied thinly they

will dry quickly but if any solid

colors are used they should be

given ample time to dry.

A great many different shades

of the colors recommended may be

made by mixing, the tints secured

depending on the proportions of

the colors used; and this is readily

learned by experience;

For brown, mix red and black.

For purple, mix white, blue

and red.

For pink, mix white and car-

mine.

For dark green, mix light

green and black.

For pea green, mix white and

green.
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For brilliant green, mix white

and emerald green.

For orange, mix red and

yellow.

For pearl grey, mix white,

blue and black.

For cream, mix white, yellow

and red.

For olive, mix red, blue and

black.

For buff, mix yellow and a

little red.

It is important that the colored

print be given a proper setting. It

should never be displayed without

a frame and tiie frame should al-

ways harmonize with the tones of

color in the print.

If such work is pricefl too low it

becomes common and is not ap-

preciated and if too high it will

not sell. But there are plenty of

people who will pay what such

work is really worth, to have

pictures that are a bit out of the

ordinary. And at a fair price one

can give the work enough time to

insure its being done properly.

MAKE YOUR ADVERTISING
BREAK INTO SOCIETY

IT'S easier to get a person to
*• listen to you by walking his way
than by meeting him and trying to

get him to go yours. You have no

resistance to overcome then, and

his interest is more readily ob-

tained. Talk about his car, his

baby, or his game of golf and you

will be a welcome companion. It is

the same in advertising. If you can

direct your appeal to fit the pros-

pect's interest you will have him
in a receptive mood. You need

spend no time on attention-getting

devices nor w-aste words "edu-

cating" him up to seeing your

point of view.

In the folder we suggest tliis

month we have made an appeal to

the interests of a definite class.

The social season is at its height

and in everv town there are many

whose interests are centered in its

activities. An advertisement whose
subject is pleasing to them has an

excellent chance of being read.

The heading is designed to

arouse just enough interest to

cause the folder to be opened to

see what it is all about. Then
follows this copy:

—

"In every activity of the

social season—dances, teas,

receptions, bridge—new faces

appear, and old acquaintances

become closer friends. Among
these are many who want
your photograph and who
will appreciate the sentiment

such a gift carries. When it

pictures you as you really are,

your photograph shows you

at your best—is a true por-

trait. But characteristic ex-
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pression is necessary to keep

the camera truthful and you
can appear natural only when
you are at ease.

"Our ability to click the shut-

ter when you are your real

self, assures you of a portrait

that will do you justice.

"Call Main '•245 today for an
appointment."

The type used in this folder is

Caslon Old Style, which is a

simple face that almost any printer

can supply. As the folder is to go

to people of good taste, the paper

should be of extra fine quality.

perhaps folded double and with a

deckled edge. With high grade ink

and careful workmanship this

should make an attractive direct

mail piece.

The folders should be mailed in

sealed envelopes, first class mail.

The newspaper advertisement,

shown on page "20, carries the same
message and the folders should be

especially effective if supported by
this more general type of adver-

tising.

The mailing list should be com-
piled carefully. A study of the

society column of the newspapers

should offer several names. The
society editor could furnish more
and as you have probably supplied

him with photographs on request,

you should have no diflBculty in

obtaining this co-operation in re-

turn.

Your own customer list should

be gone over and such people se-

lected as you know from your ex-

perience could be interested.

Sittings from people of this class

should result in orders that are

decidedly worth while. The ex-

pense of printing such a folder is

very low, a single order would
more than cover it, and we supply

the cut at considerably less than

cost. (See page 20).

Imitation is a failing with

society. Get a few of the more
prominent members into your

studio, their pictures in your dis-

play case, and your reception

room will soon be the rendez-

vous of the "400" in vour town.
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THE MAX \^^0 MADE
THE PICTURES

Tl/'HEREVER one finds Amer-
ican photographers one will

also find good photography. And
American photographers are not

at all confined to the United

States. They may be found in al-

most every section of the globe.

and in some way or other they

keep in touch with everything

that is new in photography.

And so we were not at all sur-

prised to receive an excellent col-

lection of photographs from the

studio of R. AV. Perkins of Hono-
lulu. Hawaii, made from Portrait

Film negatives on A itava paper.

]\Ir. Perkins might be said to be

the pioneer of the Island photog-

raphers as he has been in business

in Honolulu for twenty-two years.

During this time he has not only

photographed almost everyone of

any conse(|uence who has lived in

or visited the capitol city but has

found time to gather a very fine

collection of Hawaiian views, sev-

eral of which we are reproducing,

not alone for their interest as typ-

ical Hawaiian scenes, but because

of the excellent quality of the

photography as well.

Mr. Perkins' long residence in

Honolulu has enabled him to de-

termine just what the public

desires in portraiture and he has

been successful because he has

filled that want—has kept in step

with photographic progress and

just a step or two in advance of

his buying public.

As to materials, Mr. Perkins

says
—

"I was one of the first to

use your Portrait Films which I

have found to give wonderful re-

sults, to say nothing of their con-

venience. Am also usmg your
Vitava, Old Master paper and
find it up to your high standard of

manufacture. We are makmg our

new display on this paper pre-

paratory to returning to our

remodeled studio where we occupy

three floors."

The Perkins Studio does no^

confine itself to portraiture, how-
ever, as it is necessary in a city

like Honolulu to take advantage

of every possible business oppor-

tunity. A large part of the popu-

lation is native and the industries

are largely confined to the growing

of sugar, pineapples and similar

agricultural products. The tourist

trade has come to be a large one as

the climate is delightful the year

round so there is a good sale for

pictures of the many beauty spots

of the islands, for commercial

work and for a very high grade of

portraiture.

We feel sure that our examples

of Mr. Perkins' excellent work will

be of much interest, coming as it

does, from a photographer so far

removed yet so close to us in his

photographic ideals.
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KEEP A CHECK ON
YOUR NEGATIVE QUALITY

A DEMONSTRATOR had sug-

gested to a photographer that

he buy himself a Negative Com-
parator as a means of keeping

the quality of his negatives uni-

form and saving time and money
in his printing room, at which the

photographer expressed himself as

being open to conviction. At the

same time he made it very plain

that he was not at all sure that a

device such as the Comparator
would save him money or time

either, for that matter.

The demonstrator was very well

known and well liked by the pho-

tographer, and all of his employees,

and there was no objection to

calling the printer in to prove the

point. So Fred was called into the

friendly discussion.

It developed that Fred had been

getting a great variety of nega-

tives to print from but had been

unable to convince the dark-room

man that the variation in negative

density was anything worth com-

plaining about.

The fact of the matter was
this:—Fred was using an eleven

by fourteen printer carrying six

100 watt lamps and his printing

exposures were ranging anywhere
from six seconds to twenty seconds.

The proper printing exposure for

all his negatives should have been

between six and eight seconds.

There was a verv unnecessarv

waste of time of the printer as well

as the person doing the developing

when a run of negatives was en-

countered that requirefl twenty

seconds or more exposure to give

a good print. And when the nega-

tives in a single day's work showed
a variation all the way from two to

fifteen seconds in printing there

was sure to be a considerable

waste in material. It is a very good
printer who can correctly judge

the necessary time of exposure for

negatives of such varying density

and produce a day's work without

waste of paper.

Of course there will always be

some waste but it makes a great

deal of difference in dollars and
cents in the course of a year if you
double the normal allowance for

waste or halve it.

The purpose of the Negative

Comparator was explained to the

photographer and he quickly saw
how its use would save time in his

printing room and money in

material saved.

With the Comparator before

him on the dark-room shelf, the

man who is developing can com-

pare every negative witha standard

and determine the need for re-

duction, intensification or more or

less development and, by so doing,

maintain a standard of quality

and uniformity that would not be

possible otherwise.
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When a negative has been

selected as a standard, because of

its printing quality, it is placed in

one of the end compartments of

the Comparator in front of the

opal glass. A negative of an en-

tirely different type is selected

which probably recjuires a dif-

ferent scale of densities, such as a

white background negative as

against a black background neg-

ative. This is placed in the other

end compartment of the Com-
parator.

When the negatives are de-

veloped and are in the fixing

bath, the Comparator lights are

turned on and as a negative is

removed from the fixing bath and
rinsed, it is held in front of the

center compartment where it

receives exactly the same illumi-

nation as the standard negatives

on either side.

If it shows too much density it

may readily be placed in a tray of

reducer and the density cut down
until it exactly matches the

standard with which it is com-
pared. This is only the work of a

minute or two but it saves a

great deal of time in proofing

and printing.

If the negatives show under-

development , the correction can

be made in the next lot of nega-

tives that are developed and
the trouble will not run along

for a week or so before it is

discovered. Such a means of

comparison will also make the

dark-room worker more careful of

the temperature of his developer,

and as he will have no excuse for

going far from his standard he will

be quicker to note a tendency of

the operator to over or under
expose.

In the case of the j)hotographer

mentioned, a decifled change was
noted in the general quality and
especially in the uniformity of his

negatives after the Comparator
had been in use only a very short

time.

Of course it wasn't the Com-
parator that did it, but this

simple device made the improve-

ment in quality and uniformity

possible by offering the means by
which the quality could be kept

uniform.

It takes co-operation in a studio

to keep all departments working

in harmony and every device that

aids in the production of better

work should be welcomed not only

by the studio proprietor but by
every workman who is in any way
responsible for the quality of the

work or the efficiency with which

it is produced.

Eastman Negative Comparator

The Eastman Negative Com-
parator is sold by your Stockhouse,
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complete, for $l'-2.00. And it will many times over if you make
be worth that amount to you proper use of it in /yo(/r dark-room.

STANDARDIZING SIZES OF
COMIMERCIAL PRINTS

"1^7'E have been advised by
^ ' Mr. Kaufmann. President

of the Commercial Photographers'

Association of Chicago, that the

Association hasadopted a standard

size for all prints that are to be

bound in albums.

This standard not only places a

definite trimmed size on the print

but. as will be seen by the chart

which we show in reduced size on

the opposite page, definitely es-

tablishes the width of the cloth

hinge, the stub and the location

and size of the holes which are

punched for the loose leaf binding.

All of the photographers in the

Chicago Association have adopted

this standard, which means that

practically every Chicago photog-

rapher will be making commercial

prints for loose leaf binding that

are of uniform size and inter-

changeable in albums that will

take standard prints.

The advantage of such standard-

ization will readily be seen. The
customer of any Chicago photog-

rapher may also be buying prints

from photographers in other

parts of the country—photographs

of installations, equipment of va-

rious kinds, store windows, dem-

onstrations, uses of products, etc.

With such a standard univer-

sally adopted, photographs sup-

1)1 ied l)y photographers anywhere
would fit albums already in use by
the manufacturer and would save

him the annoyance of having to

have photographs mounted to fit

his albums after they had been

received.

The manufacturer appreciates

such standardization in his own
business and will quickly appre-

ciate it in yours, and make his

albums for sample prints conform

to your standard of print making.

It would also seem that here is

an opportunity for the photog-

rapher to supply albums of

standard sizes. But that is another

matter.

The Chicago Association will be

glad to furnish full sized charts

such as we have illustrated to any
commercial photographer and to

further in any way possible the

adoption of this standard by any
Commercial Association or group

of commercial photographers.

If you wish one of these charts,

address your request to Chas. D.

Kaufmann, 425 South Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, 111.
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Truthful portraiture

shows you in a char-

acteristic expression

and a natural pose

—

at your best. Our
abiUty to put you at

ease assures the suc-

cess of your picture.

Phone Main 245 for

an appoiniment.

The photographer in your town

THE SMITH STUDIO

Price 50 Cents

^HE ONLY CONDITION

We make but one condition

in our offer of cuts for the use of

photographers.

It is obvious that two photogra-

phers in the same town would not

care to use the same cut, and we are

therefore obliged to limit this offer

to one })hotographer in a town. It

will be a case of first come first

served. The first order from a city

will be promptly filled. Succeeding

orders (if any) will necessarily be

turned down and the remittance, of

course, will be returned. It is also

obvious that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings, furnish

any large variety of cuts at the

nominal prices quoted, and there-

fore can offer no substitute cut. Get
your order in first. E. K. Co.
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To re})roduce every

gradation ofthe most
perfect negative,

make the print on

K ZPTT^TT Y7Kwm
The paper without a

disappointment

EASTMAN KODAK C OMPANY
R()( TIESTKR. \. V.

All Dealers'
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The Eastman Floodlight

^^^^H The 1ight you have been

/"P^^jB wanting for shadow ilhi-

I

i^HKjJ mination in portraiture,

\ " ^^ for home portraiture, for

\ ^ commercial work, for

\ copying.

\ The Eastman Flood-

Y Hghts are portable, light in

^ weight, compact, quickly

assembled and adjustable

to almost any position.

P\illy extended the light

is 9 feet high—closed the

stand is ^26 inches long.

The Floodlight complete
weighs but 5 pounds and
takes a 500 watt Mogul
base lamp. Two of these

lamps make an ideal

ecjuipment for copying or

small commercial work.

The price of the Eastman Floodlight complete
with 5 feet of heavy cord and plug, but without
lamp, is $'20.00— at your dealer's.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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The quality of the pro-

jected print depends

upon the suitabiHty of

the sensitive material.

Use

EASTMAN
PORTRAIT
BROMIDE

Made speciallyfor
portrait enlarging-

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'
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The Pyro developed negative may
not look beautiful, but the quality

is there and will be fully repro-

duced in the print. Use Pyro in its

most cleanly and convenient form
— crvstals.

EASTMAN CRASTAL

PYRO
IVc mal'c if

— irc Jniow ifs right

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, X. Y.

1// Datler.s'
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The Century Studio Outfit

Wlien your customers

are placed before a Cen-

tury Studio Outfit they

cannot help but feel a

sense of confidence in

you and yoiu- work tliat

will react favoral)ly

when the proofs are

shown.

But over and above

the handsome and dig-

nified api)earance of a

Century vStudio Outfit must be placed its quiet,

smooth, quick and effective resi)onse to the

photog'ra])her's touch

.

A Century Studio Outfit is a sure helj) to

better work and better sales.

Cnitiiry Stitdio Outjll \n. 8

A

See it at your Stock House or send for

Descriptive Catalogue

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Folmer & Schwing Department ROCHESTER, N. Y.



For the First of the Year School Work

THE NEW STUDENTS' ALBUM
For Two to Practically an Unlimited Quantity of

4x6 Prints. Album Size Outside 6 x 8^.
Tan also be supplied specially if ordered in lots of six

and upward for 3 x -4 and 3}4, x 5}/^ portraits.

Price, including sufficient leaves to hold six portraits,

$2.00 each.

These albums in most cases cost about the same or even
less to furnish on school orders than if regular mounts
are used.

Write us for detailed information or see page 10 of our 19-2'2-23

catalog.

SPECIAL SAMPLE OFFER
One New Students' Album and ten assorted styles

of mounters especially suitaljle for school work.

OFFER S-15, postpai.l $2.00.

TAPRELL, LOOMIS & COMPANY
(K.18TSIA5 Kodak Cosipa-nt) CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The Leading Card Xovelty House of America



EASTMAN
ABRASIVE REDUCER
AAT'HEX the negative requires local

reduction there is no better

means of decreasing density in small

areas than by a good abrasive.

Eastman Abrasive Reducer is a paste

containing a finely ground abrasive

agent that gives quick results. Its

action is uniform— it is easily applied

to the dry negative—the results are

most satisfactory. Put a can of this

reducer on your retouching desk—use

it, and you will find it a help to better

results.

Price per can, 50 cents,

at your dealer's.

east:man kodak company
ROCHESTER, X. Y.

All Dealers'
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TIME TO BEGIN YOUR
EASTER ADVERTISING

YES. we are going to say some-

thing more about advertising

—Easter advertising, to be specific,

l)ecause Easter comes on April

1st this year and it isn't any too

soon to make plans.

We have been talking a good

bit about advertising of late but

we can't help it because we are

convinced that what we have been

saying of advertising is true. Every
photographer who makes good

photographs and advertises con-

sistently to increase the demand
has found his business steadily

growing.

We say. steadil\', l)ecause ad-

vertising of the right kind doesn't

make your business grow b^ leaps

and bounds. It takes bargain ad-

vertising to d(j that, and tlie

bigger the bound the harder you
hght when you come back to the

level, .\dvertising gyinnaslics do

not jjay.

Advertising nuisl constanlly

remind people that photographs

are desirable, that friends want

photographs of friends, that sucli

gifts are more personal and sug-

gest more thoughtfulness than

any other gift of a similar cost.

The slogan: "Your friends can buy
anything you can give them—ex-

cept your photograph," expresses

it as well as anything you can say,

and is just as good now as when it

was first used.

The thing to bear in mind in

advertising at Easter, or at any

other time, is to create demand.

You don't sell a thing until some-

one wants it and when you merely

advertise photographs you only

reach people who have alreafly

decided they want photographs.

When you suggest the appro-

priateness of the photograj)h as an

Easter gift, however, you are

making people think how they

can use photograi)hs. "^'ou are

creating a desire—building uj) a
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sentiment for the thing you wish

to seU. And by continual sug-

gestion along these lines you are

influencing a lot of new people to

want photographs.

Your suggestions keep pounding

away until finally the desire stim-

ulates action and you have a new
customer. It may take a year, it

may take only a few weeks, de-

pending upon the individual, but

the suggestions are cumulative

and will eventually bring results.

Easter offers excellent oppor-

tunities for advertising suggestions.

And good results are sure to follow.

Every woman counts upon Easter

to bring forth for her a complete

new outfit. It is the opening of

Spring and she must lay aside, if

only for the day, her winter garb

and deck herself out in what
fashion dictates for Easter.

If she has had any thought of

having a new portrait made—if

Clu-istmas remembrances have

included portraits of friends, she

has probably thought she would

wait and make it an Easter por-

trait. Possibly she has thought of

using that portrait as an Easter

gift. But it is just as likely that

when the time draws near she may
forget or neglect to have that

picture made.

Just here is where your adver-

tising must step in to remind her,

not once but several times. She

is busy with preparations and
these are very important to a

woman. So important that she

may forget all else.

Remind her that the new Easter

gown will make her portrait all the

more attractive and that time must
be allowed for finishing the pictures

if they are to be used for Easter

Greetings. And possibly it might

be a good idea to devise a special

style of print that can be used for

the Easter Greeting.

Other photographers have made
up attractive folders and have
exhibited them in their display

cases, suggesting that they take

the place of the ordinary greeting

card. At any rate, the display case

should work in harmony with

newspaper advertising to keep the

thought continually in mind that

Easter is an occasion for that most
personal of all gifts—your photo-

graph.

The illustration and the text we
suggest on page 26 are appro-

priate for the occasion, and the

text can be varied, making the one

illustration answer for several ad-

vertisements. These stipple draw-

ings are made from photographs

specially for your use and are

suitable either for newspaper

advertisements or for small folders

or leaflets such as we have recom-

mended in several previous issues

of Studio Light.

We want you to make use of

these cuts and are furnishing them
considerably below their actual

cost to us as an incentive for you
to use them. A picture attracts

attention and that is the first

requirement of good advertising.

By advertising continually you



FROM A SUPER SPEED PORTRAIT FILM NEGATIVE
Broun triour covered furniture, no filter uxed.

By Milton ./. Waskhurn

Buffalo, N. r.
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will keep your old customers, add
new ones and actually increase

the popularity of photography and
the volume of business.

So that advertising, instead of

l)eing an expense, unquestionably

becomes an investment that pays

excellent returns.

A VERY COXVEXIEXT
FIOI DEVELOPIXG HAXGER

THEKE is very little need to ex-

ploit tank development. It is

a method of working that has

almost become universal because

of its practical and labor saving

advantages as well as the results

it produces.

There have been some changes

in tank development equipment,

however, and most notewcjrtliy of

these has been the introduction of

the No. 4 Eastman Film Devel-

oping Hangers.

The earlier type of Developing

Hanger was satisfactory and has

given years of service, but the new
Hanger has points of convenience

over the old and gives arldefl years

of service.

As will be seen by the illus-

tration, its construction is similar

a^

J

^^^m.

to that of the Core Developing

Rack which is made for plates. It

has a fiat, top cross bar at each

end of which is a notch cut at an
angle so that the hangers may be

suspended on a wire to allow the

films to dry.

The side and l)ottom channels

are ^' shaped and are perforated

to allow the solutions to enter and
to drain away. The top channel is

hinged so that it may be turned up
when the film is inserted. When
the film is in place the top channel

is turned back and held in place by
a spring clip so that the film is held

on all four sides by the frame.

Of course a film is flexible but it

will be found that with ordinary

care there is no part of the de-

veloping process in which enough
pressure is brought to bear on the

film to dislodge it. A hanger con-

taining a film negative may even

be held under a moderate flow of

\A ater from a tap and be swabbed
off with no danger of its falling out

if even reasonable care is used.

The main advantages of the Xo.

4 Hangers are their compactness,

their simplicity of construction.

IK) clips being needed \n liold the
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Xiithcr jjriiil nor iic(/(itirc has been rctoiiclicd.

By Millon J. WuMn
Uuffah, S. Y.
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film, and the ease with which they

are loaded. They are also easy to

clean.

This matter of cleaning is very

important with any apparatus

that has to do with developing. A
Developing Hanger should be

cleaned just the same as a tray

should be cleaned, and while these

Hangers are made of non-corrodi-

ble metal this fact does not pre-

vent them from becoming coated

with the oxidation products of the

fleveloper and sUver from the fix-

ing bath. When in regular use they

should be cleaned once a week.

Soak them for an hour in a 5 per

cent solution of acetic acid, scrub

them thoroughly with a solution

of carbonate of soda and rinse well

before drying.

With the No. 4 Film Developing

Hanger the negative may remain

in the hanger through developing,

fixing and washing, and may also

be dried in the hanger. The notch

in either end of the top bar allows

the hangers to be suspended on

wires, or the top bar wUl fit in the

notches of an ordinary negative

drying rack.

As the film negative dries some-

what more slowly along the edges

when in the hanger, it may easily

be removed when quick drying is

necessary. The top channel is

raised, a photo clip is attached to

one corner and the film is drawn

out without the need of touching

it with one's fingers. It is then

hung up by the clip to dry.

As a tank of developer should al-

ways be thoroughly stirred before

using, there is no need of using the

hangers to agitate the developer.

They are placed in the tank of de-

veloper with one continuous mo-
tion and when the film is com-
pletely immersed the top bar is

grasped in the center, slightly

raised and sharply tapped on the

edges of the tank.

This motion of raising and lower-

ing will loosen or break any air

bells that might form on the

bottom or edges of the film. This

movement, however, should not

be enough to raise the film above

the surface of the developer.

The satisfied users of an article

are probably its best recommen-
dation. We quote from a letter

received from the Photographic

Department of the Chicago Sur-

face Lines:

"Your No. 4 Eastman Film

Developing Hangers have

saved me much time and
trouble. Each month we de-

velop from twelve to fourteen

hundred 8 x 10 Eastman Por-

trait Film in addition to

several hundreds more of

every other kind of Eastman
Film manufactured, and

honestly confess that your

No. 4 Hangers have made
the work a real pleasure, ac-

celerating it tremendously."

Your dealer can supply you
with the Eastman Film Develop-

ing Hanger No. 4.
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HOW TO MAKE
A DUPLICATE NEGATIVE

SOME workers are of the opinion

that it is not possible to repro-

duce a negative and make it so

nearly perfect that prints from the

reproduced negative can not be

readily detected from those made
from the original. But neverthe-

less this is the fact. We have

been fooled on this test repeatedly,

even when we have had the origi-

nal negative in our hands. The
fact was that the prints from the

reproduced negatives were in

many instances better than those

from the original.

We do not mean by this that

we would suggest reproduction as

a means of improving negatives

but merely to prove the point that

a reproduced negative need not

have less quality than the original.

There are several very good rea-

sons for reproducing a negative.

If it has unusual value this in it-

self makes the means of repro-

duction worth while and the

means is a good positive. If the

negative has value and is on glass

a positive is doubly worth while

for there is no real satisfactory

way of repairing a glass negative

once it is broken.

If yoiu" glass negatives never

break you are the exception to the

rule. It has been the writer's ex-

perience that the surest way to

break a negative is to caution

everyone about the place to handle

it with care. Auto-suggestion in

such a case seems to work back-

wards. Everyone feels sure he has

a fine grip on that piece of glass

but sub-consciously he drops it.

Of course film overcomes this

trouble but usually there are val-

uable old glass negatives about a

studio.

Duplicate negatives are often

necessary or desirable when great

numbers of prints are to be made,

as orders may be handled much
more quicldy by printing from
several negatives. In the portrait

studio, however, the duplicate

negative or the positive from
which duplicate negatives may be

made, is most valuable for the in-

surance it offers against breakage,

loss or damage of the original

which may be worth hundreds of

dollars in duplicate orders.

Where such positives are made
we suggest that they be filed away
from the originals as a matter of

protection so that all of your eggs

will not be in one basket. Few of

the fires that destroy studios origi-

nate in them but if your studio

should ever be destroyed and you
have positives or duplicates of

your most valuable negatives

stored at home you will have

saved your self a great many
dollars.

The making of positives from

which negatives are to be made is
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very much a matter of jiHlgiiifi;

(luality and this is rather (litficult

at first because the desired result

is printing quaUty. You are not

making a positive that is good to

look at but one from which you
can print a negative that will have

in it just what you have in your

original negative.

For this reason we would sug-

gest that the man who has had no

previous experience make several

tests before he proceeds with the

work. For negatives that are any
ways near normal make the posi-

tive on Commercial Film. This

has slightly more than half the

speed of Commercial Ortlio Film

and is most suitable for both the

positive and the negative that is

printed from it. Only when a nega-

tive is extremely flat should a

Process Film be used or when ex-

tremely contrast^' a Commercial

Ortho Film.

For a negative of normal den-

sity we might suggest that at a

distance of 15 feet from a 16 candle

power lamp an ex])osure of six or

eight seconds might be somewhere
near normal. Make an exposure,

develop it in the regular pyro

developer and note with normal

development whether over or

under-exposure is indicated.

The positive should have fairly

full exposure. It should be de-

veloped to secure all the highlight

detail that is shown in the nega-

tive and it should have good

])rinting density so that the full

graflation scale of the negative

will be reproduced. We suggest

that several tests be made lie-

cause if you have slightly under-

exposed and developed a positive

to a fair degree of contrast you
will at once be struck with the

beauty anfl brilliancy of the result.

Such a positive will not print a

good negative, however, because

the highlights will lack detail, the

shadows will be blocked and the

negative made from it will give a

print that is entirely too con-

trasty.

These positives are deceiving

because you examine them only

by transmitted light and what
you see through a positive is much
different from what you see in the

print which is examined by re-

flected light. You may see detail

through the shadows of a positive,

but make a negative from it and a

print from the negative and the

same shadows in the print may be

a mass of solid black, because you
do not look through them.

Positives are usually made by
contact in a printing frame and

care should be used to insure per-

fect contact. A heavy felt pad is

best for this purpose. The same
developer you use for negatives

should be used both for positives

and negatives in the reproducing

process.

If the original negative is slightly

soft, reproduce it perfectly in the

positive and depend upon the

developing of the negative you

make to secure an increase in con-

trast. If you wish considerable

I
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contrast and the ordinary de-

veloper does not give enough, use

the contrast developer recom-

mended for Process Film, which

will be found in the Film Booklet.

This developer contains caustic

soda, which is a much stronger ac-

celerator than carbonate, and
develops in two or three minutes,

giving excellent contrast. If still

greater contrast is desired, and
this will not often be the case, a

Process Film can be substituted

for the Commercial.

In reproducing negatives there

is a decided advantage when con-

siderable spotting is necessary.

The spotting can all be done on

the positive and you can see the

results of your work much better

than when spotting the negative.

If it should be that you are not

usmg film for negative making
you can readily see what an ad-

vantage film offers as insurance

against negative breakage. And
when you have used film to re-

produce your valuable negatives,

a further trial will convince you
that the superior quality of Por-

trait Film results will be an ad-

vantage in all of jour work.

OUR ILLUSTRATIONS FRO:\I

FILM NEGATIVES

WHEN the first Portrait Film

was introduced, commercial

photographers were almost as

quick to take up its use as were

portrait photographers. Its non-

halation properties appealed to

them strongly, its long scale en-

abled them to materially reduce

contrasts in interiors and similar

difficult subjects, and its physical

advantages of lightness, compact-

ness and flexibility went a long

way towards solving many diffi-

cult problems that every com-

mercial photographer encounters

in his daily work.

Special film emulsions were then

made to meet all of the commercial

worker's requirements, but Por-

trait Film has held its place in

many branches of commercial

work and Super Speed Portrait

Film is finding even greater favor.

Mr. Washburn, who has fur-

nished a part of our illustrations,

has had a long and satisfactory ex-

perience with Portrait Film and
has done some wonderful work
with this material, using it even

for oblique views made from air-

planes and securing wonderfully

brilliant negatives.

He has now' become a Super

Speed enthusiast and as we were

very much interested in some of his

prints that showed excellent color

rendering, we asked if a filter had

been used in making these nega-

tives. His reply was: "Referring to

the use of a filter on Super Speed,
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the fact that I do not use a filter is

just what makes this fihii and its

uses so interesting. Only in rare

cases do I find it necessary to use

filters and then I use Panchro-

matic Film.

"I always used to find it difiicult

to get good results when photo-

graphing bro^vai velours in my
furniture, even with a filter, but

with Super Speed I have been

getting the desired results without

a filter and that is saying a lot.

(See page 5).

"As for general interior work
I also find it exceptional and to

prove this fact I am sending you
a print of an oflBce interior on

Super Speed in which the mahog-
any woodwork and flowers show
to unusual advantage. This was an

open flash. (See page 9).

"I make use of the Super Speed

for all interior work and for photo-

graphing instruments such as the

microscope (page 7) . There is no re-

touching whatever on this negative.

For general interiors without any
counteracting artificial light. I

think the lack of halation against

the windows makes these negatives

worth while. For flashlights I use a

very much smaller amount of pow-

der than would be possible with a

slower film."

This is only one man's exper-

ience with Super Speed Film, but

Mr. Washburn is an excellent

workman and has built up his

business on the quality of the work
he produces, just as every other

successful commercial photogra-

pher is doing, and the quality

of Film results is the reason for

its popularity with commercial

workers.

But Super Speed Film is not a

commercial Film. It just happens

to fit numerous commercial re-

quirements. It is a Portrait Film.

It has all of the essential require-

ments and is specially suited to fine

portrait work, differing only from
the regular Portrait Film in speed.

This difi^erence, however, is a

very remarkable one. The speed is

not slightly greater than Par
Speed— it is much greater. You
can materially reduce exposures

and get results identical with those

of Par Speed, the only requirement

being slightly longer development,

which is essential to the nature of

this particular emulsion. Such

speed means a great deal to the

commercial worker in his studio

work, for small objects which

must be photographed at short

range with very small lens aper-

tures often require exposures as

long as fifteen minutes or more.

When there are many such ex-

posures to be made and they can

be greatly reduced, there is a dis-

tinct time saving advantage.

The portrait photographer has

found the advantages of Super

Speed equally as great. There is

more chance of catching the rest-

less child or the nervous grown-

up and ordinary exposures under

poor conditions of light make good

negatives the rule rather than the

exception.
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When artificial light is uscfl ex-

clusively the tendency towards

harshness is also materially re-

duced so that strong light sources

may be used without so much
danger of securing insufficient

diffusion. These same qualities are

also a decided advantage in home
portraiture where strong lights are

often encountered.

Many photographers have found
the advantages of Super Speed

sufficiently great to cause them to

use it exclusively for portraiture,

as there is no falling off in other

qualities that are equally essential.

The remainder of our illus-

trations, including that on the

cover, are from the studio of E. F.

Martin of Eugene, Ore., and give

one an excellent idea of the natural

beauties of that great western

state where ocean, mountains,

forests, lakes and streams offer

wonderful opportunities for the

sportsman and photographer.

]Mr. ]Martin makes wonderfully

fine negatives on Commercial
Ortlio Film and we only regret

that we flo not have the space to

show more of these interesting

subjects.

THE REMOVAL OF STAINS FROM THE
HANDS OR FROM CLOTHING

THE removal of stains from tlie

hanfls is a comparatively

simple matter, though it may not

be generally known that the stain

remover works equally well with

ink stains as with developer stains.

For developer or ink stains, im-

merse the hands in the following

solution:

Water, S-^ ounces

Potassium Permanganate, 3^ oz.

Sulphuric Acid C. P., 7.5 minims.

Rinse and apply a 5 per cent

solution of Sodium Bisulphite or

immerse the hands in an acid h^-po

solution. If the one application is

not sufficient, rinse the hands

thoroughly and repeat the oper-

ation.

This will rciiiovi' stains caused

l)y any of the ordinary writing or

stamping inks as well as practi-

cally all forms of developer stains.

Silver stains are not likely to

yield to this treatment, however,

as silver is much more difficult to

remove from the hands. In the

days when the photographer

silvered his own paper, silver

stains were removed from the

hands with cyanide, but as this

chemical is a deadly poison we
would not advise its use for any
purpose without a full knowledge

of its dangerous character.

For the removal of silver stains

we suggest the bleaching solution

which is used when prints are to

be re-developed. Make up the

solution as follows:
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Potassium Ferricyaaide, 1 ounce

Potassium Bromide, 1 ounce

Water, 24 ounces

When the silver stain has been

bleached out with this solution,

rinse the hands and immerse them
in an acid hj-po solution.

To remove the developer or ink

stains from white fabrics, the acid-

permanganate solution recom-

mended for the hands will also

remove the stain from the fabric,

but in doing so it is apt to weaken

it because of the presence of the

strong acid.

The following method is less

harmful : Soak the stained portion

of the fabric in a 5 per cent so-

lution of Oxalic Acid or Acetic

Acid for two minutes; rinse for

two minutes and then apply a

saturated solution of bleaching

powder (calcium hypochlorite).

If, after ten minutes bleaching,

the stain does not disappear, rinse

thoroughly and re-apply the acid

solution, and, if necessary, the

hypochlorite solution and, finally.

wash thoroughly. Only the portions

of the fabric containing the stains

need be given this treatment.

Colored fabrics should never be

treated with the acid permanga-

nate solution as it will bleach out

the color that is in the fabric. Use

the last mentioned method for

stains in colored fabrics.

To remove silver stains from

white or colored fabrics, bleach in

the following solution for ten

minutes:

Potassium ferricyanide, 1 ounce

Potassium bromide, }/i ounce

Water, 32 ounces

Then apply an acid hypo so-

lution. Wash the fabric thoroughly

and if the stain is not completely

removefl the treatment should be

repeated.

Iodine stains on the hands or on

fabrics \na\ be removed by ap-

plying a weak solution of hj-po or

a few drops of an ordinary fixing

bath. The hypo should then be

removed by washing.

SYSTEM IN YOUR STUDIO

Any time is a good time to put system into the financial

affairs of your studio but the best time is the present. If

you do not have a satisfactory method of accounting—
if you do not know your expenses, your inventory, your

profits, ask your dealer for the booklet,

" System for the Photographic Studio.''
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PUTTING BOTH NEGATIVE
AND POSITIVE TO WORK

AGREAT many photographers

make lantern slides and use

them as a means of advertising in

motion picture theaters, but R.

H.AVheldon of Goldendale. Wash.,

is the first man we have found who
makes use of the negatives, as well

as the positives he makes from

them, for advertising.

It is his custom to use an ad-

vertisement, such as we show each

month on page "26, for his lantern

slide copy. He places his own sig-

nature below the text matter,

cutting it from one of his letter-

heads, or other printed matter,

and pasting it on his copy.

In this way he obtains a com-

plete piece of copy without the

expense of having an advertise-

ment specially printed for the

purpose.

If his signature is on white

paper and the advertisement he

wishes to copy is on a cream tinted

paper, the patching is very notice-

able to the eye, but this objection

is overcome by using a Process

Film and a contrast developer. All

tone differences are eliminated

and the negative shows trans-

parent lettering against a solid

black ground.

By this patching process it is

possible to include line drawings,

borders and any desired t\-pe

matter that can be cut from maga-

zines and make verv attractive

copy, since the patching does not

show.

Of course the lantern slide made
from such a negative produces a

positive, showing black letters on a

pure white ground. This Mr.
Wheldon uses in the usual way for

advertising between pictures on
the screen in the theater.

The negative, however, is used

in his studio display window at

night. A piece of mounting board

is cut to fit a 4 X 6 swing easel

frame and an opening is cut in this

cardboard to properly mask the

negative. When the negative has

been bound to this mask it is

placed in the display window with

a small electric light to illuminate

it from behind.

Mr. Wheldon uses a small ruliy

lamp for this purpose and it has

been his experience that such ad-

vertisements are read even when
the lettering is quite small, and

that the attention which is drawn
to the illuminated advertisement

is then naturally turned to the

display.

We tliink the idea is a very good

one and we would also suggest

that when possible the same ad-

vertising message be used in the

local newspapers. The best ad-

vertising is that in which all

possible means of publicity pull

together to attain one common
result.
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For Easter

A greeting' that will be

as fresh, and welcome

too, as the balmy air

on that spring morn-

ing—your photo-
graph.

PhoneMa in 245today

for an appointment.

The photographer in your town

THE SMITH STUDIO

Line Cut No. .S07. PRirE ;S0 Cents

'yHE ONLY CONDITION

We make but one condition

in our oflFer of cuts for the use of

photographers.

It is obvious that two photogra-

phers in the same town would not

care to use tlie same cut, and we are

therefore obHged to limit this offer

to one photographer in a town. It

will be a case of first come first

served. Tlic first order from a city

will he promptly filled. Succeeding

orders (if any) will necessarily be

turned down and the remittance, of

cour.se, will be returned. It is also

obvious that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings, furnish

any large variety of cuts at the

nominal prices quoted, and there-

fore can offer no substitute cut. Get

vour order in fir.sf. E. K. Co.
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Make your enlarge-

ments look like con-

tact prints and they

will sell like contact

prints.

EASTMAN
PORTRAIT
BROMIDE

Enlargements retain the

contact print quality.

I:ASTMAX KODAK COINIPAXY

ROCIIKSTKR, \ ^ .

1// Dealers
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The Eastman Floodlight

^^^I^H The light you have been

f^^l^^^m wanting for shadow ilhi-

( t^8lf mination in portraiture,

I 1 ^^ for home portraiture, for

\ J commercial work, for

\ copying.

\ The Eastman Flood-

y lights are portable, light in

^ weight, compact, quickly

assembled and adjustable

to almost any position.

Fully extended the light

is 9 feet high—closed the

stand is '26 inches long.

The Floodlight complete
weighs but 5 pounds and
takes a 500 watt Mogul
base lamp. Two of these

lamps make an ideal

equipment for copying or

small commercial work.

The price of the Eastman Floodlight complete
with 5 feet of heavy cord and plug, but without
lamp, is $20.00— at your dealer's.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, X. Y.

All Dealers'
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To reproduce every

gradation ofthe most
perfect negative,

make the print on

ro^H
The paper without a

disappointment

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'
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We have made it easy

for you to get the best

results with developers

for papers—just say:

ELON
If> maJxC it

— we know ifs right

east:max kodak company
ROCHESTER, X. Y.

All Dealer/
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Cirkut Outfit No. 8

A dual purpose camera for the photographer

who recjuires an outfit for general commercial

and panoramic photography.

Cirkut Outfit Xo. 8

comprises the well

known Revolving
Back Cycle Graphic

for 6}/2 X ^/^ films or

plates, especially well

adapted to ordinary

commercial photography. And the outfit be-

comes a panoramic camera for views 61^ or 8

inches wide, and any length up to twelve feet

l)y merely substituting the panoramic attach-

ment for the revolving back.

For either purpose the Xo. 8 Cirkut is a

complete and thoroughly reliable camera.

Send for ''Profitahlc Piditrrs irit/i a Cirkut"

^rT

EAST:\rAX KODAK co:mpaxy
Folmer & Srlurln(/ DcparlmrNf ROCHESTER, X. \



Another Striking Easel Frame Style

THE CHEVY CHASE
(Lethograin Stock)

Two colors— Lisbon Grey and Sierra Brown
For i2 X 3—3 x 4 and 3 x 43/^

Prices $5.75— $7.50 and $8.50 per 100

It has that hfe and "pep" that appeal to the young

and the young old folks.

Sample of both colors for six 2c stamps and we will

include no charge, sample of a new 3 x 43^ Inslip folder.

SAMPLE OFFER NO. 7001

TAPRELL, LOOMIS & COMPANY
(Eastman Kodak Company) CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The Leading Card Novelty House of America



We have made it easy

for you to get the best

results with developers

for papers—just say:

ELON
We make it

—we knoiv it's right

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'
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SOMETHING NEW
Old Master Surface of

Eaaiman Porirait Bromide

THAT very distinctive paper

surface, "Old Master", wliieli

created a sensation and gained

immediate popularity as one of

the surfaces of Vitava papers, is

now being furnished in Eastman
Portrait Bromide.

Vitava, Old Master, was an

instantaneous success. Its pleas-

ing and artistic te.xture appealed

alike to the photographer and the

picture buying i)ublic. It is not a

freak surface—not a mere novelty.

l>ut it is decideflly different and
wherever it has been used it has

stimulated the sale of contact

prints.

Now that it may l)c iiad in

Eastman Portrait Hromide it will

also stimulate the sale of the en-

largement or projected print.

Portrait Bromide in itself is an
unusual i)aj)er. It has exceptional

{|ualily and is made with s|)ecial

reference to the requirements of

portrait enlarging.

With Portrait Bromide you can

duplicate the quality of the con-

tact print. And now that the Old

Master surface is available you
can also duplicate the most
popular contact surface. The
result should be a considerable

increase in the sale of large prints.

If you are skeptical as to the

quality of large prints that can Ix-

made on Portrait Bromide, it is

V)ecause you have not used this

comparatively new paper and do

not realize that it differs ccjiisid-

erably from ordinary Bromide

paper.

It is sliglitly slower than other

Bromide papers, but this is due to

the unusual (juality of the emul-

sion aufl is really an advantage

where work of the highest quality

is to be ])rodiiced.
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Portrait Bromide, including the

new surface, is very easy to man-
ipulate and gives prints having

wonderful brilliance and richness

of tone. It also produces excellent

sepia tones by the simple process

of re-development and these tones

are quickly and easily secured and
are uniform in quality as well.

The Old Master surface is ideal

for oil coloring, the texture of the

paper lending a special charm and
effectiveness to the print that is

colored by this process.

Portrait Bromide is furnished

only in Double Weight and the

new surface is supplied in two
stocks—M White, Old Master
and O Buff, Old Master. The
prices are the same as for other

surfaces of Portrait Bromide and
your dealer can supply you.

A SERVICEABLE WORK-ROOM
OR DARK-ROOM SINK

TiiK proper kind of a dark-

roum ur wurk-ruom sink for a

photographer to build is always

more or less of a problem. If you
have a good sink you have
nothing to worry about, but if you
need new sinks and contemplate

building them, probably the fol-

lowing suggestions and the plan

we submit will be of interest to

you.

Size is a matter that depends
entirely on the requirements of

your studio or the space which

you have in your work-rooms. It

is much better whenever possible

to have ample sink room rather

than to be crowded for room.

The sink shown in our drawing

is 8 feet long, "23^ feet wide, 26

inches wide inside, 8% inches

deep at the ends and one inch

deeper in the center to allow for

the slope from each end to the

center where the drain is located.

The top of the sink is 36 inches

from the floor and the sloping

splash boards at each end and the

back are nine inches high. These
splash boards are very convenient

because the fixing and washing

tanks are usually placed at the

end of the sink and a splash board

keeps chemicals off the floor.

It is very important to keep

the floor of the dark-room clean

because chemicals spilled on it

dry up and walking on the floor

stirs up this dust and causes all

sorts of spots on sensitive material.

As it is never advisable to use

the bottom of a sink for trays or

developing, fixing or washing

tanks, we show a rack in our sink

which is made of heavy strips of

wood set about one inch apart and

beveled off at the top edges. This

prevents much of the splashing

that would be caused by strips

with flat tops.
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Tliis rack may be made in two

or four sections and may easily be

removed when it is necessary to

clean the sink. Because of the

slope from each end, however, the

supports at the center should be

higher to make the sink rack

perfectly level.

Almost any well seasoned, in-

expensive lumber may be used for

the frame work of this sink as we
suggest that it be lined with sheet

lead. The bottom can be made of

•-23^ foot boards and as the con-

struction does not need to be

tight, the frame work will be

fairly inexpensive.

The lead lining is unusually

satisfactory because it will wear

a lifetime and will not be affected

l)y any of the chemicals that you

will liave occasion to use in it.

Also, there is practically no

danger from leaks and if y(ju

should, by any chance, puncture

the lining, it is the most simple

thing to repair.

^Ve would also suggest that the

sink be placed a sufficient distance

from the wall so that a narrow

shelf can be built from the top of

the back splash board to the wall.

This shelf can have a very slight

tilt towards the sink so that if a

graduate has been washed and set

on the shelf any water from it will

drain into the sink.

Such a shelf is convenient for

bottles of developer, graduates, a

Negative Comparator, reducing

and intensifying solutions, etc.

A Safelight Lamp, however, should

be considerably higher and may
be attached to the wall.

As our diagram, (page 5) shows

there are one hot water and three

cold water taps above the sink.

It is very convenient to have hot

and cold water in the center where

the developer is most likely to be

mixed and to have cold water at

each end of the sink where con-

nections may be made with wash-

ing tanks. Such an arrangement

costs much less if installed at the

time the jjlumbing work is done

on the sink than later on.

If the al)ove type of sink, which

we have had in use for a con-

siderable time and recommend,
appeals to you, you can be sure of

its long life and exceptional ser-

viceability. If you have no use for

a new sink at the present time,

file this information for future

reference.

Ordinary service has no commercial value today. It is

that individual, rare service, rich in personal interest

and human appeal that attracts and holds customers.

Selected
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THE MAN WHO
MADE THE PICTURES

IT IS often said that photography

is not an art, and in itself pos-

sibly it is not, but it is a medium
of expression which, in the hands

of the artist, yields results that are

just as artistic as many other

forms of art produced with other

mediums of expression.

It is our understanding that

Mr. Fernand de Gueldre was led

to l)ecome a photographer because

he had the need for photographs

of some of his artist associates and

was iniable to find some one at

hand who conld put his ideas into

these portraits. So he took it upon
himself to do the work.

It is a fact that the artist him-

self is the only one who can satis-

factorily put his ideas into defi-

nite form and create a portrait

that is pleasing to himself. And
whether or not we are properly

informed, we do know that Mr.
de Gueldre became a very success-

ful photographer and has built up
an excellent business, including

among his patrons many notable

professional artists.

When asked why he uses Por-

trait Films, Mr. de Gueldre re-

plied: "The reason I use films in

preference to plates is the film

itself. The advantages its very

existence ofi^er are so many that

I cannot, and never could, see why
anyone should not prefer the film

to the old-fashioned glass plate.

"Invariably when cjuestioned

at conventions or other gatherings

about the use of films I have been

unable to understand why there

are photographers who still fail to

appreciate the wonderful medium
put at their disposal.

"Considering that all technical

points were equal in both pro-

ducts, not to mention the infinite-

ly superior delicacy of film render-

ing over the plates, the material

advantages would be sufficient

to substitute,without further argu-

ment, the former for the latter.

"The only time when I was

obliged to use plates was through

the purchase of a new home por-

trait camera to which the back

had not yet been changed to

the adaptation of films.

"I made during that very short

period a very considerable number
of studies, all of which were

broken in moving my studio,

though I thought I had taken

special precautions to guard them
from this fate. Of those studies

wliich had been made on films

and backed bj' ground glass, none

were harmed though the glass

had been totally pulverized.

"One would think that a single

incident as mentioned above

would more than convince one of

the greater advantage of films."

Our illustrations are excellent ex-

amples of Mr. de Gueldre's work.
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TESTING FIXING BATHS
AND THE RATE OF FINL\TION

THE question is often asked:

How can one determine the

strength of a fixing bath for paper

and when it is exhausted?

For all practical purposes, the

number of prints that can safely

be fixed in a given amount of

fixing bath of a certain strength is

enough to know, for a fixing bath

should never be over-worked. But

that is not an answer to the ques-

tion.

The ride is to use 3'-2 ounces of

an acid fixing bath in which there

is one ounce of hypo to each four

oinices of water, for one gross of

cabinet prints or their equivalent.

If this rule has not been fol-

lowed, a fixing bath can be tested

with some little trouble and its

strength determined with a fair

degree of accuracy.

Cut a number of one inch test

strips of the unexposed paper for

which the fixing bath is to be used.

Immerse these in the bath for

varying lengths of time: that is.

fix one strip 30 seconds, another

one minute, another two minutes,

etc. Note the time of fixing on

each strip, remove them from the

fixing bath at the end of the given

time and wash thoroughly. Then
immerse the strips in a 1% solu-

tion of sodium sulphide.

The presence of very minute

quantities of unfixed silver in the

emulsion of these strips will cause

a brown or yellowish brown stain

to appear when the strip is placed

in the sulphide solution.

In this way the rate or speed of

fixation of a fixing bath may be

determined, for a strip treated in

this way is completely fixed if it

does not discolor in the sulphide

solution.

The result of this test does not

indicate, however, that a large

print will fix in the same length of

time as a small test strip. It is

impossible to insure complete fix-

ation over a large surface in the

same time indicated by a small

test strip and when a number of

prints are being fixed the time will

be still slower.

The best way of arriving at a

margin of safety for a fixing bath

is to make a test as outlined above

for a fresh bath. If a partly used

bath is then tested and found to

require twice as long to fix, it is

sufficiently exhausted to be dis-

carded as unsafe for use.

There is also a question which

arises at times as to the rate of fix-

ation and the strength of the bath

that will give the greatest fixing

efficiency.

It should be understood that

this has always had the careful

consideration of those who are

responsible for the fixing form-

ulas and with very rare exception

these alwavs call for a 25'^.or
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one to four solution of hypo.

The idea that the more hypo
you put into a fixing bath the

faster it will fix is an erroneous

one. The rate of fixation increases

up to a concentration of about

40%, beyond wliicli it decreases,

until with a concentration of 80%
or 90% a film or plate will refuse

to fix at all.

As a result of experiment it has

been found that a 25% or, at the

outside, a 30% solution is the

most economical. That is, it is

better to use a bath of this

strength and throw it away when
it has become stained and is slow

in its fixing action, rather than to

attempt to use a 40% solution

until it becomes exhausted. Two
20% fixing baths would do their

work more efficiently and cor-

rectly fix a greater number of

negatives than would be possible

with one 40% bath. But the 25%
solution usually recommended has

been found by test and by ex-

perience to be most efficient, so

don't waste good hypo by trying

to make it stronger.

If there is any special reason for

fixing a few negatives very quickly

without regard to expense, then

the 40% solution will be found to

give the maximum of speed. For

general work, however, and for

the greatest efiiciency and econ-

omy, stick to the 25% solution

recommended by the manufact-

urers. Use it until reasonably ex-

hausted and then discard it for a

fresh bath.

A LOADING BOX FOR
FILM DEVELOPING HANGERS

OUR illustrations show a very

simple loading or storage box

which one of our demonstrators

devised for one of his customers.

It is merely a light tight box with

a moulding around the inside and

cross pieces on which No. 4 Film

Developing Hangers will rest as

shown in the second illustration.

The idea of this box is to save

handling of the films between

exposing and developing. The
photographer finishes a sitting

on which he has exposed a num-
ber of films and retires to the

dark-room to reload his holders.

As the films are taken from the

holders they are usually placed in

a box and developed later on. It

is just about as easy to slip them
into developing hangers as fast as

they are removed from the holders

as it is to store them away in a box

and load them into the developing

hangers later on. But there has

been no place to store the loaded

developing hangers.

This is where the convenience of

the loading box comes in. The box

we illustrate was made to take
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150, 5x7 developing hangers. But,

as will be seen by the first illus-

tration, it is divided by a cross

piece which makes it possible to

use either one or two of the four

sections for 8 x 10 hangers. Our
illustration shows three sections

filled with 5 x 7 and one with

8 X 10 hangers.

When it comes time to develop

there is no delay. All of the load-

ing has been done between sittings

and the films are in a light tight

box ready to transfer to the de-

veloping tanks.

If this economy of time appeals

to yon. tlie box will be found

quite simple to make.

ECONOMY IN THE
BUYING OF CHEMICALS

BUYING efficiency is a mighty
fine thing, but there is such a

thing as misdirected efficiency. If

your dealer advertised card mounts
at so many dollars per thousand

it wouldn't mean anything to you
unless you knew all about those

particular mounts.

And if you were to have Acetic

Acid offered to you at a very low

price it wouldn't mean anything

to you if you did not know be-

fore buying whether it was com-

mercial, '28%. 56%, 80% or 99%.
You do not buy efficiently un-

less you know the real value of the

article in proportion to its cost.

Otherwise you are buying pigs in

pokes and taking a chance on
their coming out whole.

The particular buying we are

going to refer to is the Iniying of

chemicals. The dangerous thing

about such buying, strictly on a

competitive price basis, is not so

much (he first loss, wliicii mav not
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readily come to light, but the loss

which may come when something

goes wrong.

Something is sure to go wrong.

sooner or later, when a chemical is

used in compounding a photo-

graphic formula and that chemical

does not do its part towards mak-
ing thatsolution function properly.

The loss then becomes a loss of

all of the chemicals in the solu-

tion; the loss of materials that are

being treated by the process; the

loss of time in doing the work over

and quite often a loss of business

resulting from poor work deliv-

ered, if the trouble has not been

detected before the work gets out

of the photographer's hands.

There was a time when the

sodas most commonly used, sul-

phite and carbonate, were sold in

crystal form. These have been

replaced by sodas in which the

water has been removed, (desic-

cated), and no one would think of

paying twenty-five or thirty cents

a pound for a crystal soda. Such a

price for a single pound of dry

soda, however, would parallel a

price of ten cents for a crystal soda

provided the dry soda contained

95% or more of the pure soda.

But there is a considerable dif-

ference in dry sodas aside from the

difference in price. If you bought

sodas in car load quantities it

would be folly to buy on a com-
petitive price basis with no

thought of the purity of the soda

itself.

Suppose you were )tc(i

price of ten cents per pound for a

98% pure Carbonate of Soda
against a price of nine cents for a

70% pure soda, which would be

the best bargain.^

It is quite plain that the

chemical of greatest strength and
purity would offer the greatest

economy, for a smaller amount
would be required to produce a

given result. If the weaker soda

were used without increasing the

quantity called for by the formula,

one of two results would naturally

be expected:—either the solu-

tion would function improperly to

the detriment of results, or the

solution being weak in one or

more of its ingredients would not

have the lasting quality that

would be expected of it, which

would result in its ceasing to per-

form its proper functions in a

shorter time than if pure chemicals

had been used.

We have in mind a specific case

in which the most common of all

photographic chemicals, hypo,

was bought on a price basis witli

the result that a very inferior

grade of this chemical, which was

never intended for pliotographic

use, was put into fixing baths.

The result was an enormous
loss—a loss much greater than

could ever be made up l)y the

slight difference in cost between

good and bad hypo. Hypo is used

in great q\iaiitities in the tanning

industry, which uses a very cheap

and inferior grade of the cliemical

unsuited for photographic use.
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It is not likely that many
photographers will buy inferior

hypo but there is a greater danger

with other sodas which are equally

important to good photographic

results.

The reason for Eastman Tested

Chemicals is a very obvious one.

If your results are not what they

should be, if you are having

trouble that you are unable to

locate, it is most cjuickly found by
the process of elimination.

A demonstrator will make up
fresli solutions from tested chemi-

cals to eliminate uncertainty.

His method of manipulation will

eliminate other uncertainties and
the trouble he is trying to locate

will usually be quickly found.

Most often it is found to be a

matter of poor chemicals.

It is immeasurably more profit-

able to base the purchase of

chemicals on quality rather than

price—to be certain of results and
rid of the annoying difficulties

that are constantly arising when
the strength and purity of chemi-

cals are unknown quantities.

A NOVEL PAIR OF
BIFOCAL LENSES

THE man who must wear
glasses to focus his camera is

at a distinct disadvantage. If he

wears glasses for close vision he

must change them when he has fin-

ished focusing. And for every

change of his camera he must
change back to his close vision

glasses to properly focus his

image. Unless, as you will prob-

ably say, he uses bifocals.

Bifocals, as we are told by those

who use them, are very fine but

the disadvantage to the man with

his head under a focusing cloth is

that the small portion of the lens

which is used for close vision is at

the bottom.

As a result, the man who is

bending over his camera with his

head bent forward must be some-

thing of a contortionist to tip his

head back far enough to see every

portion of the ground glass

through the lower portion of his

glasses.

Mr. Paul Engstrom of Lewiston,

Idaho, like many other photog-

raphers, is compelled to wear

glasses and his solution of this

difficulty has proved so satis-

factory in his own case that he has

offered the suggestion for the

benefit of Studio Light readers.

Mr. Engstrom had his optome-

trist make him a pair of glasses

for distant vision with segments

for close vision at the top of the

lenses instead of the bottom as is

the usual custom.

When focusing, his head is

naturally tipped forward so it is
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easy for him to look through these

top segments, while with the head

held upright the entire lower por-

tion of the glasses is available for

the study of his sitter, posing and
general arrangement of the sitting.

Such an arrangement also gives

a man a better carriage while per-

forming his work, makes it less

tiresome and does not necessitate

a constant changing of glasses.

The suggestion seems to be a

good one and may be of real use

to any person who is entirely

dependent upon glasses for work-

ing back of the camera. And any-

thing that makes a man's work
easier and more pleasant should

be worth the cost of a new pair of

glasses.

TEN \t:ars of film
ACCOMPLISHMENT AND SUCCESS

IT
is ten years since Portrait

Film was introduced to the

professional photographer and in

all of that time there has not been

the slightest falling off in the

growth of its popularity. In fact

its record of performance has been

so notable that its use has spread

to the far corners of the globe and
everA^where it has overcome all

prejudice and by the sheer weight

of quality has won its way against

all competition where superiority

of results has been the deciding

factor.

It is not advertising that has

caused film to so largely displace

glass plates in professional pho-

tography. Advertising doesn't

create quality—it only tells of it.

And many of the enthusiastic users

of Portrait Film have told us we
have been too modest in our

claims for film quality. We will

admit that we have not said as

much about film as the photog-

raphers who use it, but after all

the satisfied user of a product is

its best advertisement.

For ten years Portrait Film

quality has spoken for itself. Film

results have made new film busi-

ness, and with the introduction

of Commercial Ortho, Commercial,

Process, Commercial Panchro-

matic and finally the greatest film

of them all,—Portrait Super-

Speed, the progress of film has

assumed the proportions of a

tidal wave.

There could be and there is but

one reason for such a phenominal

success—quality. To produce an

ideal negative necessitates the use

of a medium that is capable of

registering correctly every tone

of the subject and such a mediimi

is found in Portrait Film.

Portrait Film has the capacity

of rendering an enormous range

of tones both in the region of cor-

rect exposure and under-exposure,
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by which we mean that the steps

of gradation, even in the shadows,

are very even so that if this grad-

ation were represented in the

form of a curve it would be found

to rise steadily from the very

beginning of exposure.

This indicates that even with

very contrasty subjects it is not

necessary to over-expose the

highlights in order to pick up
detail in the shadows. It is also an

indication of the very great lati-

tude of Portrait Film. Demonstra-

tions have been made from Film

negatives having a variation in

exposure in ratio of from 1 to 80,

the negatives having been develop-

ed in a tank for a fixed time at a

given temperature to produce uni-

form contrast. Their printing

value was practically identical.

Because of the great variation in

exposure, of course, there was
considerable difference in their

density but the two extremes of

exposure produced excellent prints.

This demonstration which was
made before a photographic so-

ciety in England was a most un-

usual test of latitude and showed
conclusively the wonderful repro-

ductive capacity of Portrait Film.

There is another very essential

Film quality that has an im-

portant bearing on the ability of

Film to reproduce correctly the

tone values of the subject. This is

the non halation properties of

Film.

The long scale or gradation of

Film, which makes it unnecessarv

to over-expose highlights to pick

up shadow detail, helps to reduce

one cause of halation. But the

greatest cause of halation is the

thickness of the support on which
the emulsion is coated.

Reflection from the back of the

glass is the greatest cause of hal-

ation when plates are used. And
this is overcome by the very thin-

ness of the support for the Film

emulsion. There is practically no,

halation in Film negatives.

It may readily be seen how thi

lack of halation is an aid to correct!

reproduction. Halation is not con-

fined to large areas of light. It

most noticeable when it occurs

around windows or other largel

masses of light but it is just

destructive when it appears in the

very small areas of delicate high-l

lights in which one sees threads!

of shadows but is unable to repro-

duce them if halation is present to

spread over these shadows and J

destroy them.

Film makes such reproductiouj

possible. Film negatives have!

that very desirable brilliance

higlilights and halftones because

of the lack of halation. It is reallj

a new quality that has come to be

associated with Film results be-J

cause it is due entirely to that!

physical property of Film that

removes the primary cause of

halation.

We have not done credit to

Portrait Film results however

without the mention of the com-

paratively new Super Speed. This
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is a very unusual and remarkable

material for portrait work because

it has all of tlie qualities of the

regular Par Speed emulsion com-

bined with extreme sensitiveness.

Super Speed is the only expres-

sion that will do it justice and it

fully lives up to its name. Already

we find Film users who have

found its speed and quality suffi-

cient reasons for them to change

to the exclusive use of Super Speed.

We are not suggesting this,

however, for Par Speed has every

desirable quality of a portrait

material and is as fast as the

fastest portrait plates. But Super

Speed has this one advantage of

speed and it is indeed a great

advantage when conditions of

light are poor, when children are

restless and must be caught with

short exposures or when it is

necessary to work under any con-

ditions which would ordinarily

mean failure with ordinary ex-

posures.

There is only one difference in

the manipulation of Super Speed

Film that is essential to results. The
nature of the emulsion is such

that it requires 15% longer de-

velopment, but this is only a de-

tail of manipulation. Of course its

extreme sensitiveness also re-

quires that it be handled with

reasonable care to prevent fog

from any unsafe light, but this

would be true of any extremely

sensitive material.

Portrait Film has come into

such general use in its ten years of

existence that the user of plates

has actually come to be the ex-

ception rather than the rule. The
first Film users were progressive

photographers who could see the

real value of the qualities claimed

for Film but who were also con-

servative enough to feel their way.

The fact that they are still Film

users is proof of the fact that they

have found its quality has brought

them a long step nearer to the

attainment of their ideals.

Film has long since arrived. It

has created a new international

standard of quality. And if by

chance you are not yet a Film

user you have but to ask any one

who has had Film experience to be

convinced that it will help you to

attain better and more uniformly

satisfactorv results.

Photograph 11 is a medium for expressing

either the commonplace or the artistic.

What that expression may he depends

upon the ability of the photographer.
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Interest in a picture

of tlie children that is

made today, grows as

they grow.

Phone Main 245 today

for an appointment. iSl

The photographer in ijour town

THE SMITH STUDIO

Line Cut No. 308. Price 30 Cents

'yHE ONLY CONDITION

We make but one condition

in our offer of cuts for the use of

photographers.

It is oVjvious that two photogra-

phers in the same town would not

care to use the same cut, and we are

therefore obliged to limit this offer

to one photographer in a town. It

will be a case of first come first

served. The first order from a city

will be promptly filled. Succeeding

orders (if any) will necessarily be

tiu-ned down and the remittance, of

course, will he returned. It is also

obvious that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings, furnish

any large variety of cuts at the

nominal prices quoted, and there-

fore can offer no substitute cut. (id

vour order in ^r.s7. E. K. Co.
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^4unouncing'

Eastman

Portrait Bromide

''Old Master"
Tliis most distinctive of all paper surfaces is

now furnished in Eastman Portrait Bromide

—

a combination of emulsion quality on a paper

surface that has met the instantaneous approval

of the entire profession. It is easy to manipulate,

simi)le to re-develop to a beautiful, warm sepia

tone and the character of the print— its general

appearance, is so pleasiugly unusual that it in-

stantly meets with favor.

Eastman Portrait Bromide, Old Mas-

ter, is furnished in two stocks; M
^Yl^ite and C) HuflF, at vour dealer's.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, X. Y.

I// Deale
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Eastman View Cameras No. 2
6'2X8': 8 X 10 X 11

You sliould have plenty of cameras, but buy

them for service and dural)ihty. Eastman View

Cameras Xo. ^2 are built on experience. They

embody every adjustment of practical value

combined with workmanship and materials that

give them lasting qualities. Heavy bed, rigid

supports, sliding tripod block, large lens board,

genuine leather bellows andmany other features

of construction will appeal to you. Finished in

dark mahoganv. See them at ^•our Stockhouse.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, X. Y.

All Dealers'
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Why We Specify

Tested Sodas

IN
no other chemicals does uniform purity

count for quite so much as in the sodas

that are used in a developer. They are the

controlling and balancing- factors and it is

essential that their strength and purity be

pre-determined if the developer is to work

clean and fast and produce negatives of

uniformly good quality, free from fog and

stain.

Eastman Tested Sodas, Sulphite and Car-

bonate, contain approximately 98% of pure

and active Sulphite and Car})onate and do

not vary over 1%. That's why we specify

these Tested Sodas in all of our formulas

—

for your protection—for best results.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers^
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EASTMAN
ABRASIVE REDUCER
T^THEX the negative requires local

reduction there is no better

means of decreasing density in small

areas than by a good abrasive.

Eastman Abrasive Reducer is a paste

containing a finely ground abrasive

agent that gives quick results. Its

action is uniform— it is easily applied

to the dry negative— the results are

most satisfactory-. Put a can of this

reducer on your retouching desk—use

it, and you will find it a help to better

results.

Price jper can, 50 cents,

at your dealer's.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, X. Y.

All Dealers
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CROWN PRINTER
The Crown Printer has maintained a reputation for

good service over a long period of years. Of simple design

but sul)stantial construction, it is ready at all times to

turn out quantities of prints of

high quality.

Operated by hand and con-

trolled by an automatic switch,

complete contact between ])a-

per and negative is assured. A
sliding frame carrying a sheet

of flashed opal glass gives per-

fect diffusion and two drop

shelves provide ample space

for paper, negatives or exposed

l)rints.

Made in two sizes— the Xo. 1 lor S x 10 prints, with siielves tohled

occupies a floor space 15}^ x 17J^, the Xo. 2 for 11x14 prints — 'ZO x

22}/2. both stand 30 inches high. The light boxes take 4 and 6 white

100-watt Mazda C lamps respectively and one ruby lamp each. The

white light is automatically switched oft" excei)t during the period of

exposure— making the printer exce])lionally economical to operate.



Three New Styles for Spring Business
Your Stock House can Ship by March 1st.

This is the

MONROE
a 6 X 9 folder for 4x6 oval and square inslip

prints. Lethograin, Grey and Brown stocks.

Price, $6.50 per 100.

For ten 2c. stamps we will send samples of the
MONROE in both colors, also samples of the

LAKESIDE and ESSAY in Brown and Grey— six

mounters. You should have them on your sales

counter as they are styles that will help bring in

•moflerate priced Spring l)iisiness.

SAMPLE OFFER NO. S-10

TAPRELL.LOOMIS & COMPANY
(Eastman Kodak Company) CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The Leading Card Novelty House of America



Apriiiterbuilt forspeed,

accuracy, convenience

and adaptability to the

needs of the amateur

finisher. Takes 5x7
and all smaller sized

negatives.

Commercial Kodak Printer
New design with Metal Numbering Stamp.

It masks, exposes, numbers and counts the prints. It is

quick and positive in action, has eight metal masks up to

33^ X 5^2 and 4x5. Prints from single negatives, films

or plates, 5 x 7 or smaller, or from strip film. Order

numbers are stamped on every print automatically and

instantly changed by a touch on a j)lunger.

Adjustable masks control white margins, the quick,

j)Ositive action of the platen makes the exposures while

an automatic counter totals them. Uses a 150 watt lamp

and sets on a table or in a table opening.

Complete with masks, ruby lamp,

electric cord and plug . . $00.00.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'
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OVER TWO MILLION PAGES OF
ADVERTISING FOR YOU

OVER two million pages of ad-

vertising to boost portrait

photography in June. That's

pretty big circulation and the best

of it is that it is just as far reach-

ing as it is big.

i\s you will see by the small

reproduction of the copy which

we show on page 5, it is specially

appropriate for June. But you will

also note that it is sufficiently

general in nature to suggest photo-

graphs to others than the bride or

graduate.

This advertisement will appear

as a full page both in June Picto-

rial Review out May 15th, and
June 1st Vogue so that it's timed

to a nicety.

There are few magazines that

have a more general circulation

among women readers and it is

generally conceded that several

people read every one of these

magazines that go into a home, so

the actual number of readers is

considerably more than two mil-

lion.

You will probably be agreeably

surprised to learn the exact circu-

lation of these magazines in your

own town, and you can be sure it is

large enough to be of real benefit

to you in your Inisiness, especially

if you supplement it with suital)le

advertising of your own.

Being photographed never did

require an occasion. Certain oc-

casions do suggest photographs

more forcibly than others, how-

ever, because they mark events of

importance in people's lives.

We are i)laying our advertising

up to two of these occasions

—

the wedding and the graduation,

because we know that the seed we
are sowing will fall in soil that is

specially fertile.

This is not an argument for

sporadic advertising, however.
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and it does not follow that you

will get a lot of business from this

advertising with no effort wliat-

ever on your part. You will get

some benefit, to be sure, but you

will get much more if you adver-

tise that you are the photographer

in your town.

When this advertising is read

and the reader is influenced by it.

the first thought is: "Where will

we have the photographs made?"
This is where the importance of

your advertising comes in.

Our advertising will create a

desire for photographs, but it

can't point to your studio; it must

of necessity be the same as

though you were to advertise

without adding the name of your

studio, your address or your tele-

phone number to your copy.

You must connect this national

advertising to your studio by your

local advertising. And you should

advertise locally, not only on

special occasion, but continuously,

at regular intervals, so that when-

ever a person thinks of photo-

grajjlis he will also think of you

or vour studio.

So with Easter out of the way
tlie consistent advertiser does not

sit tight and wait for an occasion,

but begins to suggest that the

giving of a portrait doesn't need

an occasion.

You will notice that we have

jjlayed up this point in our copy.

It will be read by hundreds of

thousands of women and the busi-

ness it brings will not be confined

to brides and girl and boy grad-

uates whom fond mothers will in-

sist on having photographed. It

will remind mother that she needs

a new photograph—that father

hasn't been to the photographer

for a year or so and that the

children would like a portrait of

grandma.

Advertising will bring business

to you at any time, but here is an

opportunity to make your appeal

doubly strong. Use our copy, if

you like, with your signature sub-

stituted, or write your own copy

if you wish to make your appeal

different. Our only wish is to have

you get as much benefit as pos-

sible from this publicity—to direct

the business to vour studio.

Retouching is a)i aid to photography just so

long as it is used only to correct defects. Spare

the pencil and save the likeness and expression.
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The bride or graduate will

make an appointment with her

photographer as a matter of

course.

Not that the giving of a

portrait needs an occasion. At

any time it's a gentle, graceful

way of acknowledging friend-

ships.

There's a photographer in your town

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, \. Y.
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THE ISIAX WHO
MADE THE PICTURES

IT is our purpose in illustrating

Studio Light with the pictures

made by photographers in various

parts of the country to give some

idea of the results produced by
various working methods and the

various conceptions of what is re-

quired to make the portrait pleas-

ing and acceptable to the customer.

We might say that Mr. Sipp-

rell, whose portraits we repro-

duce in this issue, works almost

exclusively for simplicity aufl

naturalness. His sittings are made
in the home as well as in the

studio, and while he looks to the

technical quality of his work as of

great importance, he believes it is

sometimes necessary to sacrifice

something of technical quality in

order to secure the more impor-

tant flash of animated expression

that does not wait on arrangement

or light or exposm-e.

jNIr. Sipprell works witli adults

in much the same way that he

works with children. He tries to

catch them in their own natural

positions and expressions.

To that end he makes it a point

to find subjects of mutual inter-

est to talk about and by so doing

to make the picture taking an

occasion for the exchange of ideas,

all the time making exposures,

liow t\cr. and in many cases secur-

ing all the negatives required with-

out tlie sitter being aware of hav-

ing been photographed, until it is

all over.

In this way he usually succeeds

in getting pictures of people that

are alive with interest and ex-

pression, rather than a record of

features that, as he says, is best

described by the expression "no-

body home."
We think that this ability to

keep the sitter in conversation and

to draw out a natural and char-

acteristic expression is a talent

that cannot be acquired without

considerable study and applica-

tion, or a natural understanding

of human nature.

Mr. Sipprell is particularly

fortunate in liking his work so well

that it never becomes a real task

for him to make a sitting. Each
new sitter presents a new problem

and in home portraiture the game
is made doubly interesting by the

problem of strange and often un-

usual light conditions that must

be conquered and made to lend

themselves to the production of

natural pictures of those who live

in the light of that particular

home.

Twenty years of photography

for himself and several years of

previous training, under a photog-

rapher who was nationally known
in his time, have not made ^Ir.

Sipprell at all narrow in his ideas.

On the contrarx' it has seemed to
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broaden him to the point where

his work has very Uttle of the

stereotyped and very much of the

personaHty of the person por-

trayed.

As to the material which has

contributed to his success, Mr.

Sipprell has this to say: "I have

used films exclusively for the past

three years and not at any time

have I regretted the giving up of

glass plates."

"I find films easier to use in

every way. From the exposure in

the camera right on tlirough to

the final printing I find many
advantages, both as to handling

and in the quality of the finished

work."

And as an expression of his

attitude towards his work, which

we think might make anyone

better satisfied with his chosen

profession, he adds:

"Photography to me is both a

vocation and an avocation. I am
fortunate in liking my work so

well that it satisfies me both as a

means of self expression and as a

means of livelihood."

IX THE FIELD
OF MEDICINE

ASK ninety-nine people what

the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany makes and they'll say "Film,

papers and cameras, of course."

But ask the hundredth fellow, the

doctor, and likely as not he'll

answer "Dupli-Tized Film." Be-

cause of this company's activities

in the field of x-ray photography

the name Eastman is almost as

well known in the medical world

as it is among photographers.

X-rays and ordinary light differ

in penetrating power. For example

black paper, which keeps out day-

light, doesn't discourage the x-ray.

It is their penetrating power

which makes x-rays valuable in

medicine l)ut it also offers obstacles

to photography. Emulsions that

absorb ordinary light strongly.

scarcely stop the x-ray at all.

From the very start x-ray photog-

raphy called for new emulsions.

These special emulsions were

worked out at Kodak Park. At

the same time an x-ray depart-

ment was created within the Re-

search Laboratory to conduct

definite experiments on tlie use of

x-ray materials.

With the aid of information

placed at their disposal by the

laboratory, the emulsion makers

were soon able to improve their

product and by 1916 the Seed

X-ray Plate was standard through-

out the .\merican medical profes-

sion. Yet tliat was but a single

step along the road tliat has been

covered thus far.

During war time the army
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medical services of all countries

were interested in the use of x-rays

in casualty cases. They de-

manded a small, portable, low-

powered generating unit to carry

into the advance area. But not

until the Eastman company suc-

ceeded in producing a super-sen-

sitive x-ray film was this type of

unit practicable.

The introduction of this film

was a tremendous achievement.

Its super-sensitive emulsion is

coated on both sides, cutting

down the exposure and increasing

density and also permitting the

use of two intensifying screens.

While this film was first pro-

duced for the United States Army-

its use so furthered x-ray technique

that it was quickly adopted in all

practice. To-day Dupli-Tized

Film has almost entirely super-

seded x-ray plates.

The Eastman company's con-

quest in the medical field was not

achieved by magic, of course, but

rather by many years of investi-

gation. A Medical Division was

organized, to keep in contact

with the photographic needs of

hospitals, physicians, surgeons

and dentists. This division now
has representatives in the field

demonstrating the findings of the

Kodak Park X-ray Laboratory.

In addition to experimental work

this laboratory is active in prac-

tice, imder direction of the com-

pany's medical staff. For example,

a "chest survey" was made of

2000 employes who elected to take

a free medical examination last

year.

Contrary to general opinion,

bone fracture cases comprise but

a small part of x-ray work as

practised today. X-ray photog-

raphy is now considered indis-

pensable in almost all hospital

diagnoses, for examination of

lungs, the gastro- intestinal tract,

kidneys—the entire field of clinic-

al investigation.

In addition to evolving Dupli-

Tized Film the company has

worked out special apparatus to

simplify x-ray practice, including

an exposure scale, intensifying

screens, developing tanks, etc.

The scope of the Medical Divi-

sion has recently been extended to

other phases of clinical photog-

raphy, not concerning x-rays. A
special camera for medical use has

already been announced. And in

addition there are many other

applications of photography in

medicine, such as photomicro-

graphy, electro-cardiography (pho-

tographic registration of heart

beats) and clinical motion pic-

tures. The Division is constantly

collecting experimental data in

these fields and the findings are

now available to the medical pro-

fession.

The fact that its commercial ac-

tivity in this branch of photog-

raphy has contributed to medical

advancement and to the pro-

. motion of good health is a source

of considerable satisfaction to the

company.
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ADVERTISING COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

ADVERTISING Commercial plio-

tography is a consideral)ly

different matter from advertising

portrait photography.

The portrait photographer can

use newspaper advertising be-

cause every reader is a prospective

customer for portraits, while

scarcely more than one out of a

hundred readers could be con-

sidered prospects for the com-

mercial photographer.

With but very few exceptions,

then, the commercial photog-

rapher must depend upon personal

solicitation or direct mail adver-

tising for his publicity.

Personal solicitation is very

difficult unless letters of solicita-

tion have paved the way for an

appointment. A call without an

appointment often necessitates a

long wait to see a man who proves

to be uninterested, or who has

nothing to do with the purchase

of photographs.

In advertising commercial pho-

tography by letters of solicitation,

circulars, pamphlets, or prints

containing advertising matter on

them or in connection with them,

the main thing to consider is in-

teresting the business man or the

manufacturer in the use of photo-

graphs in his own business.

The best way to do this is to

suggest uses of photographs which

may be new or which may sug-

gest other uses that are new to the

man who has something to sell.

It is very important to know
something of a man's business so

that your suggestion will be

practical. In fact, you must
know more about the use of pho-

tographs in all kinds of selling

or general publicity campaigns

than the man from whom you are

soliciting. You must know how
the other merchant or manufac-

turer uses photography. You must

be able to apply one man's ideas

to another man's business and a

very good way to illustrate this is

to obtain a large variety of cata-

logues, booklets, circulars and

other advertising matter in which

reproductions from photographs

have been extensively used.

These, in connection with fine

examples of your photographic

work, should be sufficient proof of

the value of the photograph as an

aid in attracting attention, in

arousing interest, in creating a

desire, in actually selling the

merchandise.

In the same way the many uses

of photographs for illustrating

instructions, for educational pur-

poses and for building good-will,

can also be sliown, and the argu-

ment is all the stronger for having,

in addition to actual photographs,

circulars, booklets or catalogues

in which the photographic repro-

ductions have been used.

New commercial business can
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be created in the ways we have

explained and such business

should be secured entirely upon
your ability as a photographer

and your knowledge of the many
possible uses of illustrations in

advertising and selling.

You know photography. Make
it a point to also develop new
ideas of how photography can be

used commercially, because it is

the larger and more general use of

pictures that will make your busi-

ness bigger and better.

AN OLD MASTER EXHIBIT
FOR DISPLAY OF SPRING STYLES

JUST when you begin to think

that your winter is going to con-

tinue indefinitely and that another

glacial period is imminent, the sun

comes out, the mercury rises, a

robin appears on the scene and
pulls a half frozen worm out of

your backyard and you know that

Spring has really come.

There are many other signs,

especially further South, but they

all mark the passing of one season

and the beginning of another with

a resulting stimulus to business

generally.

Naturally enough, every mer-

chant makes the most of these

transitions from one season to

another. Even the styles of foods

change, to say nothing of clothing

and similar necessities.

It is natural to want a change

—

to celebrate the beginning of a

new season—and one expects to

see new styles and to get consider-

able pleasure in adopting them. All

of wliich makes the progressive

photographer wonder what he can

do to keep up with the procession.

We have had several requests

recently from photographers for

suggestions as to the best way to

conduct Spring Openings, the

souvenirs to give away and other

details, but it would seem to us

that these are details that would

depend greatly upon circiun-

stances, local conditions and the

class of patrons to be reached.

A formal invitation would re-

quire that there be something in

the nature of a special exhibition

of portraits, decoration of the

studio, and possibly music. For

such an affair, flowers could be

distributed to the ladies who
attended and it might not be out

of place to serve some very light

refreshment.

To one photographer who
wished to celebrate the fortieth

anniversary of his business, we
suggested that he arrange an ex-

hibition covering forty years of

progress in photography, making
the exhibit cover four distinct

periods. Also, if possible, to show
several pictures of the same people
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made forty years ago and today,

as an interesting comparison both

of the changes in photography and
in the people themselves.

But whether or not you may
tliink it worth while to have such

a Spring celebration as we have

suggested, it is certainly worth
while to devise something new in

samples and displays. Your custo-

mers and those who may become
your customers expect it.

Give the studio a thorougli

overhauling, freshen it up with a

change of rugs, curtains and other

hangings and, most important of

all. get rid of or make a thorough

change of all of the pictures on

your walls, make a liberal number
of fresh and new samples, make
new backgrounds and new prints

for your display cases out-of-doors

if you have such cases, and give a

general impression of newTiess and
change.

All of which costs money, we
admit, but if it brings you busi-

ness it is worth it. And the photog-

raphers who adopt such a plan tell

us that it is worth while.

You have plenty of new nega-

tives that may be used for sample

jjrints and probably you made a

list of those you thought would be

specially suitable for this purpose

when ^•ou made them.

Then there are two new papers

that will bear featuring. If you
have not made a display of ^'itava

Athena in the Old jNIaster surface,

you have something that will in-

terest old and new customers

alike. Its canvas-like texture has

none of the disadvantages of

papers of a similar nature you may
have tried in the past. It is dif-

ferent and pleasingly distinctive

and its roughness does not mater-

ially affect the detail of the print.

In addition to the Vitava, Old

Master, which is furnished both in

a white and a buff stock, Eastman
Portrait Bromide is now furnished

in the Old Master surface and the

results that may be secured on
this new Bromide are really

wonderful.

The beautiful surface at once

recommends the paper for pro-

jected prints, but it has much
more than a distinctive surface.

The brilliance of the print is so

unusual for a Bromide, the depth

of tone and transparency of

shadows are so great and the gen-

eral effect is so pleasing that if you
have not made and displayed and

sold large projected prints you
will immediately want to make
them once you have tried this

paper.

Here, then, is the foundation

for an exhibit that will be wonder-

fully interesting and attractive

and have real selling potentialities.

Large prints are always best for

exhibition purposes. They lend

themselves to the same treatment

as contact prints but make a

better show for the work you put

on them.

Embossing, border printing,

white margins with a tint around

the print; all the stunts you have
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used to make a contact print at-

tractive can be used on the en-

largement that is made either for

sale or exhibition purposes.

In fact an excellent exhibit of

large prints made on such a new
and distinctive paper as Old

Master Portrait Bromide will sell

the prints as well as serve its pur-

pose as an exhibit, if you are care-

ful in selecting the subjects from

which the prints are made.

Newness should be the note for

a Spring Opening exhibit. The
public is looking everywhere for

new styles and you can best at-

tract by portraits that have some-

thing new to recommend them.

Select the new things in lightings,

new effects in posing and com-
position, and with a new style of

print you will get your share of

the patrons who expect Spring

styles in the Spring.

HOW TO MAKE A GOOD PRINT
KEEP ITS GOOD LOOKS

MY sense of the rightness of

things compelled me to walk

over to the mantel and try to set up
a photograph that had tumbled

over. It was my own home so I

had this privilege, but it was very

little good it did me.

That photograph simply would

not stand up. It was a good photo-

graph by a good photographer,

but so far as its purpose as an

ornament in my home was con-

cerned, it was a dismal failure.

But that wasn't the worst of it,

as I was soon to see. I chucked the

photograph into a drawer to get

it out of sight and found that it

wouldn't even lie down. If I

placed it under other articles in

the drawer it humped up its back

like a bucking broncho and every-

thing slid off its back. If I placed

it on top I found I couldn't close

tlie drawer so there was nothing to

do but sandwich it in between the

books on a library shelf where it

was least likely to be disturbed or

to disturb others.

That wasn't a verj' happy fate

for a ver\' good photograph by a

very good photographer. Of course

I might have had it framed and so

kept it flat, but I didn't have the

inclination to spend the money for

a frame. And the same applies to

hundreds of people who come into

possession of the photographs

that are made in your studio and

that are supposed to stand up as

an advertisement for your work-

manship.

How can it be avoided.^ Not by
the use of heavy mounts for they

are not popular, and not by the

general use of frames for you can't

sell a frame for every picture you

make. There is a very simple

solution, however,—dry mounting.
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But dry mounting is a little

trouble, you say, and we admit it.

Anything that is worthwhile is a

little trouble, but isn't it worth

the trouble?

If you could go into the homes
where your photographs go, and
see the condition of many of the

prints that looked fine when they

left your studio, you would
probably say, "Yes, it is."

Any print with a gelatine sur-

face will eventually curl if it is not

mounted properly—if it is not

mounted solid—and you know it

is not practical to mount prints

solid on thin mounts except by
the dry mounting process.

A number of photographers are

using the dry mounting process

and if you could talk to them you
would find them enthusiastic

about the results. They couldn't

be persuaded to give it up. They
know that the print that stands

up and keeps its good appearance

is a good advertisement, while the

one that curls up is not.

Possibly you have noticed the

prints in our convention exhibits

and perhaps you have inquired as

to how they were mounted. Even
the largest of them are dry

mounted and invariably they are

in folders or on medium thin

mounts.

Considering the satisfactory

appearance of these dry mounted
prints and the increased satis-

faction they will give to your

customers, to say nothing of their

advertising value, the bother or

expense of dry mounting is

negligible.

The principle of dry mounting
may be interesting to those who
have never used the process. An
extremely thin tissue is coatefl

with an adhesive made from gums
that dry quickly and melt when
heat is applied. This tissue makes
moisture of any kind unnecessary,

and it is moisture that causes the

print, first to expand, then to con-

tract and curl the paper support

or even the cardboard on which it

is mounted.

The print must be thoroughly

dry before it is mounted so that it

may be sufficiently heated to melt

the mounting tissue. A piece of

dry mounting tissue is tacked to

the back of the print by pressing

it into contact with an electrically

heated tacking iron. This merely

fastens the tissue to the print so

that the print and the tissue can

be trinuned at one operation.

The i)rint is tlien laid on the

mount or folder, a corner is turned

up and the hot iron slipped under

and pressed against the tissue to

tack it to the mount, the idea

being to have all of the prints

that are to be mounted securely

attached so that no further ad-

justment of the print on the mount
will be necessary.

When all of the prints are ready

for mounting they are placed in a

heated dry mounting press, one

at a time, unless they are small

enough to place side by side. A
thin cardboard is placed on top of
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them and the heated platen

brought into contact.

In a few seconds the pressure is

released and the prints will be

mounted, flat and solid, without

curl or cockle of the thinnest

mount. And they will stay that

way. They may be double mount-

ed, if desired, and in the second

mounting they may be tacked

only at the top or corners, as de-

sired. In fact, they can be mount-

ed in exactly the same way that

you are accustomed to mount
your prints with paste or glue,

with the one exception—they

must be mounted solid on at least

one mount surface to make them
lie flat and hold their shape.

Dry mounting water proofs the

back of the print and the mount
and keeps out moisture which is

the greatest enemy of the gelatine

print. And this, in a large measure,

is responsible for the lasting good

appearance of dry mounted prints.

An electrically heated press and

tacking iron is made specially for

this form of mounting, though it

mav be tried out with an ordinarv

electric iron, in which case the

print is covered with a sheet of

paper instead of cardboard and
the print pressed into contact

without sliding the iron. With the

press, which has an 11 x 14

platen, larger prints may be

mounted by placing one corner or

one end of the print in the press

and by repeated impressions

mounting a print several times

the size of the platen.

It is much easier to drj' mount
a print and it is done more
quickly than it is possible to ex-

plain the process. And it is an

interesting fact that those who
have actually used this form of

mounting could not be persuaded

to give it up.

This matter of making the good

appearance of your prints a last-

ing satisfaction to your customers

is really of too great importance

and too great advertising value

for you to give it only a passing

thought. Look into this method
of mounting, apply it to your own
work and you will find it decidedly

worthwhile.

A fixing bath will dissolve the unexposed silver in a nega-

tive and so insure its permanent quality only so long as

the hypo retains its strength. When fixation requires

double the normal time, discard the bath for a fresh one.
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At graduation time

your friends expect

^ your photograph.

Phone Maine 245 today

for an appointment.

The photographer in your town

THE SMITH STUDIO

LiXE Cut Xo. 309. Price 30 Cents

THE ONLY COXDITIOX

^^e make but one condition

in our offer of cuts for the use of

photographers.

It is ob\-ious that two photogra-

phers in the same towTi would not

care to use the same cut, and we are

tlierefore obligetl to limit this offer

to one photographer in a town. It

wiU be a case of 6rst come first

served. The first order from a city

will be promptly filled. Succeeding

orders (if any: will necessarily be

turned downi and the remittance, of

course, will be returned. It is also

ob\-ious that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings, furnish

any large variety of cuts at the

nominal prices quoted, and there-

fore can offer no substitute cut. Get
your order in firsi. E. K. Co.

i
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Announcing

Eastman

Portrait Bromide
Old Master Surface

st dktiiictiTe of paper smfaces.

Old MaMer, k now supplied in wbite and

bnff stocks in Eastman Portrait Bromide.

The combinatiMi is one that win pot the

most ol" qnality and distinctive textuie

into TOOT large portrait prints. And the

se^a toflies secured hy re-devekfnnent are

e5«pti€«alh- plea^ng.

Include Eastman Portrait Bnomide. Old

yioMer^ in the next order to vour dealer.

EASTNL\X KOD.\K COMP.Wi
ROfTIE^TER. X. Y.

AE nitiiMTA
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ELON
A good developer for good

results. Economical, too,

becauseofits purity. Every

grain of Elon produces de-

veloping energy.

We maJiC it
— 2ve knoiv ifs right

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealer
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The print that stands up,

that holds its shape, sug-g-ests

thorough workmanship.

Dry mounting" is worth while because it keeps

your prints in condition after they leave your

studio. Dry mounting makes the good looks of

your prints permanent— pleases your customers

— distinguishes you as a careful workman.

The Kodak Dry Mounting Press mounts prints

on the thinnest folder or moimt stock without the

slightest cockle or curl— and they stay mounted.

Kodak Dry Mounting Pres.s, 11 x 14, cloctrically

heated, with Electric Tacking Iron $90.00

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'
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Eastman View Cameras No. 2
X 10 7x 11

You should have plenty of cameras, but buy

them for service and durability. Eastman View

Cameras No. 2 are built on experience. They
embod^^ every adjustment of practical value

combined with workmanship and materials that

give them lasting qualities. Heavy bed, rigid

supports, sliding tripod block, large lens board,

genuine leather bellows and many other features

of construction will appeal to you. Finished in

dark mahogany. See them at vour Stockhouse.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers"
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F.& S. Banquet Camera
An Unusual Camera for Unusual Work

12

X

20

As well suited to the photographing of gardens

and extensive grounds, architectural and com-

mercial subjects from elevations, bird's-eye

views of factory buildings, large groups, and

other difficult outdoor subjects— as well suited

for these as for banquets and other large indoor

gatherings. In fact the "Banquet" is both an

outdoor and indoor camera that will broaden

the scope of the commercial i)hotographer's

possibilities.

See it (if your Slock TToii.se

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Folmer & Schwing Department ROCHESTER, N. Y.



A Style You Can Use Every Day

THE BABY PICTURE FOLDER
For 33^^ X 5 Pictures for upright poses—$ 8.50 per 100

For 4 X 6 Pictures for upright poses—$ 9.75 per 100

also

For 4 X 6 Horizonial poses —$10.00 per 100

Colors— Pearl Grey and Marbletone Brown

Its very look is "exquisite." Just the style that will

appeal to Mothers. The horizontal 4x6 style gives a new
"slant" to baby pictures. Many interesting poses of baby
show to best advantage in this type of mounter.

For ten 2c stamps we will send postpaid, samples of

one each size— three business producing mounters.

SAMPLE OFFER NO. 7012

TAPRELL, LOOMIS k COMPANY
(Eastman Kodak Company) CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The Leading Card Novelty House of America



The print that stands up,

that holds its shape, sugg-ests

thorough workmanship.

Dry mounting is worth while because it keeps

your prints in condition after they leave your

studio. Dry mounting makes the good looks of

your prints permanent— pleases your customers

— distinguishes you as a careful workman.

The Kodak Dry Mounting Press mounts prints

on the thinnest folder or mount stock without the

slightest cockle or curl— and they stay mounted.

Kodak Dry Mounting Press, 11 x 14, electrically

heated, with Electric Tacking Iron .$90.()()

EASTMAN KODAK COMPAW
ROCHESTER, X. Y.

All Dealers
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Vol. 15 MAY 19^23 No. 3

why you should
advp:rtise in june

THIS is one of the twelve

montlis wliich should stir you
to unusual advertising effort, not

alone because of the fact that

there will be over two million

pages of national "There's a

photograpJier in your toiru'' adver-

tising working for you l)ut be-

cause it is a logical time as well

to gather in a lot of profitable

business.

Aside from the photographs

that will be made of June brides

and boy and girl graduates there

are thousands of mothers who
could be induced to have photo-

graphs made of the children.

You have just passed through

one of those "between seasons"

when every one has been anxious

to cast aside the styles made
necessary by winter and to blos-

som out in Spring or Sunnner
attire. And such changes have had
some influence on vour l)usiness.

In some sections Easter marks
the transition, while in others

weather conditions delay it until

June. Be that as it may it is a fact

that June is a busy month for the

photographer who advertises.

A great many people will be

thinking of photographs and

wondering where they can have

them made. It's up to you to tell

them. A great many people who
read the June Pictorial Rciieir and
Vog}ic will tliink of i)hot()graphs,

resolve to have them made and

temporarily dismiss the thought

and the good intention. It's up to

you to remind them by your local

advertising. It will not only make
them think of i)hot()grai)hs but

where to have them made as well.

Whether you are a constant, or

only an occasional advertiser, it

will pay you to tie up to this June
canijjaign announced in the April

Studio Li(//it.
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INSTRUCTION BOOKS NEED
ILLUSTRATED INSTRUCTIONS

A LOT of hypo has gone into

the drains since the day
when the commercial worker had
to content himself with orders for

views and groups; the whole field

of industrial photography has

sprung up in the meantime and
it's still a long way from full

growth.

Naturally enough the profits

from this increased opportunity

go to the fellow who doesn't wait

for his customers to discover new
uses for pictures made by him and
who points out to them just where

pictures would be of genuine use.

The value of photographs for

advertising and historical pur-

poses is well known, but many
manufacturers fail to appreciate

the usefulness of pictures in

teaching consumers how to use

their products.

Every manufacturer whose prod-

uct requires explanation realizes

the importance of the instruction

booklet. He is anxious for every

consumer to get satisfactory re-

sults and satisfactory results often

depend on how much the purchaser

learned from the directions. He
will applaud any plan that will

get people to use his product in

exactly the right way.

Consider, for example, a cream

separator that is delivered knock-

ed down. Unless the farmer

assembles it properly and uses it

properly he may be disappointed

and, of course, he'll tell his

neighbor all about it. The manu-
facturer seeks protection against

that sort of bad luck and pictures

will help him.

The average instruction book
looks like dry reading, no matter

how important the information it

contains. The very people who
should go through it from start to

finish dodge it entirely and try to

teach themselves. Pictures, how-
ever, invite attention for it and
make it look interesting. But
pictures in the instruction book
have an even more important

significance—they can take the

place of text and show every

operation in assembling and using

a product. A picture will usually

tell more than a page, and in one-

fourth the time. And the photo-

graphic demonstration is less

liable to misinterpretation than is

the wordy description.

Pictures make an instruction

book look readable and the

pictures themselves can put

over the lesson quicker and clearer

than can text. Any commercial

photographer who will give a few

hours' study to a manufacturer's

instruction book problem will be

able to make recommendations

that may result in business for

himself and protection for his

customer.
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DOUBLE PRINTING OR BORDER TINTING
AND EMBOSSING PRINTS

MASK making for (loiil)le print-

ing or border tinting is com-

paratively simple once you know
just the effect you wish to pro-

duce and the way to do it. but it

is one of those little jobs that

require patience and extreme ac-

curacy if the result is to be

satisfactory. And if the masks are

not made accurately enough to pro-

duce a perfect result, it is much
better to do plain printing. A poor

result is worse than none at all.

While we have explained meth-

ods of mask making before, the

inquiries we receive leafl us to be-

lieve the subject will bear repeat-

ing.

The simplest form of mask anrl

the one most generally used at

present is one which gives a gray

tint directly around the j)rint on

the seconfl printing.

We will suppose you wish to

make a 7 x 9 print on 10^2 ^ ^^

paper with a gra\- tint directly

around the 7x9 print and the

balance of the margin white. The
gray tint should be 3^ inch wide

at the sides and top and ^ at the

bottom. Other sizes can readily

l)e figured out once the method is

understood.

On a piece of masking i)aper

slightly larger than 11 x 14, mark
out a rectangle, having it as

nearly centered as possible. Place

another piece of ])aper under it

and cut out the two 7x9 openings

at the same time, keeping one of

the pieces that is cut out to use

later on. A razor blade is best for

mask cutting.

Lay one of these masks on a

piece of clear glass and fasten it

securely with glue. Now measure

accurately and draw lines 1^
inches from the left hand side and
from the top of the opening, each

parallel with the edges. These

lines are to mark the location of

the guide for the paper.

The paper guide should be cut

from thin cardboard just a trifle

thicker than tlie paper that is to

be used for printing. It need not

be over J^^ inch wide and should be

shaped like this F, being cut very

carefully with a metal scjuare

to insure a perfect right angle

or made of two pieces butted

together at the corner.

Make this guide five or six

inches long at the side and al)out

one inch at the top, and attach it

to the mask on the lines that have

been drawn. Before the glue has

set, measure again to see that the

guide is exactly 1 -^
s inches from

the edges of the opening.

The reason for the long guide at

the side is l)ecause it is natural to

lay a piece of jjaper on a mask,

move it over until it touches the

side guide and then shove it up
into the corner.
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Locate a second guide on the

second mask in exactly the same
manner as the first. To prove its

accuracy, place a piece of proof

paper on one mask, flash it and

then locate it on the second mask
to see that it registers exactly.

The second mask is now at-

tached to a piece of clear glass.

Take the piece of 7 x 9 paper that

was cut from the center of your

mask, fit it in the opening and

attach it with glue.

As this is the mask that is to be

used for printing the tinted line,

the original opening must be en-

larged Yi iiK^'i at sides and top and
3 4 of an inch at the bottom. It is a

simple matter to measure and cut

away this amount, leaving clear

glass for the tint.

To be sure that the tint over-

laps the print, many i)rinters trim

a hair line from all four edges of

the center of mask No. '2. This

usually overcomes the difficulty of

white lines if the paper does not

fit snug in the corner of the guide

in either the first or second print-

ing. The center of mask No. '•2

is sometimes placed on the back

of the glass so the inside edge of

the tint will be slightly diffused.

It will not look so, however, except

on prints with very white back-

grounds, as the No. 1 mask gives

the print a sharp edge and you do

not see the diffused edge of the

tinted line.

The finished print made with

these masks will have a 7 x 9

center, a Yi inch tinted line at

sides and top, and ^ inch at bot-

tom, and a white margin 134
inches at sides and top, and 23^
inches at bottom. Allowing Y^

inch for trim on all four sides, the

print will have the pleasing pro-

portions of lO^I X 13'^4 inches.

\Yhile we are on this subject of

mask making it will be a very

simple matter to also explain how
the embossed line which gives the

efl^ect of a die sunk center may
also be placed on the print.

We will assume that the embos-

sed line is to be used on the print

instead of the gray tinted line, as

it would be rather overdoing it to

use both

A print should be made with the

No. '-2 mask, developed and
finished in the usual way, assum-

ing that double weight paper is

used. This print will be merely a

white piece of paper with a gray

tint in exactly the position it

would occupy if you had first

made a print from a negative using

the No. 1 and No. "2 masks. In

fact, if you have an extra un-

trimmed print with this gray line

aroimd the picture you can use it.

Cut out a guide exactly the

same as you did in making your

masks, fasten it to a piece of glass

in the same position the other

guides occupy. Now carefully cut

out the center of the print, cutting

along the outer edges of the tint.

Place some glue on the piece you

have cut out, register the print

face down against the guide on the

glass and then fit the piece in the
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opening where the ghie will hold

it to the glass. ^Mien it is stuck

tight, remove the outer portion of

the print and you have your mask-

ing form ready for embossing a

line around the prints made with

your No. 1 mask.

Before the prints are bone dry

place them against the guide on

this embossing mask, face down,

and with the dull end of an

orangewood stick, follow the edges

of the paper form underneath,

bearing down just hard enough on

the back of the print to press it

over the form without breaking

the print. If paper is too dry go

over back of print around form

with a tuft of cotton sliglitly

moistened with oue-lialf alcohol

and one-half water. This will dry

quickly after embossing. A little

practice will make you quite pro-

ficient an,d enable you to do this

work quickly

It will readily be seen that once

you have a print made with a plain

Xo. 1 mask, you can measure any
distance from the edge of the

print, cut out the center and make
an embossing form, as described

above, that will enable you to em-
boss a line at any distance from
the edge of the picture, having one

of these forms for each size of

picture you make.

A PHOTOGRAPHIC NOVELTY
THAT SHOULD SELL

THERE may be arguments

against the photographic nov-

elty but as a rule the argument
is one of price.

We have seen many photo-

graphic novelties succeed, the

Doretype for example, and the

success of this form of picture was

due to the fact that it could not

be made cheaply.

The so-called Statuette while a

decided novelty is another ex-

ample of one that can not very

well be made so cheaply as to

Ijecome common.
Another advantage is the fact

tliat while it may lend itself to a

variety of poses it is best suited to

the full figure, especially of

children, fancy dancing poses and
many forms of pictures that can

be made specially for the Statu-

ette, including small groups,

specially posed.

The idea is to make a contact

jirint or a small enlargement from

the negative, 8, 10 or 1^2 inches

high, to mount this on a heavy

cardboard or composition board

such as is made for wall coverings

and with a fret or jig saw to make
a cut-out following close to the

lines of the figure, as illustrated

on page l'-2.

At the bottom there should be

a small triangular base to fit in
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A rather difficult figure to cut out

but an attractive subject.

the block of wood on which the

Statuette is to stand. This can be

procured in the form of a piece of

moulding, probably two and one-

half or three inches wide for mod-
erate sized cut-outs, and with a

groove cut in the top wide enough
for the thickness of the board on

which the picture is mounted.

When the figure has been cut

out and the edges smoothed off

with a sharp knife or a file and
then polished off with sandpaper,

the edges may be stained. The
moulding which will probably

liave to be turned out for you by a

wood-working mill can be measur-

ed off to fit the base of your

picture, cut in a miter box to bevel

the ends, smoothed off, stained

and waxed or varnished. The cut-

out is then glued in the base which

completes the Statuette.

If properly made this novelty

looks good and will stand on a

desk, table or mantel, attracting

considerably more attention than

an ordinary portrait.

When a head and shoulder por-

trait is made in the form of a

Statuette it can be cut out with a

base in the same shape as a marble

or bronze bust and mounted very

effectively.

This idea of the Statuette has

been used by photographers for

some time in South America and

England and we have seen illus-

trated advertisements of English

trade photographers who make a

business of doing such work.

A comparatively simple Statuette.
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As we do not have trade photog-

raphers in this country it is up to

the individual to work out his own
methods. This, of course, makes it

somewhat more expensive but a

good result justifies asking a good

price. And while a novelty, the

Statuette will have a strong

appeal to many people if carefully

and artisticallv made.

THE MAN WHO
MADE THE PICTURES

Mr. Monte Luke

IT is hard to realize that Aus-

tralia has an area greater than

that of the United States and is

less than 10.000 miles from New
York, yet how many of us know
anything about this great land in

the South Pacific.

We thought our photographers

here would be specially interested

in the work of one of Australia's

leading photographers, so when
we received a collection of beauti-

ful prints from Kodak (Austral-

asia) Limited, made bv Mr.

IVIonte Luke, a leading photog-

rapher of Sydney, New South

Wales, we were very glad to

publish them.

Australia knows considerably

more about us than we do about

her, but we believe you will all

agree that if Mr. Luke's pictures

are a criterion of what other Aus-

tralian photographers are doing,

we could probably learn something

from them.

Not having been able to run

down to Sydney to interview

Mr. Luke, we are appending an

appreciation of the man given us

by the Manager of Kodak (Aus-

tralasia) Limited:

"Knocking off work to carry

bricks and doing it every day in

the week, too, that is Monte Luke,

Photographic Artist of Sydney,

N.S.W., for no sooner is each

strenuous day in his Studio left

behind than he is into the dark-

room at his own home.

"Business is truly his hobby
and a 'day off' from the city to

him would be the opportunity for

a daj' in his private darkroom.

Ceaselessly experimenting—never
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"The Necldarr" Hi/ Mmilr Luke

Sydney, New South ll'ale.i

missing a chance to acquire fresh

knowledge, nothing is too much
trouble for him to undertake.

"Considering his amazing en-

ergy and entlnisiasm coupled with

his technique and art knowledge,

it is no wonder he has been en-

enabled to reach the top. It is only

to be expected that the man's

virility is reflected in his work for,

whether working in a high or low

key, one is always impressed with

the force and strength and spon-

taneity of his treatment.

"Broad in his outlook—liberal

in taste, he presents a never end-

ing variety of subject matter and
always with an eye to something

different. Like many other suc-

cessfid photographers he is never

satisfied with his achievements

and, as a result, is ever advancing.

"His enthnsiasm is not solely

confined to his own work, but he is

a keen worker for the advance-

ment and recognition of jjliotog-

raphy as a medium of art ex{)res-

sion, in which res{)ect his efforts

have met with considerable suc-

cess and recognition.

"Eastman Portrait Film, East-

man Portrait and Kodak (Aus-

tralasia) Pajjers are to him essen-

tial. .Vnd so thoroughly does he

understand their use and wide

range of manipulation that he

never feels the want of others. It

is also of interest to know tliat
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Mr. Luke is a London Salon

exhibitor, which in itself is a

recognition of his ability."

Our halftones are made from

prints on buff stock paper, which

is somewhat of a disadvantage to

the engraver and does not permit

of reproductions that do full jus-

tice to Mr. Luke's beautiful prints,

in some of which the tones are

unusually soft and delicate. The
illustrations, we feel certain, how-
ever, will be of luiusual interest

to our readers.

THE THREE ADVANTAGES
OF A RINSE BATH

POSSIBLY it is a little early to

speak of the problems that

confront you in warm weather, but

it is never too early to speak of any-

thing that has to do with the fix-

ing bath. And the "short stop" or

"rinse bath" does have consid-

eral^le to do with the fixing bath.

A great many photographers do

not consider a rinse bath between

developing and fixing essential,

but if the life of the fixing bath is

to be normal—if it is to fix prop-

erly as long as the chemicals it

contains would lead one to believe

it should fix, then the rinse bath is

essential.

A properly prepared rinse bath

has three distinct functions. The
first is to stop development. And
development, as you know, is due

largely to the acceleration pro-

duced by the alkali, which is the

carbonate of soda.

The rinse bath being acid

naturally stops development be-

cause the acid neutralizes the

alkaline developer that remains in

the negative film. Without an acid

rinse bath the negative would con-

tinue to develop until it reached

the fixing bath, even though it

were rinsed in water.

We might say that the second

function of the rinse bath is

identical with the first so far as

the action of the bath is concerned.

The same action that stops de-

velopment, conditions the nega-

tive for the fixing bath.

If an acid rinse bath is not used

the alkaline develojier is carried

into the fixing bath, where it is

neutralized by the acid in this

l)ath. There is no immediate bad

result if the fixing bath is a fresh

one, but the efficiency of the bath

is needlessly reduced.

The sulphite of soda in the fix-

ing bath has a preserving action in

the presence of acid, but when the

acid becomes exhausted the sul-

phite fails to act, with the result

that the developer carried into the

bath oxidizes, turning it brown and
staining the negatives. As a result

it must be discarded sooner than

would otherwise be necessary.
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The third function of the rinse

bath is to pre-harden the gelatine

film of the negative. Some may
think this unnecessary, but we
have found that both plate and
film negatives that have been al-

lowed to remain for two or three

minutes in the rinse bath will

stand much higher washing tem-

peratures without blistering, soft-

ening, frilling or reticulating.

Everyone who works carefully

rinses a negative between develop-

ing and fixing. Why not, then, use

a rinse bath that has the beneficial

effects we have mentioned.^

The formula has been greatly

simplified by discarding Sulphuric

Acid in favor of "28% Acetic and
reducing the alum considerably.

As we now recommend it, to one
gallon of water add two ounces of

Potassium Chrome Alum and
three ounces of Acetic Acid, '28%

pure.

This is simple to prepare and,

if for no other reason, is worth
while because it prevents con-

tamination of the fixing bath with

the oxidation products of the de-

veloper. Anfl when you have ac-

cjuired the rinse bath habit you
are not likely to be encountered

with hot weather troubles.

VELOX ENLARGING PRINTER
FOR THE COMMERC lAL FINISHER

THE Enlarging Printer is a de-

vice that will not only make
more business for the finisher, but

more profitable business as well.

It is a printer, but the prints it

makes are enlargements on Velox

paper, 3A size from l^x'i}^ inch

negatives and 5 x 7 or 3A size from

'i}4 X 3}4 inch negatives. And
they are made at practically the

same speed and cost as contact

prints of the same size because the

Printer uses a powerful concen-

trated light and is fixed focus,

which greatly simplifies its oper-

ation.

As we see it, the finisher, in-

stead of asking his customer how
many 1 5^ x '•2 H or 2}/^ x 3}4

prints he wishes made from his

negatives, can soon accustom the

owners of these small cameras to

have all \%x'2}/2 inch negatives

printed in the 3A size and all 23^
X 33<4 negatives in the 5 x 7 or 3A
size if he has a Velox Enlarging

Printer in his printing room.

With such an efficient printer

I lie ])rice of these larger prints

from small negatives can be made
attractive and still allow the

finisher a better profit than he

would make on contact 3A or 5 x 7

prints and a very much larger

j)rofit than he could make on the

small contact prints.

While the process is really an

enlarging process, the printer
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Velox Enlarging Printer

operates very much as a contact

printer with the one exception

—

the negatives are not in contact

with the paper.

The powerful printing light is

furnished bv a 250 watt, mono-

plane filament, Mazda lamp and
this light is projected by a special

reflector through three condensing

lenses and an /.6.3 Kodak Pro-

jection Anastigmat Lens to the

Velox paper.

The average printing exposure

is from 2 to 4 seconds, though
this time will vary, depending en-

tirely upon the density of the

negatives. There are two negative

holders that slide into the cone of

the Printer, one for each size of

negatives accommodated, and
there are three paper holders, one
for each size of enlargement.

The negative liolders can be

used either for single negatives or

for the micut strip of film. The
paper holders may be quickly

changed and as the paper is placed

in the holder against the guides

and the holder closed, the light is

automatically switched on and
the exposure made. Obviously the

printer can be used in any light

that is safe for printing Velox.

With tlie lens in normal posi-

tion the enlargement from the

\%x-2]/2 inch negative is 3 3^ x5 ^g

on 3}/^x5^ Velox paper, giving a

% inch white margin.

The enlargement from the 23^
X 33^ negative is 4 j § x 6^ on x 7

Velox paper. The guides may be

changed, however, if larger mar-

gins are desired. The lens also has

an adjustment which permits one

to make a 3^ x 5^ enlargement

on 4x6 Velox from the 234 x 3^
negative. To make this smaller

size enlargement it is only nee-
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essary to pull the lens barrel clown

to the limit of motion. Obvioiisly

it is again pushed up as far as it

will go when enlargements of the

other two sizes are being made.

This printer is designed solely

for the work described above and
has no complicating features

—

the negative is placed in the

holder, the holder slid into the

cone, the paper placerl in the

paper holder which is closed to

make the exposure. In strip

printing, once the first negative

is in place the others can be pulled

into position without removing

the holder, velvet strips inside the

holder preventing scratching.

One of the most desirable

features of this Printer is the fact

that it is fast enough to make en-

larged prints on ^'elox paper and

can be operated right along with

contact printers, using the same

materials. The other obvious ad-

vantage is that it enlarges without

focusing.

For soft focus effects two dif-

fusing discs are available. Slipped

over the lens of the Printer they

give two degrees of diffusion with-

out changing the focus or in-

creasing the length of the exposure.

The Printer stands 38 inches

high—the base is \S% x 14^
inches and the weight is 6'-2 pounds.

It may be attached to any
electric light circuit without

special wiring or fuses.

The price of the Velox Enlarg-

ing Printer complete, including

lamp. Kodak Projection Anastig-

mat /.() o with iris diaphragm two

negative holders, three paper hol-

ders, electric cord and plug, is

$150.00. The price includes Excise

Tax. Set of two Diffusing Discs

$10.00.

ik,

WRITING ADVERTISIXG COPY

AuvEHTisixG is easy to write if

you will first determine what
you want to say and then say it as

much to the point and in as few

words as possible.

Let the reader know just what

you are driving at in the very first

paragraph and if you can say

what you have to say in one para-

graph, let it go at that. If it is

necessary to wade through several

paragraphs to find that you are

suggesting that people ought to be

photographed it is more than

likely that the reader will jump at

the wrong conclusion and pass

your advertisement up without

learning what you are talking

about.

Pictures will help you to make
your copy concise and to the point.

That's why we offer the illustra-

tions with our ad. suggestions

on page "26. Make use of these

with snappy copy and you will

get results.
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FINE PARALLEL LINES ON
PLATE AND FILM NEGATIVES

FINE parallel lines on negatives

have puzzled a great many
photographers and the trouble is

not a new one. Our demonstrators

usually learn of such complaints

and explain the cause and the

remedy, but they do not reach

every photographer just at the

time that such a difficulty arises.

.\nd it is often all the more baffling

because it seems to happen when
everything else is working per-

fectly.

Our laboratory has gone into

this matter quite thoroughly and

has found that the lines are due to

a chemical action in the fixing

bath, which can quite easily be

overcome.

If a plate or film in a hanger is

hung in the fixing bath in a

vertical position without agitating

the bath, there is apparently a

repellency between the fixing sol-

ution and the negative because of

the developing solution remaining

in the negative. It is a fight be-

tween the acid in the fixing bath

and the alkali in the negative, and
the result is about a draw.

In one place the acid attacks the

negative and directly alongside of

this the alkali repels tlie acid, so

we might say that directly next to

the negative the acid and alkali

lie in vertical streaks. Possibly

the silver bromide, which is being

fixed out, also has some action in

producing this effect, but it seems

most likely that where the alkali

repels the acid, the negative con-

tinues to develop and where the

acid penetrates the gelatine sur-

face, development is stopped.

Be this as it may, we know that

if the fixing bath is stirred or is

agitated by moving the negative

about wlien it is first placed into

the fixing bath, the trouble does

not (jccur. It may occur with a

fresh fixing bath but it is most

likely to occur with one that is

slightly exhausted. It does not

occur when a fresh acid rinse bath

is used in connection with a fixing

bath of proper strengtli.

If you should have this trouble,

rinse your negatives before placing

them to fix and move them about

enough to bring a continuous sup-

ply of fresh solution in contact

with them for the first few seconds

they are in the bath.

Parallel lines are undoubtedly

the result of still fixing of nega-

tives containing surface developer

that is alkaline. x\nd if this alkali

is quickly neutralized with acid

there will be no trouble with

parallel lines.

ELON nV make it
—wc know ifs rigid.
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Dad is just a grown-up

boy, but in growing up

he may have neglected

to be photographed.

You can persuade him

to make an appoint-

ment—we will make
the rest easy. ^Ye pho-

tograph lots of busy

grown-ups.

Call Main 245

The phoiographcr in your toirn

THE SMITH STUDIO

; d-T No. 310. Prk E 30 Cents

'yHE ONLY CONDITION

We make l)ut one ooiuiition

in our offer of cuts for the use of

photographers.

It is obvious that two photogra-

phers in the same town wouhl not

care to use the same cut. and we are

therefore ohUged to limit tliis ntfcr

to one photographer in a town, it

will l)e a case of first come first

served. The first order from a city

will he ])romptly filled. Succeeding

orders (if any) will necessarily be

turned down and the remittance, of

course, will be returned. It is also

obvious that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings, furnish

anv large variety of cuts at the

I iiial prices quoted, and there-

fdir can offer no substitute cut. Get

\(,iir order in first. E. K. Co.
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To duplicate contact

print results make the

lar^-e print on

EASTMAN
PORTRAIT
BROMIDE

A paper of special quality, made for a

special purpose— better portrait en-

largements. It yields beautiful sepia

tones by the sim])le. re-develoi)iMti' ])r()-

cess. Furnished in three surfaces: Hough
Matte, Rough Lustre and Old Master,

and in two double weight stocks:

White and Buff.

EASTMAN KODAK (OMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealer
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There is but one

ELON
We make it, we use it

and we recommend it be-

cause we know it's ri^ht.

The purity of Ek>n ac-

counts for the quahty of

the prints it produces.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

.1// Dealcr.s
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If you do amateur

finishiug .you need

amateur finishing-

equipment to do

the work weh, and

with speed and

economy.

Commercial Kodak Printer
New design with ]Metal Numbering Stamj).

It masks, exposes, numbers and counts the prints. It is

quick and positive in action, has eight metal masks up to

3/^ X 5V^ and 4x5. Prints from single negatives, films

or plates, 5 x 7 or smaller, or from strip film. Order

numbers are stamped on every print automatically and

instantly changed by a touch on a plunger.

/Vdjustable guides control white margins, the quick,

{positive action of the platen makes the exposures while

an automatic counter totals them. Uses a 150 watt lamp
(not supplied) and rests on a table or in a table opening.

Complete witli masks, nihy laini),

electric cord and plu«- . . $00.00.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'
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Eastman View Cameras No. 2-D
64 X 8' 8 X 10 7x11

You should have plenty of cameras, but buy

thera for service and durability. Eastman View

Cameras No. "^-D are built on experience. They
embody every adjustment of practical value

combined with workmanship and materials that

give them lasting qualities. Heavy bed, rigid

supports, sliding tripod block, large lens board,

genuine leather bellows and many other features

of construction will appeal to you. Finished in

dark mahogany. See them at your Stockhouse.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, X. Y.

All Dealer.^'
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Home Portrait Helps
Eastman aiK I F. & S. Home Portrait Reflector:

A nood reflector is a necessity in liome

portraiture, where lighting conditions are

not always ideal. The Eastman and F. &

S. Home Portrait Reflectors offer the most

convenient and efficient means for the

proper reflection of light when working

away from the studio.

The Eastman Reflector is U^i x .59

inches and is made of white opaque cloth

mounted on a light metal stand providing

a maximum height of 70 inches. The F. &

S. Reflector has a spread of 44 by 7'i inches

w ith maximum height of 84 inches Both

are adjustable to give the desired lighting

height. Compact for carrying and only 4j^

and 5}/2 '^'S. weight respectively.

Hour- Portrait Reflector

Eastman Home Portrait Reflector $10.00

F. & S. Home Portrait Reflector 14.00

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Folmer & Schwing Deparlment ROCHESTER, N. Y.



THE GROUPWAY
(Extra Weight Lethograin Stock)

For 5x7 63/^x832 8x10 6x10 Prints

Prices $10.00 $13..5U S15.00 $14.50 Per KM)

Colors— Lisbon Grey and Sierra Brown

The attractive ornament on the cover and the finished appearance
of the insert design, together with the soft, leathery feel of stock, pro-
duce a mounter that really looks dollars more per hundred than we
ask for it.

Sample for ten 2c stamps and we will include sample of the
PANTHEON, also a Lethograin stock folder, for 5 .x 7 to 8 x 10 up-
right prints. Two desirable styles for group and large portrait work.

TAPRELULOOxMIS & COMPANY
(Eastman Kodak Company) CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The Leading Card Novelty House of America



Because you can make

large prints as easily

as contact prints, you

will makeand sell more

of them when you own

an

Eastman

Projection

Printer

1
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By Wm. S. Rilch

Sew York City
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LEADING vs. BEING LED
IN PHOTOGRAPHY

PHOTOGRAPHY began with an

outline—a mere shadow or

silhouette produced by the action

of light on a sensitized material,

b\it it was some time before this

image could be held. Then came
the fixed image and later on the

registration of light and shade and

halftones which gave to the world

the real beginning of photography.

The most difficult thing today

is to imagine the world without

the pictures of places and people

which have resulted from this

wonderful discovery. How many
of us would recognize President

Harding, Herbert Hoover, General

Pershing, Marshal Joffre, Clemen-

ceau, Lloyd George or any of the

other great world figures were we
to meet them face to face, were it

not for photography. And what a

poor conception we would have of

the world in general had we not

been able to form our ideas from

pictures of people and things.

Like many other great dis-

coveries or inventions, photog-

raphy was at first a novelty. People

had the curiosity to know^ how
they looked in pictures. And at

best those early photographs were

little more than records. They
were maps of one's features, set

and fixed. One could expect little

more when it was necessary for

the early photographer to clamj)

his subject in a chair so that he

could not move while the long

exposure made the picture an as-

sured success.

Then came the photographic

materials that permitted the pho-

tographer to make exposures

much faster. The sitter would

even be asked to smile, but there

was always the admonition to

"hold it" that too often made the

smile a congealed one or, at best,

an indication of an unnatural
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and lifeless or forced expression.

Then came still further im-

provements in photographic ma-
terials and especially in their

speed which made the motion
picture possible. And what
wonders we have seen in motion
pictures—what breadth and scope

of learning, as well as amusement,
they have brought to the world is

a matter of common knowledge.

But they have also educated the

picture buying public to expect

something more than they have
been getting in their own por-

traits. They can't expect motion

pictures but they know that every

changing expression of the "movie"
actor or actress is made possible

by the rapid succession of dozens

of pictures made at the rate of

sixteen per second and that any
one of these pictures, separately,

is a still picture representing a

part of some action.

Why, then, is it not possible for

the portrait photographer to ani-

mate his subject, choose the most
pleasing pose and expression and
catch it with his camera? Possibly

that is the gist of the thought

that runs through the mind of

many a prospective sitter for

portraits, even though the thought

may not be expressed in words.

It is a little too much to expect

that the photographer would use

his lights as strong as the motion
picture camera man—it wouldn't

be practical—so he could not very

well be expected to make ex-

posures that would stop motion in

the way the "movie" man does.

But he can make reasonably short

exposures—he can dispense with
head rests and similar pieces of

apparatus that make people un-

comfortable or ill at ease—he can
engage his sitter in conversation,

omit much of the usual experi-

menting with lights and work
quietly but fast, securing a

number of exposures before his

sitter is aware of the fact that he

is really making pictures.

Some photographers insist that

this cannot be done—that it sounds

good but isn't practical. But it is

being done—the sitters are pleased

with the results and the photog-

raphers are known as successful

men.

It is the same plan that the

successful photographers of babies

use every day, but it is merely

varied to suit the grown-up. In the

one case the photographer talks

baby talk—in the other he talks

grown-up talk and adds the de-

ception of only making prep-

aration for the picture making
when, as a matter of fact, he is

actually making fairly fast ex-

posures while his subject is relaxed

and free from the self-conscious-

ness that comes with the knowl-

edge that an expression is being

made to order or at least coaxed

out by the photographer.

Possibly it is a good idea to

talk over such matters occasion-

ally with those about us just to see

if the people we make pictures for

are being led by us or are leading
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us. One can not afford to wait

until the public demands some-

thing different or better in photog-

raphy. The demand should be

anticipated and then created by

constructive advertising and then

supplied.

The photographer who does

these things leads his patrons and
is not led bv tliem.

WHAT SUPER SPEED FILINl DOES
AND HOW IT DOES IT

THERE are a lot of people who
own and operate two cars, a

small town car for ordinary use

about town where speed and
power are not so essential as re-

liability, and a high powered,

high speed car for touring and

other special uses.

A great many portrait photog-

raphers who use Portrait Film

prefer Par Speed for all ordinary

purposes—use Par Speed when-

ever conditions permit, but who
would not be without Super Speed

for the unusual condition—for the

emergency when one must have

exceptional speed or fail to deliver

the goods.

By ordinary conditions we
mean normal conditions, in the

studio or out, when tliere is suf-

ficeint light to enable you to make
short exposures with a fast emul-

sion such as you will find in East-

man Portrait Film, Par Speed.

This film has as fast an emulsion

as the fastest portrait plates—it

has been used for years as the

standard fast material for all kinds

of portraiture as well as for many
kinds of commercial work.

If you will refer to "Film
Speeds" in the Eastman Profes-

sional Film Booklet you will find

a table of approximate relative

speeds of the various brands of

Professional Films. AVe have as-

signed a speed of 100%, or Par
Speed to the regular Portrait Film

emulsion and have rated other

films relatively slower or faster

using 100% as a base.

By this method of rating the

comparative speed of Portrait

Film. Super Speed is !200%, the

most remarkable speed ever de-

veloped in a negative making
material that is specially suited to

portraiture.

You know what can be accom-

plished with Par Speed Film. If

you have never used Super Speed

Film you can at least imagine

what can be accomplished with

this Super Speed emulsion. If the

light is weak and you must get

results or, if the light is good but

you must make exposures that

would not be sufficient for Par

Speed Film, Super Speed will turn

the trick and save the day for you.

But even Super Speed Film has
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its limitations. One must not

expect the impossible. As a matter

of fact, however, where Super

Speed Film is used exclusively it

is more often over rather than

uuder-exposefl.

This is largely due to the fact

that the user does not take note of

the very important difference in

developing Super Speed Film.

This very fast emulsion builds

up its density and contrast some-

what slower than the regular

speed emulsion, so that if a Par
Speed and a Super Speed exposure

are developed for the same lengtli

of time in the same developer, the

Super Speed negative will not

seem to be faster because it has

not been fully developed.

Allow it to develop fifteen per

cent longer than the Par Speed

and its quality will immediately

be seen. If the Par Speed has only

received one-half the exposure it

sliould liave, the Super Speed will

develop to normal density and
retain all the portrait quality of a

properly exposed film.

One can readily see what this

reserve speed will mean to the

man who must get results regard-

less of conditions of light and
possibly with exposures that would

be too fast for ordinary films or

plates.

In the studio such conditions

are frequently encountered and
there should be a supply of Super

Speed Portrait Film on every

dark-room shelf for the emergency

when it arises.

In home portraiture there is

even greater need for this fast

film. Some workers will not use a

slower film—insist on Super Speed

at all times—and while this ma^•

not be necessary there is the

argument that many unusual

pictures are often secured because

the confiflence in Super Speed

leads one to attempt and succeed

where other materials would fail.

We have not even touchefl on

the uses of Super Speed Film in

commercial photography and we
believe it is being used as exten-

sively in this work as in por-

traiture. This may be because the

commercial worker has even a

greater use for a fast film. It is a

fact that he encounters every

imaginable condition of light and
must often provide his own means
of artificial illumination. If he can

produce a result with Super Speed
Film with half tlie amount of

lighting equipment that would be

necessary for Par Speed Film or a

plate, of course this additional

speed is to his advantage.

But there are times when
artificial light can not be used and

only a fast material can make any
result worth trying for, and it is

under such conditions that Super

Speed Film has j)roved its greatest

value to the commercial photog-

rapher.

If you are not already a Super

Speed Film enthusiast you will be

if you give it a fair chance to help

you broaden your photographic

opportunities.
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HOW WILLIAM S. RITCH WINS
THE HEARTS OF FAMOUS KIDDIES

Editor's Note: The following

story contains a heap of human
interest, but there's considerably

more than human interest to it.

It shouhl be an inspiration to

cA'ery man who loves his work and
has the determination to get

ahead. And while every photog-

rapher can not do what Mr. Ritch

has done there are other oppor-

tinaities equally as great if one has

the determination to succeed and
will stick to the task as persis-

tcntlv as lie has done.

WILLIAM S. EiTcii, book-

keeper at $30 a week, found
himself in a rut at the prime age of

40. He was of a Brooklyn family

and hafl risen from the office boy
stage to organist then pianist then

bookkeeper. And as the family

increased although the job didn't

he just plugged along and got

deeper and deeper into tlie rut.

Then—an 80 cent box camera
clicked the trick. From a book-

keeper at 40, Mr. Ritch at 58

is a spry, energetic photographer

with a "way" with children that

carves his place as expert in child

photography.

"The new always sort of got

me," he says, between snatches

of humming as he bustles around
his top floor studio that serves as

printing and developing room. "I

just fumbled with the little book

of instructions that came with a

No. 1 Brownie camera a friend

gave my boy on his birthday be-

cause it was something new. More
I read, more I got interested.

Bookkeeping was humdrum, you
know, and this flashlight photog-

raphy gave me a hobby. But it's

more than a hobl)y now!"
To note the alert grey eye and

quick step of Mr. Ritch as he

pauses in conversation to adjust

photographic films is to realize the

stick-to-it-ness of this man who
had tlie pep and gumption to start

anew at 40 when most folks begin

to "settle." And this with a

family of six all dependent on the

outcome of the venture. Yet it was
because of this family that the

babies' photographer is success-

ful today.

As Mr. Ritch perused the little

blue book of instructions on flash-

light photograi)hy he held tight to

his bookkeeping job but tighter to

the little blue book. He experi-

mented at nights after the day's

grind. He flashed his six kiddies in

all sorts of poses. One photograph,

showing the group of children

eating out of bowls won a First

Prize of $5.00 in a picture contest.

That $5.00 fired him to buy a

better camera. Another photo-

graph of his little girl getting out

of bed in the morning captured a

$100.00 prize. Then he took ac-
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count of his savings, gave up the

bookkeeping and started out one

morning with his camera under

his arm, a bundle of sample pic-

tures in his pocket, and in his

bosom doggone determination to

make every mother yearn for a

picture of her baby. He canvassed

Brooklyn. If he saw a child on a

porch he would seek out the

mother and show the sample pho-

tographs of his own brood.

Wouldn't she like a picture of her

baby .^ She most alwaysdid.Sofrom

house to house he coaxed orders.

At the close of one not very prof-

itable day he hailed a French

nurse-maid in Flatbush and asked

the name and address of her little

charge. It subsequently happened
that the family was about to leave

town for the summer but in the

fall the mother remembered the

photographer and gave him the

order. The fame of that tot's pho-

tograph spread from the mother
to friends and from friends to

more friends untU Mr. Ritch

traced about $1,000 worth of

business to the mere halting of

that nurse-maid.

Today Mr. Ritch can't make
trains quick enough to fill out-of-

town orders. Requests for him to

l>ring himself and liis parapher-

nalia—he does all his work in the

children's homes and nurseries

where they are happiest and most

at ease—come from Philadelphia

and Boston. The late Theodore

Roosevelt would have no other

but William Ritch photograph

him with his group of grand-

children. Today this picture of

Teddy holding the infant in the

center of the group is the most
widely published and best known
photograph of the Colonel. On the

grey walls of the studio close by
the Roosevelt picture there is the

photo of the bouncing son of the

violinist Zimbalist, the H. O.

Havemeyer and Harrison children,

Woodrow Wilson Sayre in all his

glory, the baby of Don Marquis,

columnist, and the vivacious

youngsters of John Barnes Wells

and Jean Webster.

The kidflies dance on tippy toes

when Mr. Ritch comes to photo-

graph them. They have him
spotted from year to year as the

man with the beautiful colored

lights. This hitches to the reason

why he does flashlight portraiture

exclusively. He finds that children

unlike grown-ups. love to hear the

bang! of the flash and to see the

burst of light. They just laugh and

think it's a good joke. In this way
he gets them in natural poses

which he considers of more im-

portance than mere artistically

finished detail.

Mr. Ritch is a bit of child psy-

chologist in his line. Take, for

instance, the match trick. His

pockets are alw ays full of matches

for his flash. If his subject is a

trifle peevish he produces a match,

the one thing a child is never

allowed to play with and which

consequently has the greatest

fascination. He tells tlie child the
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match is a lolly-pop and that

Teddy Bear wants a suck. The
child, entranced at the forbidden

toy, loses itself in busy contem-

plation. A flash—and the pose

is caught, match, Teddy Bear

and all. Then the mother says

"Isn't that just the way Susie

looks?"

"There's only one knack in

taking children's photographs,"

says Mr. Ritch, "and that's to

always keep them busy. When a

child has something in his hands

to busy him he's happy. If he isn't

holding something I keep him

busy by asking him what color

light he'd like to see. He's all

curiosity waiting for it and I shoot

in the meantime. I never fuss too

much with tlie child. I never sav.

'Don't do this or that.' Mothers
have a habit of saying, 'Now,

don't be afraid of the noise.' I

always warn them before never to

say that. Keep the child in-

terested—that's all. It's just like

my work here. I'm happy and
stronger and feel younger today

at 58 than I did at 20. Why? Be-

cause I'm interested. There's no
getting into a rut. No day is ever

the same going out to different

people's homes. I hate to go to

bed at night and I love to get up
in the morning.

"I'm not much on any philos-

ophy of success but I'll say the

best slogan for most anyone who
wants to push ahead is this:

You're never too old to learn

something new."

HOW TO SECURE MODERN
DARK-ROOM ILLUMINATION

MY first impression of a dark-

room clings to me notwith-

standing the fact that the im-

pression was made a number of

years ago. In fact, my second and

third impressions were no better

than the first, but I am glad to say

that I have since encountered

dark-rooms of a very much dif-

ferent sort.

That first old dark-room was the

very best kind of an example of

what a dark-room should not be,

that I have ever seen. It was built

in tlie corner of the operating

room most distant from the light

and there was no light in it except

what came through the door and
that could not reach the far

corners.

An oil lamp sat on a shelf out-

side a small cracked glass window,

and just inside this window was

some kind of a metal sink. I don't

know just what kind of a sink it

was because I never had a chance

to see it in the two years that I

swept out that room.

Tliere was an old hypo keg in

the corner back of the sink into
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which everything went that didn't

tjo into the sink or on tlie floor

—

hut why go further. You have

probably seen just such places

yourself. Let us hope that we will

see fewer of them in the future for

they are not healthy to work in.

We have electricity almost

everywhere today. This makes it

])()ssible to make the dark-room a

light-room when it is not being

used for developing. We have the

tank system of developing and
tanks can be covered with light-

tight covers, so we can have dark-

rooms light even while developing

is in progress. And the great im-

provement in lighting, with Safe-

light Lamps, which give a great

volume of safe, indirect illumin-

ation, makes it unnecessary to

ever have the dark-room really

dark, unless it is for the handling

of panchromatic films or plates.

In addition to good lighting we
find the modern dark-room well

ventilated. There is a window that

can be opened and there is often

other means of ventilation when
the room is closed. But with the

modern light-trap opening, which

is used instead of a door, the room
need never be closed. If you
should happen to be planning a

new dark-room, hinge the two

partitions that form the light

trap so that you can swing them
open and make a straight passage

into the room that will let in light.

If I were building a room for de-

veloping I would call it a "safe-

light-rooni," for I would never

allow it to be absolutely dark. I

would paint the ceiling white and
the walls very nearly white. A
double Indirect Light Box would
hang near the ceiling with one pull

cord and one wall switch. The pull

cord would light the lamp in the

side of the box, producing the

white light, and this would give a

flood of light reflected from the

ceiling over the entire room. The
wall switch would light the lamp
in the side of the box fitted with

a Safelight of a color that would
give a flood of light, perfectly safe

for the films or plates being used.

Of course no light is safe for an

indefinite time, but a Safelight is

safe for as long a time as is neces-

sary to handle the materials for

which it is recommended.
My safelight-room would be

tight enough to keep out all day-

light or other outside lights. And
just here I might mention that

when closed, even though the

room were painted a pure white

there can be no white light in it

if the lamps are covered with

yellow or orange or red or green

Safelights. A white wall or ceiling

can only reflect the light that

strikes it. If the light is red, the

white ceiling will reflect more red

light than a darker ceiling. But
the light color of the ceiling does

not present any element of danger

unless white light strikes it.

Safelight Lamps near develop-

ing tanks or over tables where

holders are loaded would add to

tlx' general illumination, so my
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work-room would be a cheerful

place. And when I had finished

developing I would turn on my
white lights or throw open a win-

dow and the room would glow

with brightness. There would be

no excuse for allowing such a room
to collect dirt, which, as every

workman knows, is the encmv

of good results in a work-room.
There is a little booklet

"Modern Dark-Room Illumin-

ation" which is worth reading if

you plan a new dark-room or the

remodeling of an old one. Your
dealer will supply you with a copy
or we will be glad to mail you one,

free on request.

THE PHOTOGRAPHER ONE
SELDOM HEARS ABOUT

WE hear a good deal al)out

portrait photographers of

unusual ability, the commercial

photographer who photographs

everything on the earth, and we
have seen quite a bit of aerial

photography since the war, but

we hear very little of the men
who photograph the heavens.

They are hid away in the ob-

servatories, often in out of the

way places, and are working from

dark until dawn and often in the

daytime, mapping the stars and

planets and photographing the sun.
We hardly dare speak of their

work for we know so little about

it, and few of their negatives

would mean anything to us if we
were to see them, yet we know
they have been making these im-

portant records for years and will

continue to make them for years

to come.

In fact, the great telescopes all

over the world are today used

almost exclusively for jihotog-

raphy. Time is too valuable to

waste in merely looking, when the

photographic negative supplies a

record that can be studied at

leisure. So the astronomer fixes

his telescope on a star or a grouj)

of stars, adjusts the mechanism
that compensates for the move-
ment of the earth, keeping the

great instrument fixed, and in

this way makes exposures of

hours duration that show no

movement.
Wliile the astronomer himself

might be called a photographer,

every observatory has a photog-

rapher who is a specialist and
whose business it is to know more
of photography than of astronomy.

And to one of these photographers,

Mr. Carl A. Bergmann, we are

indebted for the excellent pictures

of Lick Observatory and its sur-

roundings.

This is the great Observatory of

the University of California on

Mount Hamilton near San Jose,
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California. Mr. Bergmann says:

"As the Observatory is at an al-

titude of 4209 feet above sea-level,

snow falls occasionally but, never-

theless, wild flowers may be found

growing at any time during the

winter months. The Manzanita
blossoms were found in January.

"We use Eastman Kodak Co.'s

goods exclusively at this Obser-

vatory, Plates, Papers and Chem-
icals, and all of the pictures were

made on AVratten Panchromatic

Plates through a K-3 filter.

"One of the pictures was made
just as the sun was setting into an

'Ocean of Clouds,' a scene not

easily to be forgotten bj^ those

who have witnessed such a beauti-

ful sight. Under the 'Sea of

Clouds' lies the Santa Clara

Valley and the City of San Jose

which maj' be faintly seen to the

right and left of the Observatory."

See the picture on page 19.

Made on Panchromatic plates

which are sensitive to all colors,

and through the K-3 filter which

gives the correct rendering as the

eye sees the subjects, these pic-

tures, especially the sunset, are

correct reproductions and do not

exaggerate. With such a view as

must be had from this spot there

must be considerable satisfaction

in working on a mountain top.

PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
41st ANNUAL CONVENTION
THE PLACE—WASHINGTON. D. C.

THE TIME —JULY 16—21, 1923

MARK these dates on your

calendar and plan to attend

the big show this year. If you have

never visited Washington you
have a treat in store for you. It is

a wonderful city and you will have

an opjjortunity to see its sights.

If you are familiar with the city

you will have more time to devote

to the convention and its many
attractions and we are told this is

to be the biggest and best Con-

vention yet.

The largest hall in Washington,

liaviug over three-quarters of an

acre of unobstructed floor spmce,

will be taxed to its utmost to ac-

commodate exhibitors who will

have the newest things in photo-

graphic materials and apparatus

to show and demonstrate to you.

The demonstrators for this

year's Convention are all special-

ists in some particular branch of

portrait work and you will get

ideas from their demonstrations

that will be of real value to you
when you return to your studio.

One must have these new ideas

and the incentive that contact

with other successful photog-

raphers brings if one is to be really
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progressive. And it is ambition

and progressiveness that bring

success.

The portrait exhibit is always

a real educational feature of these

meetings and as one learns most
by comparison, every member is

urged to prepare an exhibit for

this display of portraiture.

There will also be a special

program and display by the Com-
mercial Section and this will be of

interest to the entire profession.

This section is made up of very

live business photographers who
are thoroughly imbued with ideas

of helpful cooperation. It is a

pleasure to meet them, and their

program and exhibit will be de-

cidedly worthwhile.

The program in detail will be

announced shortly in a special

Association Bulletin, or infor-

mation will he furnished bj- the

Secretary, S. R. Campbell, Jr.,

7'-2'-2 Bond Building, Washington,
D. C. Write him for an Identi-

fication Certificate which will

entitle you to purchase round trip

transportation from your regular

ticket agent at the special rate of

one and one-half times the regular

one way fare, with return trip good

until Julv 27.

TAKING THE STUDIO
TO THE CUSTOMER

APPARENTLY there is more
than one way of getting the

customer's business if he doesn't

choose to come, or can't come to

the studio. We used to say: Take
your camera and go to the cus-

tomer. That was home portraiture.

Mr. Belt of West Chester, Pa.

goes home portraiture one better.

He takes a studio to his customer,

and it's a good looking and modern
studio, too. as will be seen by our

illustration on page 25.

You can readily imagine an old

grandmother in a little old farm

house waiting for the photog-

rapher to come and make her

picture. Her home may not be a

suitable one for making portraits.

especially if the photographer does

not use flash-light, but that does

not l)other this photographer.

He drives up in his studio—to

the very door if grandmother is an

invalid—takes her in and drives

out from under the trees, turns

the studio around, goes ahead or

backs up as he chooses until he has

his skylight where the light suits

him, and then makes his pictures

just as he would in the studio in

town.

This is certainly a new defi-

nition of service as we understand

it in photography. And though

there may be other photographers

who have done the same thing we
have not heard of them.
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The photographic car was at

one time a fairly familiar sight but

it was operated by an itinerant

photographer and was drawn by
horses to a more or less permanent
location.

This is an entirely different

kind of studio car. It is a part of a

permanently located studio—

a

service studio car, we might call

it, for it serves those who for any
reason are unable or unwilling to

come to the studio.

Mr. Belt's Studio has been

s])ccially built and mounted on a

light truck cliassis and as its con-

struction anfl equipment are

rather unusual, a description will

probably be interesting.

This car-studio is seven feet

high, seven feet wide and twenty-

one feet long. The skylight is in

the top of the car but there are

also electric lights for making
sittings day or night. The lighting

for the car is furnished by a 30

volt lighting system.

By drawing a double curtain

across the car a dressing-room

about seven by seven feet is pro-

vided and this is supplied with

rimning water.

The camera and stand are on a

sliding track attached to the side

of the car and are always in place

and ready for a sitting. Folding

benches on either side of the car

may be made into beds if the

stiKlio is on a trip of several days.

There is also a dark-room at the

left of the front entrance in which

holders may be loaded.

The 13^ ton truck chassis has a

158 inch wheel base, weighs 5100

lbs. and has a speed of from 5 to

'25 miles per hour which it would
seem is ample for a photographic

studio on wheels.

Mr. Belt tells us that he now
gets orders over the telephone

nearly every day to run out and
make sittings that would prob-

ably never come to the studio.

And we think that a man who has

sufficient confidence in the out-

come to invest in an automobile

studio surely deserves a business

that will pay interest on the in-

vestment.

If people in the country sur-

rounding West Chester are not

photographed it can not be said

that they have not had the oppor-

tunity, for it would not be possible

to do more than to bring all of the

conveniences of a studio to one's

very door-yard in response to a

telephone call.

P. A. of A. Convention—July 16-21, See page 20
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Keep the

friendships

of school-days

ahve with

photographs.

Phone Main 245 for

an appointment 9 /' 'J^^^^^^r^^ -^^^^^^^^^t^S^

The pliotograplicr in j/oiir town

THE SMITH STUDIO

"Stcdio Light"' Line Cut No. 311. Prk e 30 Cents

THE ONLY COXDITIOX

We make hut one condition

in our offer of cuts for the use of

photographers.

It is obvious that two photogra-

phers in the same town would not

care to use the same cut, and we are

therefore obhged to Hmit this offer

to one photographer in a town. It

will be a case of first come first

served. The first order from a city

will be promptly filled. Succeeding

orders (if any) will necessarily be

turned down and the remittance, of

cour.se, will be returned. It is also

obvious that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings, furnish

any large variety of cuts at the

nominal prices quoted, and there-

fore can offer no substitute cut. Get

your order in first. E. K. Co.
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V^elox Enlarging Printer

A device that increases profits

in printing from small negatives

This new fixed focus enlarging

printer makes large prints from
small negatives onVelox at approx-

imately the speed of a contact

printer.

Enlargements S]4^^H from 15^x2}^ negatives

Knlargements 4 x6 from 2'4x3)4 negatives

Enlargements 5 x 7 from 2'4 x 3)4 negatives

All with J^ inch white margins.

It's the powerful monoplate fila-

ment, 250 watt Mazda Lamp, the

special reflector, the three con-

densing lenses and the Kodak
Anastigmat /.6.3 lens that make
such speed of enlarging on Velox
paper possible. Average negatives

print in from 2 to 4 seconds.

Prints from single negatives or uncut strips. The paper

holder masks the print— closing the holder makes the

exposure. Can be used in any light that is safe for Velox.

Velox Enlarging Printer complete, including lamp, two
negative holders, three paper holders, Kodak Anastig-

mat Lens with Iris I)iai)liragm, electric cord and ping

to fit any socket. Price (including excise tax) $1.50.00.

Set of two Diffusing Di.scs $ 1 0.00. See it at your dealer's.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Eastman
Commercial
Panchromatic
Film

Is sensitive to all colors, is specially

sensitive to red, and will give true

color rendering when color differences

must be shown in the photograph.

With color filters in commercial work,

practically any desired exaggeration

of color rendering can l)e secured,

while fine detail, usually obscured in

red objects, is brought out with all

the contrast desired.

Like all film, it is non-halation, light

in weight and unbreakable. If you are

interested in Panchromatic results,

ask yom- dealer for the free booklet

"Color Plates, Films and Filters for

Commercial Photography."

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

1// Dealers
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If you do amateur

finishing you need

amateur finishing

equipment to do

the work well, and

with speed and

economy.

Commercial Kodak Printer
New design with Metal Numbering Stamp.

It masks, exposes, numbers and counts the prints. It is

quick and positive in action, has eight metal masks up to

3}4: X 5^/2 and 4x5. Prints from single negatives, films

or plates, 5 x 7 or smaller, or from strip film. Order

numbers are stamped on every print automatically and

instantly changed by a touch on a plunger.

Adjustable guides control white margins, the quick,

positive action of the platen makes the exposures while

an automatic counter totals them. Uses a 150 watt lamp

(not supplied) and rests on a table or in a table opening.

Complete with masks, riiliy lamp,

electric cord and plug . . $60.00.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'
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The larger the print

the greater the profit

EASTMAN
PORTRAIT
BROMIDE

Offers three beautiful paper surfaces on

wliich you can duplicate the quality of

your contact prints in enlargements

—

Rough Matte, Rough Lustre and the

popularnew surface, Old Master, which

is specially suited to the making of high-

grade, large prints. All three surfaces

are furnished in White and Buff,

Double Weight stocks.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'
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F. & S. Commercial Camera
Meets every require-

ment of the commer-

cial photographer. It

lias great bellows ca-

pacity and will take

lenses of extreme

focal length as well

as those of short ~~ ~

focus. The rectangu-

lar bellows allows for extreme rising and falling front ant

swing-back adjustment provides unusual swing.

ouble

Century Multiplying Back

<JMlkV

mt^

Permits the making of 1, 2, 4, 9,

1.5 and 24 exposures on a ii x 7

film or plate. It can be instantly

a tf. I (lied to Century or East-

man \'iew Cameras in the 63^ x

^}/2 or 8 X 10 size. It takes the

regular 5x7 Ea.stman Film or

I'late Holder.

This is an excellent back for

producing multiple negatives

when quantities of small prints arc to be made. It operates with

smoothness, precision and certainty, allowing the designated number

of exposures to be made quickly and accurately. Mafle of polished

mahogany with (hill finished brass metal work-

Nee them (it your Stock House or send for descriptive catalogue.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Folmer & Schiving Department ROCHESTER, N. Y.



See this folder

—

we know you will like it

THE NEW VOGUE
An easel style inslip folder.

For 332 X .5 and 4x6 oval or square prints.

The extra insert gives a firm support when folder is

})laced on display.

Priced at $9.50 and $10. .50 per 100.

It' you feature easel styles you need this folder— It's

different— It adds a touch of life and sparkle to your
display for this class of work, particularly so for school

pictures. Samples of both colors for five 2c stamps.

— Ask for Sample Offer No. 6002 —

TAPRELULOOMIS k COMPANY
(E.^STMAN Kodak Company) CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The Leading Card Novelty House of America



Because you can make
large prints as easily

as contact prints, you

will make and sell more

of them when you own

an

Eastman

Projection

Printer

The camera is always in focus— always ready for an ex-

posure, and it's but a matter of seconds to make the print

any desired dimension within the Printer's limitations,

which are exceedingly broad. You need one of these

Printers for the increase it will make in your profits.

Projection Printer Prices

No. '2. for 8 X 10 and smaller negatives .$075.00

No. 1, for 5 X 7 and smaller negatives 4.50.00

Kodak Projertion Printer for 3 J x .'i\,

4x5 and smaller negatives 200.00

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'
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A NEW FORM OF
COMIMERCIAL PHOTOCxRAFHY

THE whole idea of salesman-

ship is based on the creating of

a desire or appetite for the thing

that is for sale. You can't sell

bananas or baked beans or buns

unless someone is hungry or has

immediate prospects of being

hungry for bananas or beans or

buns.

So the fruit merchant displays

his fruit in a tempting fasliion.

the cooked food shop garnishes a

dish of baked beans in a manner
intended to whet a dull apjK'tite,

while the baker's spotless shop

window changes as often as the

brown and crusty rolls and the

dainty pastry come fresh from

the oven. It's all a part of (lie

game of salesmanship.

So if you e.xpect your customers

to sell merchandise by jihoto-

graphs, you must l)e prejjared to

sell photographs by photographs

that create a desire. In short, vou

must be al)le to show samples

that immediately suggest the sales

possibilities of merchandise in

pictured form and make people

want your photograi)hs.

If you want to sell photographs

of shoes to a shoe manufacturer

you must show him photographs

of shoes—preferably his own make
of shoes—that will make him
want your photographs. And. l)y

the way, did you know that shoes

are very difficult to photograph in

a way to i)Ieas(> the man who
knows all about shoes.^

He will tell you that ordinary

photographs distort—that the

shape of the shoe is not right

—

that the lines are not true to the

last on which the shoe is formed.

So it is wise to picture shoes in

l)airs ill different positions, to get

the right point of vii'w, use a long

focus lens, have an attractive

background and to be very pains-
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taking in placing your lights so

that you will give roundness and

form to the subject.

In short you must make a por-

trait of two shoes in which your

lighting holds all of the tone values

of the leather, your lens gives

texture detail and your back-

ground is sufficiently subdued to

make your subject stand out and
away from its surroundings.

The idea of the two shoes in

diflferent positions is that one can

be positioned for general effect

and the other to show the side and
sole or details peculiar to its style.

Shoe manufacturers may differ

on these points, but these are

thmgs you must learn by contact

with your customers. We merely

wish to make the point that if you
make the best picture of a piece of

merchandise that it is possible to

make—if you photograph each

article with the same care that the

portrait photographer uses in

making a portrait, you will create

a style of work the quality of

which will create a desire that will

bring you business.

Modern commercial photog-

raphy is no longer a mere copying

of design and detail, though much
of this work is still required and is

being done. It is, in fact, because

of the general conception among
merchants and manufacturers

that a commercial photograph is

more or less of a map-like repre-

sentation that more photographs

are not required.

Convince a prospect that you

can put life and style and interest

and realism into pictures, whether
they be pictures of jewelry, cloth-

ing, hardware, furniture, food

products or any of the dozens of

classes of merchandise that are

commonly advertised, and you
will create a demand for photo-

graphs. You must, however, be

able to demonstrate that j^ou can

do what you say. You must be

able to show by pictures that you
have made 3'our claims good with

other customers.

Suppose you have a worthwhile

prospect who is impressed by the

pictures you show him, but who
can not visualize a similar picture

of his product. I believe I would

offer to show him. I would learn all

I possibly could of his product

—

how it is sold, how used, how dis-

played, what essential points

should be emphasized and what
subdued. Then I would create the

necessary atmosphere about it and
photograph it in an unusual but a

natural way that would give the

picture desire-creating interest.

A sweater of itself is not so in-

teresting, but on a good looking

model who carries a tennis racket

under her arm, it has added in-

terest and suggests its use.

A canoe photographed in the

studio is one thing, while a canoe

in the water with a backgroimd

suggesting good times is quite

another.

Even the automobile is much
more attractive when photo-

graphed at the roadside with
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possibly a luncli kit oa the run-

ning board, the door open and a

beautiful spot to picnic nearby.

A lamp photographed on a

library table, a lighting fixture on

a wall beside a picture, a chair

outlined against a wall with a

hanflsome rug beneath it, a vase

containing flowers, silver or linen

or glassware on a table, silver on a

sideboard or buffet—all of these

are mere suggestions that may be

varied to suit practically every-

thing that comes under the head

of saleable merchandise.

The worth of such pictures is

in proportion to their cost of

making, but no far-sighted busi-

ness man will haggle over prices

if you can make pictures for

him that will increase his sales.

Precedent has been largely

cast aside by the manufacturer

and the merchant, and salesman-

ship and advertising are as dif-

ferent from what they were a few

years ago as a horse car is different

from an autobus or a flying ma-
chine. Photography must keep

pace and that means a consider-

able change in commercial work.

Possibly you have kept the

pace. If you haven't you will find

it worth trying. Just because a

thing always has been so is no

reason that it always uill be so.

If you have talent, put a spot-

light on it and sell it to your

customers in the form of attrac-

tive, appealing pictures.

#
A NEW METHOD OF

DESIGNATING FORMULAS

You may ha\'e noticed in recent

editions of booklets treating

on the proper manipulation of

films, plates and papers, that our

formulas are being designatefl l)y

letters and numbers in addition to

the ordinary designation which

had formerly been given them.

This change does not indicate

that the formulas are in any way
different, and is only intended as

a means of more readily identi-

fying a formula no matter where

it is found or how large or small its

volume may be. If it is the Dl
developer fornuila its chemical

proportions will always be the

same.

In the Seed, Standard and
Stanley Plate Booklet, for ex-

amjjle. there are five developers

containing Elon and Hydrochinon

:

D^>8. D^29, D31, D61 and THH and

each of these developers has its

special uses with certain materials.

If you were using the D61 de-

veloper and did not find that it

produced exactly the results you

wished to obtain with certain

materials, you might have oc-

casion to ask for information as to

what developer would best suit
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your purpose. You would only

need to mention that you were

using the D61 developer and we
would not have any doubt as to

what Elon Hydrochinon developer

it might be. There is only one D61
developer. And for the special re-

sult you wished to secure we might

suggest the D'-29 formula. And
again there could be no mistake as

we have but one D'-29 developer.

This designation of formulas is

also valuable when, for any reason,

it is necessary to make a change in

a formula. If the D61 formula is

changed in any way it is no longer

a D61 formula. It must be given a

new designation so the change

will readily be apparent in any
instructions that may be issued.

Fixing baths are indicated by
the letter "F" and a number : rinse

or short stop baths by the letters

"SB" and a number, and the same
with intensifiers and reducers and
toning solutions.

And while we are on the subject

we might mention the importance

of using only the formulas recom-

mended by the manufacturer. If a

developer is compounded from

fresh pure chemicals of certain

strengtli. it will very seldom be

found tliat local conditions of

water have any material bearing

on the action of the developer.

There are some few cases that are

exceptional, but they are very few.

It is more often the case that the

chemicals used are responsible for

any variation in the action of the

developer. If the photographer

uses one of our formulas calling

for E. K. Co. Sodium Carbonate,

which is 983^2% pure Carbonate,

and another soda is used which

contains only 80% pure Carbon-

ate, it can only be expected that

the results will not be what we
intended when the formula was
adopted.

Under such conditions it would
be natural for the photographer to

jump at the conclusion that an-

other developer, which called for a

larger amount of Sodium Carbon-

ate, was a better developer be-

cause it produced a better result,

when our developer, compounded
with E. K. Co. Sodium Carbonate

would have produced identical or

even better results because the

c|uantity of pure Carbonate would
have been exactly right.

It is very seldom that anything

is to be gained by "discovery"

developers. Certain chemicals have

certain actions on sensitive emul-

sions and the action of each

chemical in various proportions to

all the other chemicals is so

thoroughly determined by prac-

tical, as well as scientific tests in

our lal)oratories, that there is no

c|uestion as to what a developer

that we recommend will do if

it is mixed properly with pure

chemicals. As an illustration of

this thoroughness, our laboratory

has made over twelve hundred

solutions, and tested each one, in

determining the best proportions

of chemicals for one formula. And
with the carefiillv tabulated re-
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suits of such a test it is only

fair to assume that we know
just what formula is best and

what may be expected from such a

formula in the hands of those

who use our sensitive materials.
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A DISPLAY WITH
A SALES ARGUMENT

THE photographer's display

case or window should per-

form three important functions.

It should mark the location of the

photographer's studio, attract at-

tention to the pictures which

make up the display, and act as a

salesman by creating a desire for

photographs.

All display cases perform the

first function and most of them
the second, though the amount of

continuous attention which they

attract depends largely on the

quality of the display and the fre-

quency with which it is changed.

The third function is equally

important but is very often over-

looked. The photographer may
argue, and usually does, that he

doesn't expect his display case to

sell anything. "'Let them come
into the studio and my recep-

tionist will sell them if they can be

sold," he says. But what of the

thousands who see the display but

do not go into the studio.^

Obviously the display case is

not as efficient as it might be if it

does not suggest in some way the

desirability of photographs to

those who would otherwise pass
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by without giving the matter a

second thought.

A printed card or the (hiphcate

of an advertisement that has aj)-

peared in a newspaper will usually

be read if it is surrounded by at-

tractive pictures. When the card

suggests photographs to the reader

you have accomplished something

worth while. You have at least
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sown your seed and some of it is

sure to fall in more or less fertile

soil.

Our illustration, page 10. shows

the window of Roy X. Hirshhurg

of Richmond. Indiana. 'Sir. Hirsh-

hurg has clipped our advertise-

ment which appeared in the June

Pictorial Review and Vogue,

placed his name below the text,

mounted it on a card and made it

the center of his display. The dis-

play itself represents a mantel or

library table on which are grouped

four pictures, three in frames and
one in an open folder. Four other

folders are closed but indicate

variety and a small statue of a

child adds charm to the group.

Such an arrangement could be

varied by the use of a vase or bowl

of flowers—new frames could be

introduced and the pictures

changed frequently with the result

that one who was accustomed to

pass that way would invariably

look for the new pictures and the

new arrangement of the display.

In addition to the card in Mr.
Hirshburg's display the same ad-

vertisement, with our signature

omitted and his added, was used

in a large double column space in

his local paper, so his display case

tied up with his newspaper ad-

vertising to boost the June sales of

photographs.

Mr. Hirshburg is one of the very

ambitious photographers of the

younger set of professionals and

his enthusiasm and love of his

work combined with good adver-

tising are building a substantial

business for him.

#
THE IMPORTANCE OF

THOROUGH FIXING

IX a way it is a very good thing

to he unable to tell when a print

is fixed by looking at it. We are

more likely then to be sure that

fixing is thorough.

A properly developed, fixed and

washed print is as permanent as

paper, gelatine and silver can

make it.

But if a permanent silver image

has not been created because of

improper manipulation, or if chem-

icals that should create the per-

manent image have not been

entirely eliminated from the gela-

tine after they have performed

their duty, various changes may
occur to the image and these may
partially destroy it.

When a print has been exposed

and developed there is usually

just about as much unexposed

silver remaining in the print as

you see in the developed image.

And it is just as important to get

this silver out as it is to keep the

silver image in.

To eliminate all of the unex-
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posed and undeveloped silver and

leave only the permanent image,

the print is fixed. Fixing is nothing

more than the dissolving of the

silver bromide, which is still sen-

sitive to light, and removing it

from the gelatine. The fixing agent

may be said to drive the silver out

of the gelatine.

Sodium hyposulphite, common-
ly called hypo, is one of the very

few chemicals which will dissolve

silver bromide. When a print is

placed in a freslily made fixing

bath the hypo combines with the

bromide of silver, forming silver

thiosulphate. In the first stages of

its formation this compound is in-

soluble. So long as there is an ex-

cess of hypo, however, the com-

pound changes to a soluble one

and is expelled from the gelatine

into the fixing solution.

The importance of getting this

silver out of the print should not

be underestimated. Bromide of

silver is not only m the places

where we see no image, but it is

even under and all about the

silver grains which form the image

and must be eliminated to insure a

permanent picture.

The fixing danger lies in the use

of an exhausted fixing bath—one

which has been used for too many
prints and which is not strong

enough in hypo to form the sol-

uble silver salt.

When the fixing bath is used for

too many prints and the hypo be-

comes exhausted, the print does

not fix. When a large number of

prints are fixed at one time and

are not constantly separated,

those that mat together are not

sufficiently acted upon by the

hypo to form soluble silver and

the print doesn't fix. And if this

silver is not dissolved out of the

print in the fixing bath no amount
of washing will remove it.

Later on when the prints are

beyond recall, this silver thio-

sulphate is decomposed by the

action of air and light and the

prints turn yellow. The silver

image itself is affected by the de-

composed silver all about it and

the print is said to have faded

because it has changed to a dis-

agreeable yellow color.

The safe way to fix prints is to

handle them over thoroughly in a

fresh bath, allowing one gallon of

solution for each gross of 8 x 10 or

10 X \i prints or their equivalent.

To fix prints in large quantities it

is safer to use two fixing baths.

The first bath may be one that has

been used but is not exhausted.

The second bath should be a

fresh one. The prints may remain

for fifteen minutes in each batii.

When you know you ha\-e put

the limit of prmts through the

first bath, throw it away. The sec-

ond bath takes its place and a

fresh bath is made up for the sec-

ond fixing.

There are other dangers of fixing

prints in an exhausted bath. Such

a bath is saturated with silver and

the print will carry some of this

silver into the wash water. If not
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thoroughly washed the silver will washing silver eoinpouiids out of

remain in the print, change to either a print or a negative. If the

silver sulphide and appear as fixing has been thorough it will

stains. only be necessary to wash out the

There should be no need of hypo which is a very simple matter.
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THE PICTURES AND THE
:\L\X WHO MADE THEM

IT is a great deal easier to talk

about a man's work than about

the man himself, especially when
you have seen more of the work
than you have of the man.
A bit of history, however, is

helpful because it often gives one

an insight into the influences that

have had a bearing on what has

been accomplished.

Lee J. Saylor was born in

Canton, Ohio, and had his first

photographic experience under

Theodore Endean, a distinguished

portrait photographer of Cleve-

land. He was later associated with

James Ryder of Cleveland and

other photographers of promin-

ence.

About eighteen years ago Mr.
Saylor located in Chicago and for

the past ten years has worked

along independent lines, develop-

ing an individual style of work
which has covered a wide field.

Since the begiiuiing of the year he

has had associated with him Mr.
M. E. Harris, an artist of more
than ordinary ability.

Mr. Saylor tells us that in all

de{)artments of photography he

has found the Eastman products
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most dependable and that he uses

Eastman Fihn exclusively.

That is about the extent of

what you would get from ^Ir.

Saylor were j-ou to interview him.

He affects no top of the ladder

poses and wears no mental make-

up for the man who might wish to

give him a bit of publicity. He is

too .sensible and usually too l)usy

to talk about himself.

He has on occasion been i)er-

suaded to go long distances on a

piece of work that was worth

while, but can usually be found

on the job in his studio, as most

of the things he photographs are

suitable for studio photography.

There are times, however, when
the things he photographs are too

valuable to be carried to and from

the studio, especially in the case

of valuat)le jewelry. Naturally the

photographer doesn't care to as-

sume the responsibility for a

$100,000 string of pearl.s, and we
ha\e seen some of Mr. Saylor's

pictures of jewels representing

several times this amount.

In such cases he photographs

the articles in the stores where

I hey are displayed under jiroper

protection. And this makes the

work all the more interesting. He
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is compelled to improvise a studio

when and where occasion de-

mands.

And he is a master at impro-

vision. His settings are marvels of

attractiveness and the things he

photographs always stand out

from their backgrounds and are

never subordinated to accessories

which suggest the usefulness or

beauty of the thing photographed.

We might say that Mr. Saylor

has created a renaissance of the

photography of still life subjects

for advertising or sales purposes.

And still he does not confine him-

self to still life. If a fortune in

pearls conveys a better idea of its

attractiveness when strung around

a pretty neck and held by pretty

fingers he uses a model, and one

can readily see where a training in

portraiture comes in handy.

We do not know whether or not

Mr. Saylor contemplates adding

straight portraiture to his list of

accomplishments, but if he does

we would expect to see some dis-

tinctly original results.

There is no use in anyone asking

or our trying to explain just how
he secures these wonderfully fine

pictures. Of course, a great deal of

his success is due to his knowledge

of lighting effects. He can see a

result before he makes an exposure

—he has a sort of sense of light

and its effect on a film.

Aside from this he merely stops

his lens down for the desired depth

of focus and exposes. How long.^

We don't know. He opens the

shutter, walks about until he feels

the exposure is right, and closes it.

Possibly you have that same
sense of exposure. Many of us

have. We look at the lighting and

the diaphragm and instinct or ex-

perience, or both, tell us when to

close the shutter.

Mr. Saylor is an unusual pho-

tographer in more ways than one.

His artistic sense is highly de-

veloped, yet he does not let this

interfere with his photographic

technique. His work must be as

perfect technically, as well as

artistically, as he can make it,

before he is satisfied with a re-

sult.

As these pictures will be un-

usually interesting both to com-

mercial and portrait photograph-

ers, we have reproduced as many
examples as our space will permit.

We only regret that we can not

show an even greater variety of

subjects for Mr. Saylor seems

never to be at a loss for ideas and

the means of expressing them.

For distinctive glossy commercial prints that

reproduce afull scale of gradation,use Vitava

F Glossy, made in two contrasts, F 2 and F3.
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THE EASTMAN
HOME PORTRAIT CAMERA NO. 3

THE new Eastman Home Por-

trait Camera No. 3 has been

designed for the man who wishes

an extreinely practical and sub-

stantial 8 X 10 instrument that is

simple to operate, easy to set up

and take down and which will

meet all the demands of home
portrait work.

It is finished in dull, dark ma-

hogany with metal parts in sand-

blast finished brass which give the

instrument a handsome and re-

fined appearance in perfect keep-

ing with the surroundings in

which it is to be used.

The dark leather bellows are

exceptionally large and the camera

has a draw of '2'i inches, sufficient

for all home portrait work. The
lens board is 7 x 7 inches and the

entire front racks up and down
and locks at any point, the move-

ment being entirely independent

of the bellows.

There are ample horizontal and

vertical sw'ings, the camera may
be focused from either front or

rear by convenient rack and
pinion focusing adjustments on

the right of the camera with locks

on the left. The folding bed is

locked by the quarter turn of a

bed bolt and when closed the bed

is held to the camera-front by a

sliding catch. There are two tri-

pod blocks, the second being

located in the center of the bed

for better distribution of weight

when a heavy lens is used.

The camera takes the regular

8 X 10 Eastman Film or Plate

Holders and may be fitted with a

sliding ground glass carriage. The
outfit is a thoroughly practical

one and considering its substantial

construction and adaptability to

the work for which it is intended,

is quite inexpensive.

The price of the camera, in-
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eluding one 8 x 10 Eastman Film

Holder and canvas carrying case

for camera and six extra holders,

including Excise Tax, is $50.00.

The prices of extra parts will be

found on page 30.

HOW ADVERTISING
PICTURES SELL

I
HAVE a friend who is a combi-

nation of inventor and manu-
facturer but who has never made
a study of advertising or sales

methods. He is always too busy.

The time came when he decided

to market one of his own products.

an automobile accessory—a simple

device when ex-plained by him but.

as he subsequently learned, not so

simple to explain to one who must
depend entirely upon a printed

explanation.

When this obstacle was en-

countered there came the thought

of a picture. Of course there had

been pictures of the article itself

but these did not show its use and
the product did not sell because

its use was not understood.

Then came the made-to-order

artist's conception of the thing.

There was a man using the in-

vention on his car. You could see

that he was using it, but you saw
it from the artist's point of view

when you should have seen it

from the driver's point of view.

It was a fine picture and the in-

ventor liked it, but it didn't sell

his invention.

As I was a photographer and
also knew something about selling

but nothing about art or mechan-

ics, I was consulted only as a last

resort.

What was wrong with the pic-

ture.'

I frankly explained my ideas

and recommended a photograph

with the camera placed in the

position of the driver's eyes.

"But that won't properly show
the thing we want to sell at all,"

the inventor replied.

"No. that's too bad, it won't.

You will have to show two pic-

tures.

"Your invention insures the

owner of a greater degree of safety

in driving against the sun or the

glare of approaching headlights.

The picture I suggest proves this

fact. You are selling safety. The
device is a detail. Show it sepa-

rately as a detail, but picture

the safety and the comfort it

brings to driving, and j'our in-

vention will sell."

And it did.

When you have a similar sales

or advertising picture to make,

bear in mind that the big sales

argument is not always what the

thing is or how it looks—it's what

it does.
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In a year you will

scarcely know he

is the same boy

—

they grow that fast.

B litphotographs of

the. children never

grow up.

Phone Main 245

today for an

appoinfment

The photographer in your town

THE SMITH STUDIO

Line Cut No. 31'2. Price 30 Cents

'yHE ONLY CONDITION

We make hut one condition

in our offer of cuts for the use of

photographers.

It is obvious tliat two photogra-

phers in the same town would not

care to use the same cut, and we are

therefore obliged to limit this offer

to one photographer in a town. It

will be a case of first come first

served. The first order from a city

will be promptly filled. Succeeding

orders (if any) will necessarily be

turned down and the remittance, of

course, will be returned. It is also

obvious that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings, furnish

any large variety of cuts at the

nominal prices quoted, and there-

fore can offer no substitute cut. Get

your order in first. E. K. Co.
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Velox Enlarging Printer

A device that increases profits

in prititingfrom small negatives

This new fixed focus enlarging

printer makes large prints from
small negativesonVelox atapprox-
imately the speed of a contact

printer.

Enlargements 3J^ x 5J^ from l^x2j^ negatives
Enlargements 4 x6 from 2'4x3'4 negatives
Enlargements 5 x7 from 2'4x3'4 negatives
All witli % inch wliite margins.

It's the powerful monoplate fila-

ment, 250 watt Mazda Lamp, the

special reflector, the three con-

densing lenses and the Kodak
Anastigmat/.6.3 lens that make
such speed of enlarging on Velox
paper possible. Average negatives

print in from 2 to 4 seconds.

Prints from single negatives or uncut strips. The paper
holder masks the print— closing the holder makes the

exposure. Can be used in any light that is safe for Velox.

Velox Enlarging Printer complete, including lamp, two
negative holders, three paper holders, Kodak Anastig-

mat Lens with Iris Diaphragm, electric cord anfl plug
to fit any socket. Price .$1.50.00. Set of two Diffusing

Discs $10.00. See it at vour dealer's.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER. N. Y.
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You can sell more large

prints. It's just a matter

of giving quality as well

as size to the print.

Enlargements on

EASTMAN
PORTRAIT
BROMIDE

Retain the contact quality. Surfaces also

duplicate contact surfaces and beautiful

sepia tones are secured by re -developing.

D White Rough IVIatte E Buff Rough Matte

D White Rough Lustre E Buff Rough Lustre

M White Old Master O Buff Old Master

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, X. Y.

All Dealers'
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Eastman Portrait

DiflTusion Disks

That broad, soft effect—the distinguishing mark of many
fine portraits, may be obtained with certainty, with uni-

formity and without any increase in exposure by sHpping an

Eastman Portrait Diffusion Disk into a holder over your

regular lens, just before you make your exposure.

These Disks reduce retouching, soften harsh lines and give

roundness to the portrait.

Made in two degrees: A for slight, B for more pronounced
diffusion.

Prices of Eastman Portrait Diffusion Disks

Xo. 23^ inches in diameter, A or B .... $5.00
No. 1 33^ inches in diameter, A or B . 6.00
No. 2 43^ inches in diameter, A or B . 7.50

Prices of adjustable Disk Holders

No. for lens barrels 2 to Sj^ in. in diameter . $3 00
No. 1 for lens barrels 3 to 43^ in. in diameter 4 00
No. 2 for lens barrels 43^ to 5^^ in. in diameter 5 00
No. 2 Special for lens barrels 43^ to Q]/2 in- in diameter G 00

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'
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Announcing- the

Eastman Home Portrait Camera
No. 3-8 X 10

This new camera is handsome in appearance and has been

built on thoroughly practical lines—a camera for service

—

strong, substantial and specially adapted to the needs of the

home portrait worker.

It is easily operated, has ample double swings, extra large

bellows, 7x7 inch lens board, and the entire front is raised or

lowered by rack and pinion. There are two tripod blocks,

quick acting bed locks and both front and rear focusing adjust-

ments. The back is reversible, the bellows have a draw of 'i'l

inches, and the camera is dull finished, dark mahogany with

brass parts in sand-blast finish.

Eastman Home Portrait Camera No. 3, 8 x 10, including one East-
man Film Holder and canvas carrying case for camera and six

holders. . • .•^.•. $50.00
No. 3 Home Portrait Sliding Ground Glass Carriage 18.00
No. 36 Kodak Anastigmat Lens, 8 x 10,/.4.5., \i inch focus in barrel

with Iris Diaphragm, (including Excise Tax) KiO.OO

Do, fitted with No. 5 Compound Shutter (including Excise Tax) . '200.00

Extra Canvas Carrying Case for Camera, sliding ground glass car-

riage, and six holders 9.00

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'
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Century Studio Outfit

Studio equipment is of

great importance, not

alone from the standpoint

of mechanically effective

apparatus with which the

photographer works, but

for the psychological ef-

fect which a well equipped

studio has upon sitters.

Century Studio OutKt Xo.QA

In designing Century Studio Outfits these two things

have always been kept in mind. No effort has been

spared to make these outfits as handsome in appearance

as possible, yet nothing has been sacrificed in the sure-

ncss of their mechanical operation.

There is a Century Studio Outfit to meet every re-

(|uirement. The No. 7A for 8 x 10 films or plates, the

No. 8A for 11 X 14, and the No. 9A for 8 x 10 but with

extra long bellows for long focus lenses. The No. J)A is

shown above.

See the in at your Stock House

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Folmer & Schwing Department ROCHESTER, N. Y.



Stir up business for the summer days

THE LUXOR
(King Tut Style)

For 4x6 prints 5x8 outside size Price—$9.50 per 100

Grey and Brown

Eg\-]jtian designs are popular right now with the young folks.

—

They have King Tut dresses, jewelry, etc. and they need a King Tut
mounter—so here it is.

The ornaments—the stocks—are correctly designed in strict keeping

witli fashion's latest fad.

Put a dozen or so of these folders mounted with prints in your show
case—the display will attract attention—stir up things—create busi-

ness.

—

Today is the time.

Samples of both colors for five ^c stamps and we will in-

clude an attractive Show Card for your display case.

SAMPLE OFFER NO. 500

TAPRELULOOMIS & COMPANY
(E.^STiL^X KOD.^K Compaxy) CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The Leading Card Novelty House of America



The camera you have been lookingfor

Eastman Home Portrait Camera
No. 3-8 X 10

A camera that is strong and substantial, yet not too heavy

—

that has large bellows and a front l)uilt for portrait lenses. Tlie

front has ample rising and falling movement, independent of

bellows. There are double swings, two tripod blocks, front and

rear focusing screws and convenient locks— every feature, in

fact, that will appeal to the man who must work fast and with-

out lost motion.

The camera has a draw of 'i'i inches, dark leather bellows and

a dark, flat finished mahogany body with dull brass trimmings

which keep it in good taste in any surroundings.

Eastman Home Portrait Camera No. 3, 8 x 10, including one East-
man Film Holder and canvas carrying case for camera and six

holders . . . 8 50 00
No. 3 Home Portrait Sliding Ground Glass Carriage .... 18 0(t

No. 36 Kodak Ana.stigmat I>ens, 8 x 10,/.4.5., 12 inch focus in barrel

with Iris Diaphragm, (including Excise Tax) It!0 ()(i

Do., fitted with No. 5 Compound Shutter (including Excise Tax) . im (Ml

Extra Canvas Carrying Case for Camera, sliding ground gla.ss car-

riage, and six holders !» 00

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER. N. Y.

All Dealers'
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A METHOD OF PRICING
THREE, SIX, OR NINE PRINTS

DURING a conversation between

two photographers at a re-

cent convention, the matter of

prices came up. Usually one

doesn't get very far in such a

discussion as every man must
determine for himself what his

work is worth.

However this particular dis-

cussion finally turned to price

lists and the projjortionate prices

of quantities less tlian one dozen,

and it struck me that one of these

photographers liad a very good

plan of proportioning his prices

for 3, 6, or 9 photographs. A note

on his printed price list ran some-

thing like this: "On all orders for

less than one dozen piiotographs

the following rates will he charged:

For nine photographs, 90% of the

dozen price; for six, 70% of the

dozen price, and for three, 50% of

the dozen price."

And this is the wav it worked

out. For photographs which are

sold at $36.00 per dozen the price

per print would be $3.00. For nine

prints the price would be $3"2.4'0 or

$3.00 each. For six prints the price

would be $^25.^20 or $4.20 each, and
for three prints the price would be

$18.00 or $0.00 each.

This photographer frankly

stated that he would not make less

than three pictures on any order

and that with this plan he did not

care whether a customer ordered

three or a dozen prints, he was

always sure of being well paid for

his work and always had a good

chance of a profit on duplicate

orders.

"But on what do you base your

charges for duplicate prints?" the

other photographer asked.

"That depends entirely ni)on

the original order which is re-

corded on the file card. If the

customer has onlered Ihrce i)rints
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at $0.00 each and wishes one or

two dupHcate prints, we furnish

them at $6.00 each, but if three

dupHcate prints are wanted they

are furnished at $4.20 each, which

is the price per print for an original

order of six. If six dupHcate prints

are ordered the price is $3.00 each

because the original order of three

prints at $18.00 and six duplicates

at $3.00 each brings the order up
to $36.00, which is the original

price of a dozen prints.

"We have only made nine prints

for the customer's $36.00 so we
are better off tlian if a dozen prints

had been made in the first place.

We still have a reasonable pros-

pect of furnishing three more
prints and these we make at 10%
less than the dozen price, provided

the duplicate order is for three or

more prmts. One or two prints are

$3.00 each, while three or more
prints are $2.70 each.

"We have found this to be the

best plan we have ever had for

making a fair and equitable charge

both for the original order and for

duplicates, and as our prices are

in a printed price list and we do
not deviate from them, our cards

are always on the table, face up,

and we have and keep the con-

fidence of our customers.

"This rule holds just as good for

portraits at $18.00 a dozen or

$60.00 a dozen, and if you have
but one price and that in the form
of a printed price list you need

never have any misunderstand-

ings.

"Our price list is small and very

nicely printed, and when an order

is given we always check the style

and price on one of these lists and
give it to the customer."

This plan appealed to me as a

very practical one and I am merely

passing it along, for what it may
be worth, to any photographer

who may feel he is able to use it.

It is not possible or desirable for

studios to have uniform prices,

but it is possible for any number of

studios to have a uniform method
of proportioning their prices for

different quantities of prints,

providing a plan seems fair and

reasonable, and properly covers

costs and allows a profit.

The price for the smaHest

number of prints, however, neces-

sarily always seems high because

it must cover the cost of making
the sale and the entire cost of the

sittmg, and these are just as great

for one print as for a dozen. This

can readily be explained to a

customer and will usually result

in increasing the order or in se-

curing an early duplicate order.

Feature the Old Master surface of Vitava

in your advertising and displays and you
will create new interest in your portraits.
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San Francisco, Cal.
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THE STUFF SALESMEN
ARE MADE OF

IT is a fact that when two stores

sell the same merchandise one

will often sell considerably more
than the other, even when there

seems no special choice in the

matter of location and no ad-

vantage of one over the other in

advertising.

You say it's because people like

one store better than another, but

if the\' have the same merchandise

to sell, why do people prefer to

patronize one in preference to the

other?

Men don't usually shop as much
as women, but on occasion they

do. The writer planned a camping
trip which required a considerable

outlay and began a shopping trip

for one of the most essential items

—folding cots. I like to be com-

fortable.

The first store displayed its

equipment well but its cots didn't

just suit me. The second store

seemed to have just what I

wanted, sturdy looking cots, com-
pactly folded, with and without

bags for carrying.

A clerk stepped up and asked

me if I wanted something. Of
course I wanted something or I

wouldn't have been there, but I

explained that I was shopping for

folding cots.

"These are folding cots," he

replied, and I asked him the price.

"Five dollars. You can see how

small they are. These are folded

and they fit in this bag." And he

looked very much worried. I sup-

pose he was afraid I would ask

him how^ they looked when open.

"Yes, I see they are folded,"

was all I could say. And when I

walked away he really looked re-

li<'\efl. Of course I could have in-

sisted on seeing the cot open but I

prefer not to ask people to do
things which it is their business to

do without being asked.

The next store had folding cots

and regular salesmen. One of them
actually smiled at me and when he

saw me look at cots which hap-

pened to be prominently displayed,

said, "Going on a camping trip?"

and I smiled and replied, "You
guessed it."

It didn't take that salesman

more than three minutes to open

that cot, explain its good points

and fold it up again. And in an-

other three minutes he had made a

sale. But he didn't stop there. He
showed me dozens of articles for

the camper and when he had
finished he had a fair sized check

in his hand and another customer

for his store.

You are not selling folding cots,

but salesmanship embodies the

same principles regardless of what

the merchandisemay be. A shoi)per

may come into your studio out of

mere curiosity, but a good sales-
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man will give the same interested

attention whether or not a desire

for portraits has been expressed.

Then the shojjper will go out of

your studio with a desire for por-

traits, or at least a resolve to make
you her photographer when she

does want a new photograph.

Whatever creates that desire or

good-will is salesmanship. It may
be the first words you speak to the

man or woman who enters vour

studio. It may be the smile on
yoin- face or the general impression

of cheerfulness your studio sur-

rcjundings convey. You can be

\ery sure it is not grumpiness.

curtness or half hearted interest

in your prospective customer.

You must give the best you
have, freely and cheerfully, and
without partiality. When you can

do that you will get results, for

tliat's good salesmanship.

HOW TO COPYRIGHT
A PHOTOGRAPH

QUITE frequently we are asked

for information as to the

necessary procedure in securing a

copyright for a picture.

We would suggest that the

photographer who contemplates

protecting any of his photographs

immediately write to the Register

of Copyrights, Washington, D. C.

and ask for blank forms which will

be sent free of charge. It then be-

comes a simple matter to produce

and sell copyrighted pictures on

the day the negative is made, if

need be.

All that is necessary is to pub-

lish a picture with proper notices

of copyright affixed, and then to

promptly deposit in the mail, ad-

dressed to the Register of Copy-
rights, Washington, D. C, two
copies of the photograph with the

properly filled in application blank

and enclose a fee of fiftv cents.

Publishing a picture does not

mean that the picture must neces-

sarily be printed in a newspaper

or l)()ok or magazine. If you have

made a picture of some special

news interest, for example, making
prints from your negative and
displaying them or offering them
for sale is considered a pub-

lication.

But if your ])icturt' is so ])ul)-

lished without the copyright mark
you have no protection. It can be

used by newspapers or a print can

be copied by another photog-

rapher and prints sold and you
have no redress.

The present law also simplifies

the copyright notice so that it no

longer need deface the surface of

the print. A small letter C within a

circle such as you will see used on

the print by Boye on page -2 w4th

the initials, monogram, mark or
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symbol of the owner of the copy-

right is all that need appear on

the face of the print. On the back

of the i)rint or on the mount.

however, the photographer's name
and the date of copyriglit must

appear.

The law provides a maxin)um
punishment of $o.000.00 fine for

infringement with a minimum of

$'-2o0.00 except in the case of news-

papers, in which case the maxi-

mum is $^200.00 and the minimum
$50.00. It is also possible where an

infringement is made wilfully and

for a profit, to send the infringer to

jail.

Copyright applies to your ])h()-

tographs just as a patent applies

to a mechanical device. It is the

only means you have of protecting

a fine piece of work against dup-

lication or publication without

consent and without credit. You
have complete control of negatives

and prints and exclusive right of

rejjroduction. anfl that's what a

publisher wants and is willing to

pay for.

The following form may be used

in granting permission to use a

copyrighted picture.

Copyright License

For value received License is

hereby granted to for

the use of my copyrighted picture

bearing designating number
Date of Copyright ,Subject

to be used

Signed

There is one phase of the sul)-

ject which may need an ex-

planation and that is regarding

the copyright of portraits. If you
receive an order from one of your

customers for a dozen portraits for

which that customer pays you the

customary price, you can not

successfully copyright the picture.

Your customer would in all prob-

ability object to the mark on the

prints and they would not be

protected without the mark. You
could not prevent the customer

from giving permission to anyone

to publish what belonged to him
and he could prevent you from

giving such permission.

On the other hand, if you make
a portrait without pay and give

the subject pictures or a cash con-

sideration for posing for you. you

can claim the right of the picture

and can protect your ownership

by copyright. There are laws in

several states, however, which

prevent the use of a portrait for

advertising purposes without the

written consent of the subject or

the parent or guardian of a minor.

Where pictures are made with

any idea that they may be used

for advertising purposes it is well

to get this consent on a form

something like the following for a

minor:

Subject's Release

Place Date

1 hereby affirm that I am the

parent, guardian of and

for value received I hereby con-

sent that the pictures taken of

him, her, by ,proofs of

which are hereto attached, or anv
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reproduction of same, may be sent that tlie pictures taken of me
used or sold by for the by

"

purpose of ilhistration, advertising the balance of form being the

or publication in any manner. same as above. Such a permit,

Signed along with a copyright, may be

Another form may read

:

said to give the photographer all

Place Date the protection he could possibly

For value received I herebv con- desire.

THE PICTURES AND THE
MAN WHO MADE THEM

THE term "westerner" is rela-

tive.

To the New Yorker the west

begins at Buffalo, while to the

Californian everything over the

mountains is east. Regardless of

the qualifications that may be

necessary for points in between,

the man on the Pacific Coast is a

dyed-in-the-wool westerner. And
he feels that the rest of the popu-

lation of the United States doesn't

know any better or they also would

follow Greeley's advice, not neces-

sarily for the monej' there is in it,

but rather for the joy of living.

It is a fact that that great coast

country is fascinating and that

those who visit it once usually

wish to go back, while those who
live there have no desire to come
east. They do come east occasion-

ally, to be sure, but they frankly

tell us that what they like best

about our section of the country

is our fast west-bound trains.

Located at such a great distance

from the center of population and

from the majority of our National

Conventions, it is only natural

that photographers of the coast

should be very little known to

photographers of the east.

Some of the very best photog-

raphers in the country, however,

are located on the Pacific Coast

and their studios, as well as the

work they produce, are wonder-

fully attractive.

In that beautiful city of San
Francisco there is no better known
photographer than Mr. O. H.

Boye. He is a native of San Fran-

cisco and his photographic edu-

cation was secured in the studio of

F. G. Shumacher of Los Angeles,

a man acknowledged as one of our

master photographers.

The Boye Studio has been es-

tablished for twenty-five years

and has always been a leader

among coast studios. Mr. Boye
has used artificial light exclusively

for the last ten years and was the

first on the Pacific Coast to recog-

nize the many qualities of East-
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These pictures impress us as

having been made by a very

thorough and exacting workman
and we can reaflily see how such

quahty is appreciated by those for

whom the pictures are made.

To sum up this man's work we

woukl say he is a progressive, as

regards style, who chugs to the

finest traditions of the old school

of technique. And this, we think,

is a very fine combination for the

man who wants to get ahead in his

profession.

VOIR PHOTOGRAPH FOR THE
NEWSPAPER, PLEASE

/^NE can always look with sus-

^-^picion on the proprietor of the

hotel or restaurant who goes out

for his meals. By the same reason-

ing it is not good advertising for a

photographer to admit that he

has no photograph of himself. It is.

in fact, an admission that he him-

self does not live up to his adver-

tising, for he is constantly urging

others to be photographed.

This little suggestion has been

prompted by a newspaper clipping

which came to the editor's desk,

but the clipping was so scant that

the name of the town did not ap-

pear and we will be goofl sjjorts

and not mention tlie name of tiic

photographer.

The caption "Photographer Has
No Picture of Self" is very promi-

nent, and then follows a block of

tjTJe surrounded by a one i)oint

rule which would immediately set

this little joke apart from every-

thing on the page.

"And now can you let us have a

picture of yourself for the paper!'"

the reporter <|Ueried.

"Can't do it; haven't got one of

myself," responded A. B. Smith,

photographer of 34o Main Street

who had just been electefl chair-

man of the Professional Photog-

rapher's Society."

Certainly that was advertising

and the photographer may be well

enough known that it would do

him more good than harm, but

psychologically how much more
good it might have done had he

received a more serious write-uj)

accompanied by a good picture.

Don't try to keep out of print.

Try to break into i)riut whenever

you can flo it. Court publicity of

the right sort. You may not al-

ways get your l)usiness attached

to your name—you wouldn't want

it there if the publicity had to do

with some public spirited act. But

the mere fact that your name be-

comes known is enough.

Your advertising for your .studio

will be all the more effective be-

cause you are also known as a

citizen who has the welfare of the

eoiiHuuMitv at heart.
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But why sliouldn't you have

pictures of yourseU' and why
shouldn't you be hekl up to ridi-

cule if you don't have them?

If it isn't vanity on the part of

your customers it isn't an indi-

cation of vanity for you to be

photographetl. And when you do

have an opportunity to have your

picture used in tlie newspaper it"s

good business.

Try a shot at yourself, let your

assistant practice on you or ha^e

the next demonstrator who drops

in make a negative or two. ^^^len

another photographer drops in to

see you, make a negative of him
and have him make one of you.

Some photographers take great

pride in a collection of pictures of

themselves made by other photog-

raphers. This exchange of profes-

sional courtesy gives them ideas of

the other man's methods of work-

ing and both profit by the exper-

ience. And incidentally both can

say to the reporter "Certainly,

here are half a dozen pictures any

of which you may publish—take

your choice and come again."

THE MOSQUITO MASSACRE
5,000 AGAINST 23

FIVE thousand represents a

conservative estimate of the

number of mosquitoes that were

darting in and out with blood in

their eyes and their stomachs.

Twenty- three represents the

twenty-three people gathered to-

gether on the lawn for a photo-

graph of the family reunion and
ranging in age from '2 years to 90.

The contest was very unequal

and the mosquitoes were having

the thing all their own way. As a

result, while the reunionites were

putting up a bohl front, it took

considerable effort

.

Obviously, the situation called

for speed on the part of the pho-

tographer—speed in picture pre-

liminaries. A glance at the two-

year-old was enough to assure him

that a squall was brewing and
grandmother, who really was

tired, began to show it. Yes, the

situation called for speed but the

photographer apparently didn't

hear it. The two-year-old's dress

liad to be adjusted just so, the

six-year-old was told not to show

his teeth and, becoming at once

mortally offended, was with diffi-

culty restrained from bolting the

picture altogether. Father was

advised that he didn't look very

happy and that the chair he was

in was too small. A larger chair

was produced and then father

looked even gloomier so the origi-

nal one was put back. A stray

curl was trained neatly over

Dimple's shoulder. A wrinkle in

Eddie's shirt was stretchcil out.
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And meanwhile the mosquitoes

carried on business as usual and
the group was rapidly becoming
demoralized. Real smiles had
changed to forced ones, two-year-

old was on the point of tears, six-

year-old had a set look on his face

that meant murder, and grand-

mother had completely wilted. At
length the photographer made the

picture and the family made for

the safety of the screened porch

to devote the next hour wondering

why it was that they had sub-

mitted to what really had been a

painful ordeal. Of course such a

chance for a picture might never

come again but

—

Uncle Ned suggested that next

year they all go to the hospital

and have their tonsils out as being

less wearing on the nerves.

Remember that picture pre-

liminaries are rarely interesting to

the person who is being photo-

graphed and the idea that a two-

year-old is going to be permanently
charmed by the repetition of the

word "Birdie" has been exploded.

This is all old stuff, I know, but
it's so fresh in my mind—What?
I most certainly was not the pho-

tographer but I did happen to be

in that family group. Here are a

couple of dozen mosquito bites to

prove it.

BETTER ^YORK AT BETTER
PRICES FOR YOU

THE most logical way for the

commercial photographer to

get better prices for his work is to

produce better work, and about

the only way for a good workman
to produce better work is to give

it some unusual quality such as is

produced by using Panchromatic

Films and Filters.

We have been told that the

average price for making an 8x10
negative of a commercial subject

in the studio is $3.00 and that this

price does not permit of giving the

additional time necessary for the

longer exposures when filters are

used.

Suppose that your average ex-

posure for a piece of furniture is

one or two minutes and that with

a Panchromatic Film and the

proper filter your exposures would
average anywhere from one and
one-half to ten minutes. How
much would this additional time

of exposure add to your cost of

production.^

The Chicago Photographers

have figured a way of handling

this additional cost of production

which seems very fair. In one of

their price lists it is noted that for

yellow color correction there is an

extra charge of 25% which would
make the price of an 8 x 10 nega-

tive $3.75. Yellow color correction
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with Kl. K2. K3 or G filters re-

(liiires from one and one-half to

six times the exposure without a

filter while red color correction

requires from ten to twenty-four

times the exposure without filter.

The extra charge for red color

correction is 50% making the

price of an 8 x 10 negative $4.50

instead of $3.00.

Why isn't it a good idea to push
the sale of color corrected nega-

tives at every opportunity? All

you need is a few samples showing

the result with and without a

filter and these can easily be ob-

tained by making an extra negative

now and then when you have a

job where a filter can be used to

advantage.

It is surely wortli while to be able

to add •io^c or 50% to your prices,

and the Chicago photographers

who have worked out these and
other similar cost and selling prol>

lems have found that they can

make a profit on this necessary

adflitioiial charge for such work.

It isiTt altogether a matter of

the extra profit however but

rather one of furnishing your cus-

tomers with the best commercial

photographs you can possibly

produce. It makes more business

because it increases the use of

photographs. When a manufac-

turer finds you can really repro-

duce color values—can make a

picture so true to the original that

there is no need to make excuses

for it or to resort to retouching

which at best is unnatural, you
will find yourself with all the work
you can handle. There will be no
complaint aliout prices either be-

cause any picture that is perfectly

satisfactory is worth more than

one that even slightly falls short

in ((uality.

A thorough knowledge of the

use of Panchromatic Films and

Filters is an asset to any workman
and it costs nothing to familiarize

yourself with the subject. Just ask

your dealer or write us for a copy

of the booklet: "Color Plates.

Films and Filters for Commercial

Pliotouraphv."

Film Speed safeguards the qiialifj/ of your neg-

atives, even with short exposures in poor light—
its latitude takes eare of all reasonable errors in

exposure and its non-halation properties save the

life and sparkle of the picture, hi addition to these

qualities you have greater safety and convenience

ichen you use Eastman Portrait Film.
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PLEASE ALL OF THEM
AT ANY COST

IT may go against the grain

sometimes but you will find in

the end that it is more profitable

to please the customer at any cost

than to give up and admit failure

or allow your temper to cause you
the loss of an order, even if it is nut

a profitable one.

If little "Willie tries to climb

your camera stand, draws a holder

slide and fogs a film, puts your

skylight shades out of commission,

upsets a bowl of gold fish and
turns his head every time you try

to make an exposure, you may
feel like giving him a dose of

poison, but you shouldn't. Willie

isn't the one to blame.

AVillie's mother in all proba-

bility was not cut out for a wild

animal tamer and has made a

dismal failure of her job so it's up
to you to get her out of Willie's

sight and do the training yourself.

We don't mean by this that

you should take the young rascal

(jver your knee and use a strap,

but with an indulgent mother out

of sight, a firm grip on your

patience and all of your reasoning

powers brought into play, you
will manage to interest Willie in

something besides what you are

doing, and then you win.

You may think life is too short

to waste vour time on a lialf-

dozen order of your cheapest

pictures when the subject is a

\oung hyena, but if you do the

work cheerfully and please that

mother she may give you enough
free advertising to make up for all

of your trouble.

On the other hand, just think

how much reverse English ^Irs.

Dodad can put on the advertising

she gives you if she insists that

pictures of herself are perfectly

terrible and you refuse to admit

it. You have made a dozen beauti-

ful negatives and you know the

trouble is due to the way her hair

is dressed or the style of gown she

wore, but tliat doesn't helj)

matters.

If you hesitate and argue the

matter you get no credit for gen-

erosity and you will have to give

in finally anyway, if you save the

order.

Tell her you wouldn't think of

allowing her to order from proofs

she disliked and with a smile on

your face ask her to come for

another sitting.

It may seem rather expensive

at first but you may find Mrs.

Dodad much easier to please a

second time. Ami the most profit-

able business is that which comes

again and again and brings other

l)usincss with it.

ELON IVc make it
— ice know if.s- rigJit
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iV gift that strength-

ens friendships—

a

gift that only you can

give—
your photograph

Make flic appoint-

ment today.

ly -7)gl??^;

The photographer in your town

THE SMITH STUDIO

Line Cut No. :513. Price 30 Ci

'HE ONLY CONDITION

hut one condition

;'ut.s for the use of

AVe make

in our offer of

photographers.

It is obvious that two photogra-

phers in the same town would not

care to use the same cut, and we are

therefore obliged to limit this offer

to one photographer in a town. It

will be a case of first come first

served. The first order from a city

will tje promptly filled. Succeeding

orders (if any) will necessarily be

turned down and the remittance, of

course, will be returned. It is also

obvious that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings, furnish

any large variety of cuts at the

nominal prices quoted, and there-

fore can offer no substitute cut. Get

your orfler m first. E. K. Co.,
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The greater the speed ofmodern sen-

sitized, materials the greater must be

the safety ofyour dark-room illumina-

tion.

Scientific methods of jiroviding safe illuin-

iiiation have kept pace with the development

of greater sensitiveness of materials. There are

now the Wratten and Kodak Safelight Lamps

giving indirect and the Eastman and Brownie

lamps giving direct illumination, all using Safe-

lights which are scientifically designed. These

Safelights filter out the light which would fog

a sensitive material hut allow all of the safe

light to pass through, giving you a flood of light

to work by. Such light not only means safety

hut health, comfort and convenience as well.

Ask for the booklet "Modern Dark-Room

Illumination" at your dealer's or by mail on

request.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealerii'
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The final step of a most intri-

cate, coal tar refining process,

conducted in our own labor-

atory produces

ELON
There is no better developing

agent for photographic papers

J]e make it
— ice knoiv ifs right

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER. X. Y.

All Dealers'
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Eastman Portrait

Diffusion Disks

That broad, soft effect—the distinguishing mark of many
fine portraits, may be obtained with certainty, with uni-

formity and without any increase in exposure by slipping an

Eastman Portrait Diffusion Disk into a holder over your
regular lens, just before you make your exposure.

These Disks reduce retouching, soften harsh lines and give

roundness to the portrait.

Made in two degrees: A for slight, B for more pronounced
diffusion.

Prices of Eastman Portrait Diffusion Disks

No. 23/^ inches in diameter, A or B .... $5.00
No. 1 33^ inches in diameter, A or B . G . 00
No. 2 43^ inches in diameter, A or B . 7 .50

Prices of adjustable Disk Holders

No. for lens f)arrels 2 to SH in. in diameter . $3.00
No. 1 for lens barrels 3 to 43^ in. in diameter . 4.00
No. 2 for lens barrels 43^ to 5^^ in. in diameter 5.0(t

No. 2 Special for lens barrels 43^ to 63^ in. in diameter G . 00

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealer.'^'
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Eastman
Commercial
Panchromatic
Film

Is sensitive to all colors, is specially

sensitive to red, and will give true

color rendering when color differences

must be shown in the photograph.

With color filters in commercial work,

practically any desired exaggeration

of color rendering can be secured,

while fine detail, usually obscured in

red objects, is brought out with all

the contrast desired.

Like all film, it is non-halation, light

in weight and unbreakable. If you are

interested in Panchromatic results,

ask your dealer for the free booklet

"Color Plates, Films and Filters for

Commercial Photography."

EASTMAN KODAK COISIPANY

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers
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For Commercial Photographers

F. andlS.

Commercial
Camera
8 X 10

Bellows Capacity,

42 inches

Provided with every adjustment essential for Commercial Photog-

raphy. Its extra lengtli of bellows permits the use of lenses with wide

variations in focal length. The lens board moves independently of the

bellows; the double swing l)ack is reversible.

F. and S.

Banquet Camera

7 X 17 12 X 20

Designed for making large in-

door groups, the F. and S.

Banquet Camera has sj)ecial

adjustments for wdiking in cramped quarters.

Willi the camera back in vertical position the lens may be tilted

and lowered to include the greatest number of persons in the ])icture.

E(|ually suitable for general landscaix' and arcliilcclural subjects.

See them cil your Slock House

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Folmer & Schwing Department ROCHESTER, N. Y.



For

Fall and Christmas
business

In our new Fall line we feature five

mounters in the popular Easel style.

The SEMINOLE
for 4 X 6 to 8 X 10 on enameled Sierra stock.

The TOKYO
for 3 X 4}/^ also on Sierra stock.

The FOURSOME
for 3x4 and 3 x 4^^ on Tapestry stock.

The MILO
for 4 X 6 and 4} 2 x 6] 2 on Varitone stock.

The FLORIO
for 3 X 4 to 43^2 x 63^ on Lethograin stock.

These are styles that should be on yoiir sales counter to lie]]) liriiig

in i)rofitable business. Your dealer has them in stock.

To enable you to become quickly acquainted with them, we will send

(iiic each style and color— altogether ten brand new mounters and in-

cludc apjiropriate show cards for your display casefor fifteen "2c stamps.

SAMPLE OFFER NO. F-18

TAPRELULOOMIS & COMPANY
(Eastman Kodak Company) CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The Leading Card Novelty House of America



Eastman Portrait

Diffusion Disks

That broad, soft etiVct tin' (listiiiguishing mark of many
fine portraits, may be ol)taiiie(l with certainty, with uni-

formity and without any increase in exposure by slipping an

Eastman Portrait Diffusion Disk into a holder over your

regular lens, just before you make your exposure.

These Disks reduce retouching, soften harsh lines and give

roundness to the portrait.

Made in two degrees: A for slight. B for more pronounced

difiusiou.

Prices of Eastman Portrait Diffusion Disks

No. 23/^ inches in diameter, A or B . . . $5.00
No. 1 3j^ inches in diameter, A or B . 6 00

No. 2 4j^ inches in diameter, A or B 7 .50

Prices of adjustable Disk Holders

Xo. for lens barrels 2 to .SJi in. in diameter . . $.'5 00

No. 1 for lens barrels 3 to -Ij/^ in. in diameter 4 00

No. 2 for lens barrels 43^ to 5^ in. in diameter .5 (to

No. 2 Special for lens barrels 4]^ to G3/2 in. in dianu-tcr (J 00

EAST.AIAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCTIKSTER, X. Y.

.1// Dealer.^
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From Sational Conrention.

Portrait Film Exhibit.
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INCORPORATING

THE ARISTO EAGLE
ESTABLISHED IQOl

THE ARTURA BULLETIN
ESTABLISHED I906

Vol. lo S E P T E .M B E R 1 2 8 No. 7

THE WASHINGTON CONVENTION
OF THE P. A. OF A.

CONSIDERING the fact that it

was July and that the lo-

cation was Washington, where

one could expect to find it rather

warm, the 41st Annual Con-
vention of the P. A. of A. was a

very good convention, though
possibly not quite up to that of

recent years in point of attendance.

The territory represented by
those present, however, was as

large as at any recent convention.

There were two photographers

from Great Britain, one from

Honolulu, several from California

and Canada and a very good
representation from the middle

west.

Of course it is to be expected

that a convention will always draw
best from the locality in which it

is held, but attendance at the

Washington convention was rep-

resentative of the entire country.

The commercial photograjjliers

turned out very well, in fact there

were enough present from New
York to hold their regular monthly

meeting in one of the Washington

hotels.

The convention hall was large

enough to hold comfortably all of

the manufacturers' exhibits as

well as the commercial, govern-

ment anfl portrait exhibits and a

noon-day lunch was ser\('d on a

balcony over the entrance.

From the main exhibit hall (jne

had only to step across a bridge to

the lecture hall where the demon-
strations were mad<' and flie I)usi-

ness meetings held.

The old i)lan of devoting half of

the day to lectures and business

and half to the manufacturers was

done away with, but ample t inn-

was found for both and there was

no conflict of attractions.

The main hall was made very

attractive 1)V the uniformitv of
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decoration and designation of the

booths and the ample aisle spaces.

On entering the hall one's atten-

tion was immediately drawn to

the large and attractive East-

man exhibit which was filled with

photographers during the entire

time that was given over to the

manufacturers.

One end of the space was devot-

ed to commercial and studio ap-

paratus and materials of which

there was a great variety. The
salesmen in charge were kept busy

demonstrating the various cam-
eras, the Projection Printer and
other modern apparatus.

The center of the exhibit con-

tained what was probably the

largest collection of prints ever

shown at a convention. These

were on Artura and the various

surfaces of Vitava, including the

popular Old Master and the new
Linen Finish surfaces of Vitava

Athena. The commercial prints

were divided between the portrait

papers and glossy Vitava and this

display was beyond question the

finest that has ever been shown.

Of the portrait prints there were

some very imusual examples })oth

in straight portraiture and work of

a decidedly pictorial nature. Tlie

prints were mounted in large

albums which were displayed on
tall racks on a level with the eye.

Each album was illuminated by
concealed lights and the albums
were changed each day in order to

allow the entire collection of

prints to be shown.

It was generally remarked that

this big show of pictures was, in

itself, worth a trip to the con-

vention. It not only gave one an
idea of results that could be ob-

tained on the various surfaces of

Vitava and Artura Papers, but a

general idea of the work that is

being profluced by a great number
of photographers in various parts

of the country.

The arrangement and illumi-

nation of the display racks and the

manner in which the prints were

dry mounted in the albums were

very attractive. It was often re-

marked that this idea could be

used for the display of samples in

the salesroom of the studio.

There were also a great number
of enlargements exhibited on

mounts and these prints on Por-

trait Bromide were fully equal in

quality to the best contact ]jrints.

They suggested the possibilities

for increased sales that may be

made in any studio having a ready

means for making enlargements

and were usually mistaken for

contact prints from large nega-

tives.

As in past years, however, the

professional film exhibit con-

tinued to share honors in favorable

comment. There seems to be an

interest that never wears off in

a beautiful illuminated negative

with a positive beside it. The large

cabinet of negatives and positives

containing both portrait and com-

mercial subjects, was a constant

attraction for a tlu-ong of in-
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terested photographers. This ex-

hibit was conclusive evidence of

film quality as it covered the

most varied and difficult subjects

one could imagine.

The general picture exhibit was

of excellent quality and included

a display of prints from Great

Britain that was of unusual in-

terest. There was a large govern-

ment exhibit and a very fine lot of

prints in the Commercial Section.

These included group exhibits

from New York, Chicago, Detroit

and California Commercial So-

cieties as well as several individual

exhibits.

Abel's Cup was awarded to the

Chicago exhibit while a cup

donated by the California dele-

gation for the best commercial

picture was awarded to Kauffman
& Fabry, also of Chicago. The
judges found it very difficult to

make this award as many com-

mercial photographers are special-

ists and it is hardly fair, either to

the pliotographer or to the judges,

to make an award for one picture

without putting it in a class where

it can be judged with pictures of

similar subjects. A number of

blue ribbons were also awarded to

exceptionally fine pieces of work.

The demonstration and lecture

program was carried out practically

as scheduled and each number was

well attended and enthusiastically

received despite the warm weather.

The reception to the officers of the

Association, Monday evening, the

outing at Chevy Chase Lake,

Tuesday evening, the entertain-

ment given Wednesday evening

by the California Delegation who
want the 19-24 Convention, the

banquet and dance Thursday
evening at the Hotel Washington
with entertainment by the Manu-
facturers and Dealers, and the trip

to Mt. Vernon Friday afternoon

furnished ample entertainment

and kept everyone in a happy
frame of mind. There was also an

auto trip for the ladies on Tuesday
morning, followed by a luncheon

at the Columbia Country Club
under the auspices of the Women's
Auxiliary of which Mrs. John R.

Snow of Mankato, Minn., was
Chairman.

The Chicago photographers

have made a bid for the 19-24

Convention and there is no question

about Chicago being able to stage

a successful meeting, but the real

boosting came from the California

Delegation with motion pictures

of San Francisco, distribution of

California poppies, free oranges

and raisins for everyone and a

promise of a record attendance if

the Convention is held in the City

by the Golden Gate.

An argument advanced by the

coast contingent is the fact that

the photographers of every other

section of the country have had a

national convention within their

reach while the wishes of the great

number of enterprising and pro-

gressive men west of the moun-
tains have been ignored.

It's a long way to go, but there
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are a lot of eastern photographers

who have always wanted to see

California, Oregon and Washing-

ton and they will welcome the

opportunity to take the trip and

meet these western photograjihers.

and both wouh! profit by an ex-

change of ideas.

But we are entirely neutral in

our views on the subject. It is a

matter for the careful consideration

of the Board of Officers and they

will undoubtedly decide wisely

when they have had time to study

the situation.

The real business of the con-

vention was concluded with the

election of officers for the coming

year, though many of the visitors

remained in "Washington for a bit

of sight-seeing. The following

officers were elected: Mr. Clarence

Stearns, Rochester, Minn., Presi-

dent: Mr. W. H. ^Nlonahan, Golds-

boro, X. H.. First Vice-President;

Mr. J. H. Brakebill, Knoxville,

Tenn., Second Vice-President;

Mr. Alva C. Townsend, Lincoln.

Xeb., Treasurer: Mr. S. R. Camp-
bell, General Secretary, reap-

pointed.

Mr. Wyckoff of Detroit, Mich.,

was elected Chairman of the Com-
mercial Section with Mr. DeVine
of Cleveland, Ohio, Vice-Chair-

man. Mrs. Howard Beach of

Buffalo, X\ Y., was elected Cliair-

man of the Women's Auxiliary

and INIrs. James Reedy, Minnea-

polis, ISIinn., Secretary-Treasurer.

VITAVA ATHENA
Linen Finish, Buff and White

LixEx Finish is an exceptionally

pleasing new surface of Vitava.

coated with tlie same rich emul-

sion that has made Vitava Athena

Old Master so popular for high

grade portraiture.

The stock is of the very best

quality and is made from clean,

new, white rags while the surface

has the texture of a very finely

woven fabric. It is sufficiently

>ni(ii)tli for ])rints (|uite snuill in

>ize. yet the effect is equally pleas-

ing in large prints.

ELOX Wr make

Linen Finish has a slight lustre

which adds to its warmth and

brilliancy and is a material aid in

rendering fine detail. It lends it-

self to the various coloring proces-

ses and is specially suited to tinting

with oil pigments as is also the

Olfl blaster surface.

Vitava Athena, Linen Finish is

furnished only in doul)le weight

stock, R White and S Buft", at the

same price as the Old Master

surface. Your dealer can now sup-

ply you.

//

—

we k)wir it's rlqhi.
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YOUR EYE IS BETTER
THAN YOUR GROUND GLASS

THE three important things in

the making of a portrait are,

the pose of the subject, the light-

ing and the expression. And all of

these are best secured without the

aid of the camera.

By this I mean that what the

camera lens records on the ground

glass does not help you with pose,

lighting or expression—in fact it

hinders because it takes your at-

tention from the subject.

If you want to make better

photographs you must learn to

make them without the aid of

your groimd glass, luiless it is to

give it a glance just to see that the

picture is properly spaced.

If you have never made a sitting

without spending half your time

under your focusing hood just try

it once. Delegate that part of the

work to an assistant and don't be

afraid that there is something

under that focusing hood that he

should not see.

You want him to learn and the

more he learns the more useful he

will be to you.

Talk to your subject , be i)leasant

,

know just what you want to do
and do it quickly. Keep up the

conversation while you arrange

your lighting, signal your assistant

indicating when and where you
want the camera, which can be

done without speaking a word.

Then with vour head in front of

the lens and one eye closed you
should be able to see exactly what
the lens sees, only better.

It should take your assistant

just about one minute to focus his

camera and for that length of time

you should step aside and allow

him to see the subject on the

ground glass. But don't appear to

be waiting for something. Keep up
the conversation, and when you
hear the holder slide into place,

get hold of the bulb, keep it be-

hind you in one hand and conceal

the fact that you are about to

make the exposure.

If you are a good conver-

sationalist you will be able to get

an animated expression and
squeeze that bulb without the

sitter knowing it and you can im-

mediately change your lighting or

your camera for a second ex-

posiu-e.

I have seen a photographer

work so fast that he had eight or

ten negatives while his sitter

thought he was merely trying to

find a satisfactory position for his

camera to make the first exposure.

And it is under just such condi-

tions that the very best expres-

sions are secured.

The sitter is more at ease when
he is talking and is more natural.

And so long as you can keep him
interested you can get good ex-

pressions.
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In Miss Peggy Stewart's demon-
stration at the recent National

Convention she showed a little

trick of handing a child a toy,

quickly turning her back and
making tlie exposure while she

watclied the child's expression in

a hand mirror. The child almost

invariably I'olloweil her with its

eyes and the expression was al-

wavs one of interest.

If you must operate your own
camera don't keep your head
covered any longer than is actual-

ly necessary quickly to focus and
space the image. You must train

yourself to see the effect of every

change of light on the sitter. And
when you can see light you can
work faster, produce better light-

ings and secure more pleasing

expressions.

A MAN ON THE OUTSIDE
GIVES AN OPINION

It's from the man on the outside

that one gets the best ideas of

how photography and photogra-

phers' methods please the public.

My last experience was with a

man I chanced to meet in the

smoking comj)artment of a Pull-

man.
From a remark regarding some

illustrations in a magazine the

conversation turned to photo-

graphs and at once tlie man's face

showed interest.

"I think Mr. Blank is one of the

finest photographers in the

country," was the way he began

the recital of his experience.

"He has just finished some
wonderful i)ictures of my daugiiter

—in fact I think they are tlu> Ix'st

l)hotographs I ever saw in my life.

And I was very much impressed

with the method he used of in-

teresting us in iiaving the.se pic-

tures made.

"My wife received a personal

letter stating that in a few days

she would be called on the tele-

phone by a young lady at the

studio in regard to an appoint-

ment for a photograph of our

daughter, and I think the letter

also mentioned something about
prices of certain styles of pictures.

"At any rate she was i)repared

for tlie telephone call when it came
and the letter seemed to have

taken away the antagonism one

sometimes feels when a solici-

tation is made over the telephone.

"She was not told that the i)ho-

tographer had selected a inimluT

of the most beautiful children in

town to be placed in an album to

represent our city in the 'Child

Welfare Congress' or any such

bunk, but received a straight in-

vitation to come to the studio,

have some good pictures made and
pay money for flieni.
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"That girl who handles the tele-

phone for the photographer is an

artist—I mean a conversational

artist. She also met my wife and
daughter at the studio. She must
be one of the original 'Greeters.'

"Another thing I noted about

this studio was the fact that the

photographer does not allow

parents in the camera room where

the pictures are being made. I

suppose that is all right, too. be-

cause I can imagine children

would be more self-conscious wlien

their parents are with them to fuss

about their appearance.

"It was only a day, or possibly

two. when we received the proofs

and they were great. There must
have been eight or ten of them, all

about 8 X 10 inches, except the

two best ones and those two were

about 16 or 17 inches the large

way.

"The smaller sized pictures

were about $35.00 per dozen, I

believe, and the large ones were

$15.00 each, so you can imagine

what happened. We had tliought

of spending about thirty-five or

forty dollars but we just had to

have two of those large prints and

a dozen smaller ones. But those

are undoubtedly the finest photo-

graphs I ever saw and we were

mighty glad to have them."

This conversation actually took

place—it is not fiction. I have no

idea who the man was but he

looked prosperous and there are

thousands more like him in every

part of the country.

The people who have the money
to spend are usually intelligent

and are not at all impressed by
tricky salesmanship. It isn't neces-

sary to price a single picture at

$14.95 when you mean $15.00.

You don't need to make an

apology for a charge for retouch-

ing extra negatives. You can make
a straight sales talk without

speculative inducements because

these people have the desire for

good pictures just the same as

people who have only five or ten

dollars to spend. Every customer

is impressed by quality.

Use clever salesmanship to con-

vince such people that you can

please them and when you have

an appointment for a sitting do

your utmost to make that first

experience in your studio an

agreealile one, without overdoing

it.

The idea of showing one or two
enlargements along with your

contact proofs is a very good one

and will usually increase the order

just as it did in tlie actual exper-

ience cited above. It is no trouble

to make large proofs when you
have modern enlarging equip-

ment and it is certainly worth

the cost of a sheet of paper to

show a large proof from an excel-

lent negative when you foresee

some prospect of adding ten or

fifteen dollars to your order. Any
increase over the normal size of

your print means considerably

more than a normal increase in

your profits.
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PROSPECTS IN THE PRIMER CLASS
"Then the whining schoolboy, with Lis satchel,

"And shining morning face, creeping like snail

"Unwilhngly to school."— Shakespeare

HOWEVER colorful one's career

ma^^ be, seldom does he feel

the importance of his role more
than when at the age of six or

seven he starts in at school.

Then for the first time he gets

away from the family's solicitous

supervision and has to adapt him-

self to a new regime which, with

variations, is to govern his affairs

for ten or fifteen years to come.

It's a big event for the youngster

when he kisses his mother goodbye
and trudges bravely off to enlist

in the primer class at the school

house down the street. It's a big

event for his parents, too. No
longer are they his sole mentors
and tutors; they must surrender

his discipline and education to

other hands now. All of which
makes them realize that this

school lad isn't the baby of last

year and that he'll soon be gallop-

ing through the grades and into

long pants.

Could any circumstance be

more auspicious for the portrait

photographer than the sentimental

situation that arises when the
youngster starts to school.^

You can probably get the names
of parents who are represented in

the primer class. Then write each
family a sales letter, suggesting

that a sitting be arranged. Make
the letter quite personal, intro-

ducing the child's name if possible.

Perhaps you can use the following

form as a basis.

"Now that Arthur has started
to school you probably reahze
how fast he's growing up. Only
yesterday he was learning to walk
—before long he'll be as big as his

father. His appearance and his

interests change each year.

"You'd always prize a portrait

of him, a good, natural likeness

that shows how he looks to-day.
For entering school is one of those
experiences that he won't repeat,

as long as he lives.

"Let's make a record of him at
this important period. Let's get a
picture that will preserve accur-
ately and forever his first-day-at-

school ajjpearance.

"You can have an appoint inciil

for him Saturday morning if you'll

telephone about it now. The num-
ber is Main 670."

On page 26 you irill find copy and cut

for an ad which will fit in irith this idea.

Use them.



^^"""^
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NEW MODEL OF
EASTMAN PRINT WASHER

IT lias been the experience of the

majority of large amateur
fuaishers that prints are handled

most efficiently in comparatively

small batches of not more than

^OO prints, and the Eastman Print

Washer has been built with tliis

idea in mind. Such a washer re-

quires the minimum of power and
where several washers are oper-

ated in series one motor will

drive four machines which will

keep as many as 800 prints in con-

stant motion. With such an ar-

rangement, by the time the fourth

batch of prints has been put to

wash the first will usually be

ready for drying, so the washer

can be emptied and be ready to

receive a new lot of prints, in this

way keeping all four machines

busy during the entire time the

finishing department is operating.

The Eastman Print Washer is

supported on a cast iron standard

giving it a height of -453^2 inches, or

if it is desired to install it on a

table or in a sink the lower half of

the standard may be removed,

reducing the height to 313 2 inches.

In the new model washer the

entire cage or drum is stamped
from sheets of galvanized iron,

the perforations being flat and
smooth so that they do not catch

the prints. The drum revolves on

ball bearings resting in cups and

the driving mechanism is entirely

Improved Eastman Print Washer

outside the tank. There are no

stuffing boxes that must be kept

tight and no danger of leaks as the

only openings in the tank are for

the intake and overflow of water.

The driving shaft which is back

of the washer is connected with

the motor and also with a friction

pulley by belts, the pulley resting

on the edge of the washing drum
and keeping it in motion. By the

simple adjustment of a connecting

shaft, one, two or three additional

washers may be set in line with

the motor driven unit and oper-

ated bv the one motor at a con-
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siderable saving in power and

original outlay for the e((uipment

itself.

The price of the Eastman Print

Washer complete with 110 volt

motor is $90.00. Additional

washers without motors but with

driving shaft and connections for

attachment to a motor driven unit

are $75.00 each. The price of the

washer with 220 volt motor will

be supplied on request.

fe»5

AN OPPORTUNITY TO
PHOTOGRAPH THE SUN

ALONG in the afternoon on

September 10 we will wit-

ness a partial eclipse of the sun

due to the fact that on that date

the moon will come directly in

line with the earth and the sun.

and for a few minutes will put out

our light.

As it happens, however, the

greater part of the United States

will be on the side lines and will

not see a total obstruction of the

sun's light. The strip of country

which will see a total eclipse comes

close to the southern border of

California and extends across a

portion of Mexico, so the expe-

ditions from observatories for the

purpose of photographing the sun

on this occasion will go into Mexico.

Two of these expeditions will

use 40 and 60 foot cameras with

which they will secure images of

the sun from five to six and one-

half inches in diameter and wliicii

will be of special interest to the

astronomer because of the promi-

nences that can best be observed

when the sun's surface is partially

or totally covered.

These prominences are great

masses of incandescent gas that

sometimes shoot out as far as

50,000 miles from the sun's sur-

face yet appear to be no more than

34 of an inch high on a five or six

inch image of the sun's disk.

The last opportunity to make
such photographs was on June 8,

1918. And at that time several

photographers secured interesting

pictures though, of course, the

sun's image was very small.

For anyone who wishes to se-

cure such a record the following

instructions may be of some help.

ITse the longest focus lens you

have on your camera; stop it down
to its smallest opening; set the

camera in a position whieli will

enable you to secure several images

without moving the camera, by

which we mean to include the sun

at its highest point wlieii the

eclipse begins and also the portion

of the sky over which (lie >iin will

travel as the phenomenon i)ro-

eeeds.

Place a G Wrat t<n or ot her dark

yellow filter over tiie lens and
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make a snap shot exposure for

your first image. Wait five or ten

minutes and make another ex-

posure witliont changing the fihn

or moving the camera. Continue

making exposures at regular in-

tervals unitl the shadow leaves

the sun.

An enlargement from the entire

negative or a portion of it will be

very interesting and any news-

paper, especially one having a

rotogravure section should be glad

to reproduce it and give you
credit—and that's good adver-

tising.

AX IMPROVED OPAQUE FOR COMMERCIAL WORK
EAST.MAX Opaque in glass jars is

an improved product that will

be found specially suitable for all

kinds of blocking-out on either film

or plate negatives.

It has properties of elasticity

that hold it together without

cracking when it dries and this is a

decided advantage, especiallywhen
negatives are used over a period of

time.

One often finds the opaque
badly cracked on negatives that

are selected for duplicate orders

and which require additional work
to give a clean outline. Eastman
Opaque in glass jars obviates these

troubles, and is easy to use as its

fine grain causes it to flow smoothly

from the brush. Your dealer can

supply you at the following prices

:

No. 1 Jar, 1 ounce $ .'-25

No. 2 Jar, 23^ ounces . 50

No. 3 Jar, 73^ ounces 1 .00

No. 4 Jar, 18 ounces 2.00

A

OUR ILLUSTRATIONS

OUR illustrations represent a

very small part of the Por-

trait Film display at the recent

National Convention at Washing-

ton. The negatives were made
entirely by artificial light. The
main source of light was an arc

lamp, the shadow illumination

was from one of several 1000 watt

lamps on the ceiling and the back
lights and shadow effects on

grounds were produced by spot-

lights.

The illustration on the opposite

page is an example of how shadow
effects can be produced on solid

black grounds. And there is no

limit to their variety.

Every one remarked at the

quality of these negatives. But
film users are securing similar

results every day. It's just a

matter of brilliant lightings and
the non-halation film quality that

preserves this brilliance in high-

lights and shadows.
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USE PHOTOGRAPHS TO
ADVERTISE PHOTOGRAPHY

IT has always been our contention

that if the photographer, especi-

ally the commercial photographer,

is to induce the manufacturer or

the jobber or the merchant or

anyone else to use photographs

he must use photographs himself.

This subject has been brought

to our attention again by the

receij)t of the photographic busi-

ness card of the firm of Burgert

Bros, of Tampa, Fla.. which we
reproduce as a suggestion.

INIr. Burgert advises us that

this card has been much more
effective for their business than

the printed or engraved styles

aufl is made at very little greater

expense and with the advantage of

frequent change of designs.

The card is 'iYi x 3 J^ inches and
by printing eight to the sheet of

8 X 10 double weight, glossy Azo,

a gross of paper makes 11 o^ cards.

The prints are ferrotyped and in

this small size are sufficiently stiff

for an excellent business card.

A monthly calendar, entirely

photographic, if made attractive

enough and with tlie design

changed each month so that you
can show a great variety of photo-

graphic subjects is another fine

reminder if sent to a selected list

of customers and those you wish

to make your customers.

And at Christmas time don't

forget to make up a uni(|ue per-

sonal card that you can send to

every customer with whom you
come in personal contact. Any-
thing that keeps photography

before your customers is good

publicity and makes business.
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To keep the mem-
ory of that first

school day— his

photograi:)h.

MaJxC tlic appoint-

ment for Satnrday

morning.

The photographer in your town

THE SMITH STUDIO

Line Cut Xo. 314. Price 30 Cents

'T'HE ONLY CONDITION

We make but one condition

in our offer of cuts for the use of

photographers.

It is ol)vious that two photogra-

phers in the same town would not

care to use the same cut, and we are

therefore obliged to limit this offer

to one photographer in a towa. It

will be a case of first come first

served. The first order from a city

will be promptly filled. Succeeding

orders (if any) will necessarily be

turned down and the remittance, of

course, will be returned. It is also

obvious that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings, furnish

any large variety of cuts at the

nominal prices quoted, and there-

fore can offer no substitute cut. Get

vour order in first. E. K. Co.
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IVratten Filters

Are essential for the correct rendering of colored objects.

They are made for the photography of furniture, fabrics,

paintings, pottery, landscapes and all forms of commer-

cial, scientific and process photography where colors

must be rendered in satisfactory contrast in black and

white. Each filter is scientifically tested to insure max-

imum efficiency in the results it produces. The more

popular filters are

:

Kl A fight filter for moderate correction, ideal for landscapes

where short exposures are necessary.

K2 The most generally useful filter for commercial work with

Orthochromatic or Panchromatic Films or plates.

K3 For correct color rendering with Panchromatic Films or

plates—especially useful where the subject contains a

number of colors and all must be correctly rendered.

G A strong yellow contrast filter for showing grain in dark

brown woods or eliminating haze in landscapes.

A The most useful red filter for photographing mahogany or

other red woods. Suitable only for Panchromatic Films

or plates.

The use of filters is clearly described in the book-

let: "Color Plates. Films and Filters For Com-
mercial Photography." Sent free on request.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, X. Y.

All Dealers'
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A^eii^ Model

Eastman Print Washer
Complete with 11(1

volt motor . $90.00

Duplicatt

coimect «

washer,

of two,

four witl

ing shafts

supplied

units to

til original

11 series

t hree or

connect-

-no motor
. $75.00

A motor driven print

washer is a decided eon-

^enienee—in fact it is a

necessity to the finisher

who must handle large

quantities of prints for

they must be washed
thoroughly and quickly.

The Eastman Print Washer has a high grade motor; the

washing cage is strong and substantial, the perforations being

stamped from galvanized iron; the driving mechanism is out-

side the tank; the cage revolves on ball bearings and may be

lifted from the tank and locked in position for removing

prints, and by a sim])le connecting shaft two. three or four

washers may be operated with one motor-driven unit. It

stands 4o3^ inches high or with lower half of stand removed,

31 3^^ inches high. Prints up to 334 x o}^ may be thorouglily

washed in batches of '200 or less. See it at vour dealer's.

EASTMAN KODAK COIVIPANY

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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The most satisfactory—the

most efficient develoj^er for

photographic papers is made
with

ELON
Now $6.00 per pound

—

less than the lowest pre-war

price.

We make it
— ive know Ws right

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
R()(TI ESTER. X. Y.

All Dealers
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The camera you have been looking-for

Eastman Home Portrait Camera
No. 3-8 X 10

A camera that is strong and substantial, yet not too heavy

—

that has large bellows and a front built for portrait lenses. The
front has ample rising and falling movement, independent of

bellows. There are double swings, two tripod blocks, front and
rear focusing screws and convenient locks—every feature, in

fact, that will appeal to the man who must work fast and with-

out lost motion.

The camera has a draw of 'i'i inches, dark leather bellows and

a dark, flat finished mahogany body with dull brass trimmings

which keep it in good taste in any surroundings.

Eastman Home Portrait Camera No. 3, 8 x 10, including one East-
man Film Holder and canvas carrying case for camera and six

holders $ 50 00
No. 3 Home Portrait Sliding Ground Glass Carriage . . 18.00
No. 36 Kodak Anastigmat Lens, 8 x 10,/.4.5., 12 inch focus in barrel

with Iris Diaphragm, (including Excise Tax) 160.00
Do., fitted with No. 5 Compound Shutter (including Excise Tax) . 'JOO.OO

Extra Canvas Carrying Case for Camera, shding ground glass car-

riage, and six holders 9 . 00

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers''
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F. & S. Professional Printer

A very convenient and dependable printer for profes-

sional use. It is operated by foot power leaving the

hands free for rapid manipulation of paper and negative.

Illumination is provided by nine lamps in rows of three

with switches for lighting one, two or all three rows as

required. Grooves are provided for opal or ground glass

for diffusing the light. Well made of selected hardwood

in weathered oak finish and nuule in two sizes: for S x 10

and 11 X 14 prints.

Prices irif/ioiii latups

No. 1 8x10 $4.5.00

No. 2 11x14 50.00

^ec if (it j/oiir dealers

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Folmer & Schwing Department Rochester, N. Y



All we ask— see a sample

THE SEMINOLE
(Sierra Stocks)

We feel sure you will agree that it is this season's best

offering for the popular enameled gold or silver tinted

Easel styles.

Two colors— Mesa Grey specially good for Buff prints i

and Navajo Brown.

Sizes for -1x6 -tJ^xGi/^ iHxlU 6x8 7x9^^ prints

Prices $9.50 $11.50 $13.50 $15.50 $17.50 per 100

A ^ood .style to be acquainted with—^it will prove a money maker.

Samples of both colors for seven 2c stamps

SAMPLE OFFER NO. F-7

TAPRELL,LOOMIS & COMPANY
(Eastman Kodak Company) CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The Leading Card Novelty House of America



Wratten Filters

Are essential for the correct rendering of colored objects.

They are made for the photography of furniture, fabrics,

paintings, pottery, landscapes and all forms of commer-

cial, scientific and process photography where colors

must be rendered in satisfactory^ contrast in black and

white. Each filter is scientifically tested to insure max-

imum eflaciency in the results it produces. The more

popular filters are

:

Kl A light filter for moderate correction, ideal for landscapes

where short exposures are necessary.

K2 The most generally useful filter for commercial work willi

Orthochromatic or Panchromatic Films or plates.

K3 For correct color rendering with Panchromatic Films or

plates—especially useful where the subject contains a

number of colors and all must be correctly rendered.

G A strong yellow contrast filter for showing grain in dark

brown woods or eliminating haze in landscapes.

A The most useful red filter for photographing mahogany or

other red woods. Suitable only for Panchromatic Films

or plates.

The use of filters is clearly described in the book-

let: "Color Plates, Films and Filters For Com-
mercial Photography." Sent free on request.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

.1// Dealers
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INCORPORATING

THE ARISTO EAGLE THE ARTURA BULLETIN
ESTABLISHED IQOl ESTABLISHED I906

Vol. 0CT0BER19^2 3 No. 8

INTRODUCING MOTION PICTURES IN THE
NEW EASTMAN SCHOOL

OF PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY

FOR a number of years the East-

man School has been looked

upon by photographers and studio

workers as the most practical afl-

vanced course of photographic

instruction that could be secured

anywhere. And while its sessions

never covered more than three

days and two evenings it was al-

ways a marvel of those who at-

tended that so much could be

crowded into so short a time.

It took carefully trained men
and systematic methods to main-

tain a high standard and while

every effort was made to improve

the school from year to year it

seemed impossible to crowd any
more instruction into it.

One of the most difficult school

problems was to duplicate a

studio—to actually produce on a

stage or platform the same con-

ditions under which the photog-

rapher works in his own studio.

Another problem was to secure

suitable models and in a sufficient

variety to illustrate in demon-
strations the best way to handle

difficult subjects. And still another

problem was to make sittings in

full view of an entire audience and

have everyone see the effects of

various arrangements of lighting

and posing.

TheEastman School did wonder-

fully well ami was a success, but

some one had a vision of still

bigger things.

Why not motion pictures?

.Mmost anything can be done

with motion pictures but to pro-

duce a picture of this kind the

expense is very great, the building

in which in-door sets can be built

must l)e enormous, there must be

an adequate force of experienced

mechanics, carpenters and elec-

tricians and a competent, exper-

ienced director and camera man.
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A Portion of the Studio Built for the Eastman School Motion Picture.

Then, too, in addition to the

actual mechanics of making a

picture there must be the carefully

made plans of an architect who
understands this kind of work,

the proper decoration and furnish-

ing of the various sets, tlie scenario

of the action that is to be pictured

and the selection and rehearsing

of the actors themselves.

But motion pictures could make
a bigger, a better and more com-

prehensive Eastman School, so

motion pictures were made and
you are to see them and judge for

yourself of their worth.

It is our belief that motion

pictures will make the school much
more interesting and instructive

and will present a greater num-
ber of ideas more clearly and
in a shorter time, and a few

of the reasons why we think so,

follow.

First of all, a beautiful full size

and complete studio was built and
equipped specially for these pic-

tures and this could not be brought

to you in any way other than

pictures. It is not a common
studio—it is a very unusual and

artistic studio and it has been de-

signed to give you a great many
ideas in arrangement and equip-
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ment that you could get in no

other way.

In addition to sales room, office

and camera room there is a labora-

tory, printing room, finishing

room, retouching room and en-

larging room and you see every

department in actual operation.

You visit this remarkable studio

ten different times and each time

without the loss of a second in

formalities.

For this reason you see more
actual sittings made and from a

greater variety of subjects than

would be possible by the old school

method. The models were selected

to give you the greatest number of

ideas of how to pose and light the

most difficult subjects as well as

the good ones, and such a se-

lection can never be made at a

local school or convention with

satisfactory results.

And in the motion pictures all

of the unimportant action is cut

out. This is impossible in actual

demonstrations but it is very easy

in pictures. Actual sittings were

made but you don't have to wait

while the photographer focuses

and arranges his camera. You see

everything that is important but

nothing that is unimportant and
you see it unobstructed, from every

point in the hall and larger by far

than in life. After you have seen

the motion pictures you can see

the actual negatives that were

made and these will all be dis-

played m the hall where the school

sessions are held.

But don't get the impression

that this is merely a motion picture

play. There is a lecture for each

picture and there are slides to il-

lustrate details of camera and
work rooms and you can ask all

the questions you like and get all

the technical information and in-

struction that you have had at

previous schools.

You may think that such

motion pictures might be dry or

that it is not possible to show
working conditions in a darkroom
clearly. We can assure you there is

plenty of real humor in the pic-

tures and that it doesn't detract

from their educational value. And
motion picture producers have

marveled at the effects we have

secured in darkrooms and have

proclaimed this to be the first

motion picture in which actual

plumbing has been installed in all

the sets where plumbing would

ordinarily be used.

It is a very complete picture

—

in fact the largest, so called, in-

dustrial picture ever made and it

is rounded out with everything

necessary to make the New East-

man School of Professional Pho-

tography the best school that has

ever been put on the road.

For the fall and early spring it

will swing around the eastern

states but later on it will cover the

entire country. So you will have

an opportunity to see that motion

pictures have really done some-

thing big for professional photog-

raphy.



By The Green-Crane Studio

Kansas City, Mo.
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The following dates have been Cleveland, Ohio,

arranged for the six schools pre- Oct. 16th, 17th and 18th.

vious to the holiday season. Detroit, iNIich.

Oct. ^23rd, 24th and 25th.
Albany, X. Y. Cincinnati, Ohio.

Oct. 2nd, 3rd and 4th. Oct. 30th, 31st and Nov. 1st.

Buffalo, X. Y. Rochester, N. Y.

Oct. 9th, 10th and 11th. Xov. (Jth, 7th and 8th.

THE WOMEN WHO
MADE THE PICTURES

Til Then the stork visits the

» V homes of the best people of

Kansas City it is only a short time

until the happy parents receive

the congratulations of the Green-

Crane Studio. The card of con-

gratulation is very neat and bears

the following text:

We wish to congratulate you
on the hap])y arrival of

your little daughter.

The Green-Crane Studio

Photographers of Children

Miss Natalie Green

Miss Charlotte Crane.

Of course there is an address

and telephone number and at one

side of the card a delicately out-

lined crane tinted an emerald

green. In fact this green crane is

the studio trade mark and figures

prominently in all its advertising.

The partnership of these young

women is a ver>- happy one and it

is interesting tolearn how it came
about. Miss Green decided to

adopt photography as a profession

on leaving school, became a re-

toucher, worked in oil colors and
after considerable experience, ac-

cepted a position with Mr. Ed-

mondson of Washington, D. C.

Later on she went to X"ew York
where she was employed by the

Walter Scott Shinn and Mish-

kin studios and studied miniature

painting, becoming so expert that

it is not astonishing for her to

receive several hundred dollars

for a miniature in oil on ivory.

JNIiss Crane studied mechanical

drafting at Washington University

in St. Louis but later became in-

terested in photography and chose

it as her work. During the war she

served one year overseas in Y. M.
C. A. work, and on returning she

also secured a position with Mr.

Edmondson of Washington.

It was in the studio of Miss

Reineke of Kansas City, where

both were employed for several

years that Miss Crane and Miss

Green became acquainted. And
the training they received there
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was of just the right sort to finish

their training for a business ca-

reer "on their own."

To a casual Kansas City visitor.

it would seem that these women
had gone into the country to open

a studio but they understood local

conditions and have been success-

ful.

The Green-Crane Studio is

located in a community center of

the fashionable country club dis-

trict which is surrounded by
beautiful homes of the city's

wealthy residents.

On entering the studio one is at

once impressed with an atmo-

sphere of quiet, peace and har-

mony, for there are no flashy or

violent contrasts to offend. The
furniture, hangings and decora-

tions are made to conform to a

plan of simple and charming re-

finement. A few choice examples

of their work are seen on the walls

and the entire studio is arranged

to produce a pleasing and artistic

effect.

Their equipment of cameras

and lenses is complete and a great

variety of toys and the extreme

cleanliness of the entire place in-

dicate that this is a studio which

caters to the mother and her

children.

When it is considered that all

of the daylight effects are produced

by a direct, west, side-light the

results are unusual. Of course

artificial light is also used when
necessary.

While both are capable workers

in all branches of the business.

Miss Green usually handles the

camera while Miss Crane enter-

tains the youngsters. Miss Green

also does all of the coloring while

Miss Crane is the printer, and a

very fine one too.

Both declare that much of the

credit for their excellent pictures

is due to the quality of Eastman
Portrait Film which has been used

exclusively since the studio opened

its doors about eighteen months

ago.

Artura and Vitava are also used

exclusively in the printing room
and it is interesting to know that

their negatives are practically all

8 X 10 size and that many of their

pictures of children are printed on

the Old Master surface of Vitava

and sold at a slight advance in

price.

One of their characteristic ad-

vertising cards is about post card

size and at the left end is mounted
a small photograph (IJ/2 x 2j^

inches) of an attractive child.

There is an embossed line around

the picture and at the right the

following text:

Are you keeping a photo-

graphic record of your kiddies

as the months slip by?

If not, you are losing that

which even the best of mem-
ories can not retain, for

children don't stay little long.

Beneath this is the Green-Crane

Studio signature, address, tele-

phone number and the green crane

that is always a part of it.
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By consistent advertising they

try to persuade parents to have

the baby photographed before it

is six months old, knowing that if

they can get this first picture it

will be much easier to keep the

mother and father interested in a

picture record that will bring them
to the studio often.

We feel sure that our readers

will enjoy these excellent examples

of child photography as much as

we have enjoyed the privilege of

selecting and publishing them.

ALL SIDES OF THE BUSINESS

What's Your Rating On This Studio Score Card?

BELOW' are listed some of the most

important features of a good

photographic studio and an ap-

proximate estimate of their rela-

tive importance.

We say, approximate estimate

because w^e could not find two

people to agree on this matter. If

you don't agree, the score card

will be all the more interesting

because you will revise it to suit

vour ideas of the relative im-

portance of the various items.

The w^ell equipped and efficiently

operated studio would score 100%,
but one would hardly be able to

claim such a score unless there was

no room wdiatever for improve-

ment.

Run over the list and total your

score. It may suggest improve-

ments that can be made in the

efficiency of your business and it's

a good time to make them.

II

Score Card points

Allotet

Windows ('5)

1. Clean and neat 1

2. Well lighted, day and evening 1

3. Equipment of easels, and window dressing

material 1

4. Well arranged display 1

5. Display changed at least monthly .... 1

Total score 5

Reception Room (5)

1. Clean and neat

2. Well kept display of sample photographs

3. Well kept display of mounts and frames

4. Conveniences and comforts for patrons .

5. Courteous and efficient receptionist

Total score

Your

Rating
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III.BusiNEss Equipment (5)

1. Adequate Cash Book and records ... 1

2. Card Studio Register System 1

3. Sundries for Desk Efficiency, stationery', etc 1

4. Filing equipment for negatives and records 1

5. Mailing List 1_
Total score -3

IV. Publicity (10)

1. Consistent Advertising Plan 2

2. Actively operating 4

3. Desire-creating copy 2

4. Copy regularly changed 2

Total score 10

V. Studio Equipment (30)

1. Adequate camera (cameras) in good condition . 10

2. Adequate capacity and variety in lenses 7

3. Adequate lighting eciuipment 3

4. Adequate backgrounds 3

5. Adequate furniture, etc. for posing ... 2

6. Adequate heating and ventilation .... 2

7. Adequate supply and variety of film.... 3

Total score 30

VI. Finishing Equipment (1.3)

1. Adequate Darkroom 3

2. Proper illumination and arrangement ... 3

3. Adequate supply of utensils in good condition . 3

4. Adequate supply of proper chemicals ... 3

5. Adequate supply and variety of papers . 3

Total score 1.5

VII. Knowledge of Photography (30)

1. Years of experience, study of photographic

literature, or training with wdl-kuown photog-

rapher 10

2. Tangible evidence of ability sliowii in (|uality of

samples, class of customers, jjictures accepted for

exhibition, etc 20

Total score ^0^
Grand Total .100

Grand Total Indicating Rating of Your Studio
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ARE YOUR NEGATIVES AS BRILLIANT
AS THEY SHOULD BE?

MATERIALS liave improved won-

derfully in speed and color-

sensitiveness in late years and it

has been necessary to improve

darkroom lighting conditions to

maintain the necessary balance of

safety in handling these improved

materials.

If you have been troubled with

fog in any form it may be due to

the fact that you have not in-

creased the safety of your dark-

room illumination in proportion to

the general increased sensitiveness

of materials.

Why not make a test and be

sure about this matter? Even a

slight loss in quality should be

corrected if you would maintain

your reputation for fine work.

Load a holder with two films or

plates placing one in the holder by
the light you are accustomed to

use and marking this side of the

holder No. 1. Now load the op-

posite side of the holder in abso-

lute darkness and mark this No. 2.

Make two test negatives and

develop No. 1 in the usual way
but develop No. 2 in total dark-

ness or in a covered dish. Time
the development and do not allow

any light to reach negative No. 2

until it is fixed. This test should

prove conclusively that your light

is unsafe if No. 1 negative shows

fog and No. 2 does not.

If your darkroom light is a

home-made affair it can still be

safe if you use a Wratten Safe-

light. These Safelights are made
of glass coated with colored gela-

tine and the colors are combined
and adjusted in the spectroscope

and by trial with the materials for

which they are recommended so

that they insure a definite degree

of safety.

The Series 2 Safelight is the one

most generally used for develop-

ing as it is safe for extra fast and
orthochromatic films and plates

which are sensitive to yellow and
green but not to red.

With your darkroom lamp three

feet from your developing tank or

tray the Series 2 Safelight is safe

for ordinary developing. The de-

gree of safety is based on the ex-

posure of a dry film or plate for

one-half minute at three feet from

the light. When the film or plate

is in the developer there is ample

safety f(jr the length of time nec-

essary for development. But do

not hold the negative to the light

for examination until development

is nearly completed.

Much of the fog one sees in

negatives is caused by holding the

film or plate close t(» the light }ye-

fore an image has begun to ai)i)ear.

This is a matter of habit and as it

is a dangerous habit it should be

omitted for the sake of good

results.
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Portraitsfor Christmas

Your friends can buy

anything you can give

them—except your

photograph. Phoneyour

photographer now.

There's a photographer in your town

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, X.Y.

The advertisement shown above will appear as a full page in

the Saturday Evening Post of Nov. 17th and the Women's Home
Companion for December which is on the news stands November

"iOth. The combined circulation of these two magazines is over

four million. And this advertising will bring you business.



By The Green-Ciane SluiL

Kansas City, Mo.
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A SHORT CUT FOR
LANTERN SLIDE MAKING

ORDERS are frequently received

by the commercial photog-

rapher for a series of lantern slides

from copy that necessitates the

making of preliminary negatives.

Mr. C. E. Anderson of Syracuse,

N. Y. suggests a short cut that

eliminates considerable tedious

work. A number of negatives can

be made on a 5x7 film as the

negatives are made for contact

printing and of necessity must be

small in size. A Century Multi-

plying Back can be used for this

purpose as it enables one to make
"2, 4, 9, 15 or 2i exposures on a

5x7 film.

Mr. Anderson recommends
Eastman Process Film for the

negative making as it produces a

clear snappy negative even with a

soft working developer. For line

work such as reproductions of

drawings or printed matter a

contrast developer may be used.

When negatives of the right

size for contact printing have been

made they are cut apart on a

trimming board and all of the

surplus margins cut away leaving

each negative the exact size you
wish the positive to be.

These negatives are then placed

on clear glass and held in position

by two small daubs of transparent

rubber cement. One glass is all

that is required, for as soon as the

print has been made from one

negative it may be lifted off and
another placed in position. The
cement should be allowed to

partially dry before the negative

is placed on it. It will be tacky

enough to be used for a consider-

able time before it needs renewing

as it does not pull off with the

negative. ^Yith the small trimmed
negative held firmly in place a

lantern slide plate may easily be

placed in position for printing.

When the plate is developed the

background will be a good opaque
black and there will be no need for

a paper mask. Place it against a

piece of cover glass, bind the edges

and your slide is ready for pro-

jecting.

The small trimmed film nega-

tives may be filed away, a number
in one envelope,and held for future

orders when there will be no pos-

sible question as to what were the

sizes of the originals.

One is not bound to use Process

Film entirely but Mr. Anderson

finds that it covers the greater

number of subjects and gives the

desired contrast for projection

work. On copy requiring the ren-

dering of color values Mr. Ander-

son uses Commercial Ortho or

Panchromatic Film in the same
manner using filters to give the

correct color rendering or to ren-

der colors sufficiently light so that

slides can readilv be tinted.
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THE MODERN METHOD
OF LIGHTING THE SUBJECT

AXYOXE who has watched the

progress of photographic por-

traiture during the last fifteen or

twenty years will have noticed

great changes in the methods of

lighting most generally employed.

With the more general use of

artificial illumination a high front

or ceiling lighting is being used for

general illumination instead of the

reflector, too much of which so

often flattened out the shadows,

while a strong side, or rather front-

side light is used for highlight

illumination. As a result, brilliance

lias taken the place of harshness

and modeling has become more
pronounced. The old idea that only

a strong side light is necessary to

obtain life in the print is giving

place to a more truthful conception

of the matter.

The modern method is to light

the subject in such a way that

there are no blank patches either

of highlight or shadow and to ob-

tain the sense of projection in the

print by the rendering of every

shadow, every light, every curve

and every change of tone or skin

texture. This, of course, requires a

well balanced light but it must
never be a flat light. It must
sparkle with brilliancy if it is to

have what is commonly called

"pick-up."

Front illuminations for shadows

if properly managed will do all this.

It will give finer likeness than will

any other light because likeness

depends on subtle detail that is so

easily lost in harsh shadows. It

will give pleasing pictures be-

cause it does not cut the face into

two separate halves, as a straight

side light does, but allows of com-
position in the best sense of that

much abused word. Incidentally,

such a light permits of very short

exposures because the shadows
you see are luminous.

Your customers may not be

educated up to an appreciation of

art in photography but anyone
can appreciate a likeness. And,
though they may not know why,

they will choose the type of picture

which shows the whole character

and likeness of the face with

nothing lost in blank highlights or

empty shadows.

A study of the work of the old

masters or of the best modern
portrait painters will show that

this is the light they used most

frequently, but they put lumi-

nosity into their shadows with col-

or while the photographer has only

light that registers in monochrome.
Painting is not necessarily better

art than photography but we can

learn much from its study be-

cause the painter has not been

so tied down by conventionally

designed studios and the limi-

tations of his materials.
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The old type of studio lighting

was evolved in the quest for speed

and for a lighting which would fit

the limitations of the materials

then in use. Modern high speed

emulsions have made a fast light

still faster, enabling one to secure

better expressions with shorter

exposures while the advent of

Eastman Portrait Film has made
it possible to render faithfully the

most delicate high-keyed lighting

effects.

The great beauty of front and
side lighting is its delicacy, the

roundness of high lights and

the natural gradation in shadows.

It is obvious that if your material

is not sufficiently non-halation in

quality to render the finest shades

of highlight as well as shadow
gradation much of your skill in

lighting will be wasted.

Supplementary lights, usually

in the form of spotlights, are used

very generally for additional light-

ing but great care must be used

to prevent the flattening out of

the main lighting effect. The
spotlight enables you to paint

delicate or brilliant lights on your

sitter's face just as and where you
will. It is a great power in your

hands and should be used judicious-

ly for it can either make or mar
the entire effect.

THE CARE OF SODAS

THE ounce of prevention that

is worth the pound of cure

should certainly be applied to the

care of your sodas during a damp
season and especially if there is

heat as well as dampness.

Make it a point, if possible, to

store your sodas in a room that is

absolutely dry and not subject to

extreme changes of temperature.

We know that in some cases it is

not possible to do this and that

from lack of space, chemicals of

this kind must be kept in one of

the work rooms. Floors are often

wet and the air is affected by the

constant use of running water and
the condition of moisture that

generally prevails.

If you have no other space for

storing sodas you can at least be

sure that your containers are kept

tightly covered. Accumulate a

number of five pound bottles and

as you receive a fresh stock, trans-

fer it to these bottles and see that

the corks are in tight.

Eastman Tested Sodas are very

dry and should be kept dry.

Sodium Sulphite is very readily

affected by the action of air and
moisture and should not be ex-

posed to these conditions.

To avoid endless troubles do

not use Sodium Sulphite that has

deteriorated and that shows dis-

coloration. If kept properly it will

retain its strength and purity and

will produce the best possible

results.
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The gift that is always

appropriate, that has

personahty, that is you
—your photograph.

Phone Main 245 today

for an appoiniment

The photographer in your town

THE SMITH STUDIO

Line Cut No. 315 Price

q^HE ONLY CONDITION

We make but one condition

in our offer of cuts for the use of

photographers.

It is obvious that two photogra-

phers in the same town would not

care to use the same cut, and we are

therefore obliged to hmit this offer

to one photographer in a town. It

will l)e a case of first come first

served. The first order from a city

will be promptly filled. Succeeding

orders (if any) will necessarily be

turned down and the remittance, of

course, will be returned. It is also

obvious that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings, furnish

any large variety of cuts at the

nominal prices quoted, and there-

fore can offer no substitute cut. Get

vour order in iirxt. E. K. Co.
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The right diffusion for

pleasing and saleable soft-

focus prints.

Eastman
Portrait Diffusion Disks

Give you sane diffusion with uniformity. You can
please your customers with soft effects without going to

extremes and the softness is of fixed degree. You don't

experiment—just focus sharp and shp a disk over your
lens. The result is always the same, gives novelty to

your work and simplifies retouching.

Made in two degrees; A for slight, B for more pro-

nounced diffusion.

Prices of Eastman Portrait Diffusion Disks

No. 2j^ inches in diameter, A or B . . $5 00
No. 1 33^ inches in diameter, A or B . . 6.00
No. 2 43^ inches in diameter, A or B . . . 7 . 50

Prices of adjustable Disk Holders

No. for lens barrels 2 to 3)4 in. in diameter . . $3 . 00
No. 1 for lens barrels 3 to 43^ in. in diameter . 4 . 00
No. 2 for lens barrels 43/2 to ^^ '"• in diameter . 5.00
No. 2 Special for lens barrels 43^ to Q}/2 in. in diameter 6 . 00

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'
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The highest possible quahty
at less than the pre-war
price.

ELON
Now |6.00 per pound

—

The ideal developing agent

for all photographic papers.

JVe make it— ive know it's right

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

.1// Dealers'
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An instrument that suc-

cessfully supplements

both printing and studio

equipment. From nega-

tives of a standard size

— prints of any desir-

able size, ivith the

i
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The camera you have been looking-for

Eastman Home Portrait Camera
No. 3-8 X 10

A camera that is strong and substantial, yet not too heavy

—

that has large bellows and a front built for portrait lenses. The
front has ample rising and falling movement, independent of

bellows. There are double swings, two tripod blocks, front and

rear focusing screws and convenient locks—every feature, in

fact, that will appeal to the man who must work fast and with-

out lost motion.

The camera has a draw of ^20 inches, dark leather bellows and

a dark, flat finished mahogany body with dull brass trimmings

which keep it in good taste in any surroundings.

Kastman Home Portrait Camera No. 3, 8 x 10, including one East-
man Film Holder and canvas carrying case for camera and six

holders $ 50 00
N'o. 3 Home Portrait Sliding Ground Glass Carriage . . 18.00
No. 36 Kodak Anastigmat Lens, 8 x 10, /.4. 5., 12 inch focus in barrel

with Iris Diaphragm, (including Excise Tax) 160 00
Do., fitted with No. 5 Compound Shutter (including Excise Tax) . 200.00
Extra Canvas Carrying Case for Camera, sliding ground glass car-

riage, and six holders 9 00

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

.1// Dealers
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V ' Home Portrait
n. ^ Graflex

With Kodak
Anastigmat Lens

f. 4.5

For 5x7 Films

or Plates

'Ilic Home Portrait Clraflex has special features that make it invalu-

able for liome portraiture or child photography, in addition to its well-

knoun (Jraflex characteristics.

A special focal plane shutter provides automatic exposures of half a

second or shorter ones up to 1/500 of a second.

The front may be s\\ ung up or down to correct false perspective.

The revolving back is changed from horizontal to a vertical position

quickly and smoothly by a quarter turn without removing the back.

The Kodak Anastigmat/. 4. .5 of twelve-inch focus gives large images
on the 5x7 film or plate without approaching the subject closely;

this is a decided help towards successful pictures of children.

With the Ciraflex Cut Film Holder, taking twelve Super Speed Kodak
Cut Films, short exjjosurcs can be given in rapid succession. There
is an extra large focusing pinion for greater convenience.

Descriptive circular on request

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Folmer & Schwing Department Rochester, N. Y,



The keynote of this mounter is quiet richness.

THE MIDTONE
(Ta])estry Stocks)

Made in Pearl Grey—Roman Brown Combination
Suitable for all Tones

Sizes 6H X 8j^ and 8x10 Square Inslip Portraits

Prices $19.00 and $'2i.50 per 100

Tapestry stocks— a new surface— double insert effect.

This is the folder for your exacting customers—no frills

—quiet richness is the keynote. It will bring the quality

price for the quality portraits.

Sample for ten '•2c stamps and we will include sample
of the LONGACRE— a similar type folder- for

liorizontal portraits. Yoiu* best inslip portraits will

look well "dressed" in these styles.

SAMPLE OFFER NO. F-2

TAPRELULOOMIS k COMPANY
(Eastman Kodak Company) CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The Leading Card Novelty House of America
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CHRISTMAS ADVERTISING
FOR YOUR STUDIO

IF every photographer in the

United States were to mail 250

pieces of advertising matter to

carefully selected lists of pros-

pective customers during Novem-
ber, the total number of people

reached by this effort would still

fall short of the total number of

prospects who will read the full

page "There's a photographer in

your town" advertisements in

the Saturdaj' Evening Post and
Woman's Home Companion. The
circulation of these two magazines

is well over four millions.

Look over these two magazines

and see if you could very well miss

those full pages. The Post ad.

appears November 17th and the

December Woman's Home Com-
panion is on the news stands No-
vember 20th. See how easy it is to

read the small amount of text

surrounded by that great lot of

white space.

And then just read that slogan

a few times. It tells the whole

story. If the page were filled with

words it wouldn't mean any more
and it would not be read by half so

many people.

We reproduced the advertise-

ment last month because a lot of

our readers like to use the same
copy in their local advertising.

The constant repetition of a fact

such as the one stated in this ad-

vertisement will make people

think and want photographs.

And if the advertisements are

seen in the national magazines

and make people think in a general

way of photograi)hs, seeing the

same identical advertisement in a

local paper will create the desire

for photographs all the more
quickly. And your signature and
address and telephone number will

supply all the information needed

to bring the business directly to
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the sales room of your studio.

In planning your advertising

for the holiday season, or any
other season for that matter, bear

in mind that mere advertising

space filled with your name and
address and such a passive phrase

as Fine Portraitm-e, or Portraits

That Please, or Smith Makes
Good Portraits, is not printed

salesmanship.

An advertisement must in some
way attract attention.

It must be short and snappy
and printed in very legible type so

that it will be easy to read.

You must say something in the

first sentence that is to the point

and that will arouse interest in

anything further that you may
have to say.

And above all things you must
suggest why photographs are de-

sirable.

Of course the gift appeal is the

big desire creating argument at

Christmas time. Every reader has

a receptive mind because the gift

question looms big. There are al-

ways people for whom it is very

hard to select suitable gifts and
for these especially the idea of

photographs will appeal because

no other gift is quite so personal.

Let your advertising follow

these simple rules and it will pro-

duce results. Let it fail in any of

these and it will fall short of its

purpose which is to bring people

into your studio with a desire for

the portraits you can make for

them.

Portraits for Christinas

Your friends can

buyanythingyou

can give them

—

except your pho-

tograph. Phone
your photog-
rapher now.

There's a photographer

in your town

Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, N. Y.

THIS advertising message will

appear as a full page in the

Saturday Evening Post of No-
vember 17th and the Woman's
Home Companion for December
which is on the news stands

November 20th. The combined
circulation of these two mag-

azines is over four million. Place

one of the magazines, opened to

this advertisement, in your dis-

play case.
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The Spellman Studio, Detroit, Mich.

THE MAN \^^0

MADE THE PICTURES

WHEN a photographer hears

the name Spellman he at

once connects it with Detroit. Mr.

D. D. Spellman, whose pictures it

is our privilege to reproduce in this

issue of Studio Light, is very well

known in national photographic

circles and has been located in the

city of Detroit for the past twenty-

five years.

That he is as well known today

as a dozen years ago is undoubtedly

due to the fact that he is a prf>

gressive and successful business

man as well as an excellent pho-

tographer.

It is business instinct that

reaches out for new fields, de-

mands a strategic location, takes

up with new ideas, employs

modern equipment and materials

and insists upon a never ending

flow of pubHcity. The artistic

instinct, of itself, is often satisfied

to rest on its laurels.

One either moves forward or

backward and Mr. Spellman has

always been with the progressive

element. He adheres to a strictly

honorable, definite method of

doing business, dealing honestly

and fairly with customers and

making work that is worth the

price asked.

Thirteen years ago Mr. Spell-

man built one of the largest

studios in the country used ex-

clusively for the photographic

business. The four floors are com-

pletely equipped for all kinds of
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photographic work but the main
part of the business is portraiture

both in the home and in the

studio.

In portrait work Mr. Spelhnan's

specialty is child portraiture. His

imusual success with children has

won for him the title "The Child's

Photographer"" and this is an asset

well worth striving for. Everyone

wants photographs of the children

and as they change so rapidly they

should be photographed often.

It may also be interesting to

note here that the studio is always

closed Sundays and no sittings are

ever made on that day.

Mr. Spellman has given freely

of his time for the advancement of

photography, having served on

the National and State Society

Boards. He is a past president of

the O. M. I. Association and is

now the president of the Michigan
Photographers' Society.

It has been his privilege to visit

many parts of the world, always

making it a point to visit the

leading studios. This has given

him a wide acquaintance both

with photographers and the classes

of work made in various countries,

all of which has had a broadening

influence on his owii work.

He is a believer in all forms of

good advertising, through pub-

lications, direct by mail, and by
word of mouth, depending upon
the quality of his portraits and the

satisfaction of his customers for

the latter.

Mr. Spellman is an extensive

user of Portrait Films and Vitava

and Artura Papers.

SIGNED WITH A FACE

PICTURES are part of the plan in

some of the sales letter cam-

paigns used by an Indianapolis

men's furnishings store, famous

for its direct-mail efforts.

Letters from the head of the

shoe department, for example, are

signed with his photograph, as well

as his name, so that he can be

recognized at once by the cus-

tomer who wishes to talk about

shoes.

This is more than a mere gesture

on the part of the store. It is a

really productive plan because

people like to trade wth people

whom they know by sight at

least.

Perhaps you can interest some
progressive store in such a plan.

Inch-square, head-and-shoulders

prints are suitable. A number of

these small photographs can be

made on one sheet of paper, the

back gummed and the prints cut

apart for attaching to the letter

below or at one side of the man's

name. The pose should be inform-

al, and friendly, and the face

should be easy to recognize.
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WHAT PUTS THE "PEP"
IX YOUR NEGATIVES

THE "snap or ' pep in a nega-

tive may be due only to its

contrast, in which ease quaHty

may be lacking, or it may be due to

a combination of contrast and
gradation in which case quality is

combined with brilliance or "pep."

The point we want to bring out

is that the "pep" you require in a

brilliant portrait negative is not

regulated by the contrast of the

material on which the negative is

made. In fact a material having

considerable contrast can not pro-

duce a quality negative.

Just here we will explain what
we mean by quality and the differ-

ence between quality and con-

trast, as these two terms have

very defhiite applications to sen-

sitive, negative-makuag materials.

We will suppose that you have

an object to photograph having

forty distinct tones ranging from

white to dead black and you use a

film or plate having so steep a

scale of contrast that it can only

register twenty of these tones.

You can at once see that the

material has twice as much con-

trast as it should have to correctly

reproduce the object photo-

graphed.

On the other hand we will sup-

pose that you use a material, such

as Portrait Film, having a scale of

contrast not nearly so steep but

much longer. You have two de-

cided advantages. The shortest

correct exposure will register all of

the forty tones. Give double the

exposure and you will still have
the forty tones m correct relation

to one another but all having

slightly more density. Give three

or four times the first exposure

and you wiU stiU have correct

contrast between the tones, the

negative having merely climbed

higher on the ladder of density.

The negative having normal ex-

posure or the one having four

times normal exposure will each

give a perfect print, the increase in

density only increasing the ex-

posure necessary to make a print.

Reduce the dense negative and it

will be identical with the one

having normal exposure.

This long contrast or gradation

scale which permits of the repro-

duction of an exceptionally long

scale of tones and which also per-

mits of great latitude in exposure

without altering the contrast of

the subject is what we term

quality.

One of the fuie things about the

remarkable quality of Portrait

Film is that you can produce

practically any result you wish.

You must not make the mistake,

however, of expecting it to falsify

results. If you are accustomed to

making a lighting considerably

lower in key than you wanted
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your negative, because you knew
the material would increase the

contrast, you must raise the key

of light for Portrait Film.

Put "pep" in your lighting and

you will get "pep" in the film

negative. And just here is another

film advantage. It is almost im-

possible to make a lighting in a

key that is too high for Portrait

Film to record. You can let the

sunlight fall directly on the sub-

ject and still get detail in high-

lights and shadows.

Loss of highlight detail is often

directly due to halation. Xo
matter how small or how large the

highlight there should be some
detail, and this detail in highlights

is almost invariably destroyed or

at least greatly degraded by the

halation produced by the glass

plate. The light passes through the

emulsion and is reflected from the

back of the glass, the spread of the

halation depending upon the

thickness of the glass.

For this reason the man who
uses glass plates holds his high-

lights do'mi and depends upon the

contrast of the plate to give him
"pep" at a loss of quality.

Film is so thin that there is no

chance for the light to spread,

hence, the absence of halation in

film negatives.

Don't be afraid to put "pep" in

your lightings, use Portrait Film

and you will get all of the bril-

liance of your lightings plus real

portrait quality that can be re-

produced in your prints.

THE EASTINIAN SCHOOL ON
ITS PRE-HOLIDAY TRIP

W'HEX we announced in the

October issue of Studio

Light that the new Eastman
School of Professional Photog-

raphy would be presented in

motion pictures we felt sure that

the innovation would be wel-

comed.

We knew the new school would

do just what we claimed for it

—

present the various subjects more
graphically and give a greater

amount of useful information and
instruction in a shorter space of

time.

And we hoped that by saving

this time there would be more

chance for open forums—that the

school sessions would develop into

a series of instructive pictures,

talks and discussions that would

approximate a small get-together

convention.

The first three schools have

done all of these things and more.

The attendance has been far

greater than at any previous

schools in the same localities. The
motion picture idea has been a

success and all who have seen it
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like the picture much better than

the old style of demonstrations.

The ideas are more clearly and
quickly expressed by the actors

than would be possible by inex-

perienced models and everyone

sees the demonstrations and can

read the titles without depending

upon their ears.

The demonstrators or lecturers

have a much better opportunity

to discuss the various subjects

treated and there has been no
diffculty m getting those in the

audiences to ask questions. These

questions bring out very interest-

ing discussions of the difficulties a

man encounters in his every day

work and the solution of these

problems fully pays him for the

time away from his studio.

A photographer at the Buffalo

school remarked that he would not

take $100.00 for what he had
learned in two days, and from the

general remarks of satisfaction we
are sure there were many others

who felt the same way.

We are not yet in a position to

announce the itinerary of the

school for the coming spring and
summer but we will keep you in-

formed through this magazme and
we will send you reminders far

enough in advance to permit you

to plan for your school.

THE PREVENTIOX AND REIVIEDY

OF IMPERFECTIONS IX PRINTS

BY imperfections in prints we
mean any form of deterioration

due to the improper use of chemi-

cals or faulty manipulation which

causes chemical changes that are

injurious to the print.

One very common print defect

is the formation of a white pow-

dery sediment or scum which

covers the print and does not wash
off. If such a precipitation on

prints is encountered, and can be

removed by washing the prints in

a 5% solution of sodium car-

bonate, you can be quite sure it is

caused by aluminum sulphite in

your fixing bath.

The acid fixing bath consists of a

mixture of hypo, sodium sulphite,

acetic acid and alum. As the

sodium sulphite and alum form

aluminum sulphite the fixing bath

is really made up of hypo and

aluminum sulphite dissolved in

acetic acid.

Aluminum sulphite in solution

has an important function in the

fixing bath and it is kept in so-

lution by the acetic acid. But this

is what happens when a fixing

bath is overworked or contains

acetic acid which is not a 28%
pure acid.

The developer carried into the

fixing bath with the prints con-

tains sodium carbonate and this
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neutralizes the acetic acid. When
the acetic acid is so used up or

neutralized that it falls below a

certam point it is no longer able to

hold the alummum sulphite in

solution. As a result it precipitates

on the prints and not being soluble

in water it reniams in the pores of

the gelatine unless it is dissolved

and washed away.

The way to prevent this precipi-

tation is to use pure 28% acetic

acid and never use a gallon of acid

fixing bath for more than four

gross of 4 X 6 prints or their

equivalent. Another way is to use

the acid stop bath between de-

velopmg and fixmg. This bath

greatly reduces the sodium car-

bonate in the developed print so

that very little of it is carried into

the fixing bath.

To remove aluminum sulphite

deposit from prints make up a 5*^ ^

solution of sodium carbonate and

do not have it over 65° F. Place

the prints m this solution for

several minutes and then wash
thoroughly.

The second form of imperfection

\\e will treat on develops with age

and is most likely to be en-

comitered when prints on develop-

ing out paper are brought to you to

be copied. The print seems to have

faded and in the highlights where

there is the least silver the image is

a yellowish white.

The silver image has been con-

verted to a modification of silver

sulphide. The print was fLxed in a

sulphurized fixing liath that was

slowly depositing sulphur, some of

this sulphur remained in the

print, even after washing, and the
silver image has gradually turned

to silver sulphide.

This trouble will not occur if

prints are thoroughly fixed in a

fresh, clear, acid fixing bath, that

is not depositing sulphur, and then

thoroughly washed.

To restore the print it is advis-

able to clean it thoroughly. This

may be done with a piece of art

gum. Grease marks can be re-

moved with gasoline and the print

finally rubbed over with alcohol.

If the print is mounted soak it in

water and remove the mount.

Fix the print thoroughly m fresh

hypo to remove any silver that has

not been oxidized by the original

development. Wash thoroughly

and harden the print for two or

three minutes in a 3% solution of

formalin and wash again.

If the highlights are stained

with silver this can be bleached

out but the operation is dangerous

for two reasons. It requires a

deadly poison ('2% solution Cy-

anide of Potassium) and not only

is this deadly poison but there is

very great danger of bleaching out

the silver image as well as the

stain.

If the higlilights are not stained

tlie entire image may be bleached

to silver chloride in the following

bath:

Solution A
Potassium Permanganate 75 grains

Water 32 ounces
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Solution B
Sodium Chloride (table salt) 2| ounces
Sulphuric Acid (C P) § ounce
Water to make 32 ounces

Use equal parts of A and B.

Bleaching will require three or

four minutes. These solutions keep

well separately but not when
mixed. Be sure that the perman-

ganate is thoroughly dissolved as

small particles will cause spots.

This bleaching solution causes a

slight stain which is removed in a

1% solution of sodium bisulphite.

The print should then be rinsed

well and exposed to a strong light

(daylight if possible) while it is

developed in an Elon-Hydro-

chinon developer. The exposure to

light is required to form a strong

image and as there is nothing but

the original image to develop the

more light the better. Wash the

print thoroughly.

The common stain caused by
oxidation of the developer is also

removed by bleaching and re-

developing as we have just ex-

plained. Prints are sometimes

exposed to the air during rinsing

or if they are not thoroughly im-

mersed in the fixing bath and the

result is a yellow oxidation stain.

As a rule such prints are made
over. But if, for any reason, it is

desirable to remove the stain the

permanganate bleach dissolves it

away, re-developing brings back

the image, bisulphate clears it and
a perfect print is the result.

HOW MANY STYLES
OF CHRISTMAS PORTRAITS?

NOVEMBER is always a good

business month because a

great many people try to get their

preparations for Christmas made
in advance so that they may avoid

the December rush. It's a good

idea to advertise to get business

into the studio during November.
But do what you will, there will

always be a rush in December.

You can't avoid it because you

can't stock your wares as the

merchant does. You must make
your work to order.

You can help matters consider-

ably however by cutting down on

your styles of work. Many mer-

chants drop certain lines at Christ-

mas time because of the rush.

Even the candy store will often

refuse to put up a special box of

candy for you because of the rush

a few days before Christmas. You
must take the standard package.

So why not limit your Christ-

mas styles of portraits ? At certain

times of the year you devise spe-

cial styles for school work or baby
pictures or odd shaped panels or

ovals to attract certain business.

You may find that you have fif-

teen or twenty different styles.
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Determine right now that you
will limit your December business

to five or six styles—at least to the

fewest number you can possibly

get along with. Put away all of

your other samples when De-

cember comes, order the films and
paper and mounts needed for

standard styles, have your printer

clear the deck, storing away his

masks and forms and mounts for

all the other special sizes so that he

can work most efficiently. Don't
even consider making sepia tones

in December.
You will need a smaller variety

of standard materials and can

carry an ample stock so that

you will not run short on any
size or style. And as a result you
will be able to handle a larger

volume of work and deliver your

orders promptly right up to the

last day.

ONE OF THE THREE
SHOULD DO THE TRICK

THE proper place to correct the

imperfect negative is in the

darkroom and at least 90% of the

negatives that wUl permit of after

treatment can be corrected by
reduction, assummg. of course,

that very few darkroom workers

luider-develop.

All negatives should at least

have the normal time of develop-

ment. There is no excuse for

under-development when tanks

are in such general use and it is so

simple to develop for a given time.

And it is better to over than

under-develop for the negative is

more readily corrected.

Reduction will correct two

different negative faults provided

the correct reducer is used. The
first is over-exposure which pro-

duces too much density if the

negative has normal development

.

The over-exposed negative should

not have less than normal de-

velopment because short develop-

ment will reduce its contrast.

The second fault is excessive

contrast caused by over-lighting,

under exposure or over develop-

ment, which produces negatives

that are harsh and unpleasing.

Contrast can be reduced with the

proper reducer provided the nega-

tive has been fidly developed.

When you watch the develop-

ment of an over-exposure you will

notice that the entire surface of

the negative flashes up as though

exposure had been equal over all

parts. But as development con-

tinues and you hold the negative

to the light you find there is an

image beneath this surface silver

deposit, and you must give the

full time of development in order

to reach it and bring it out.

Though your negative may
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have been quite a bit over-ex-

posed you can still secure a very

good result provided you develop

full time. Then to remove the

excessive density, which is almost

an even deposit of silver over the

entire area, you must use a re-

ducer which win cut away this

silver equally over all parts. The
well known Farmer's Reducer or

the Permanganate Reducer given

below have this action.

Farmer's Reducer

A
Water 1 oz.

Potassium Ferricyanide 15 grs.

B
Water 32 ozs.

Hypo 1 oz.

Add A to B, use a white tray to

see results best and work by arti-

ficial light. When sufficient re-

duction is secured wash the

negatives thoroughly.

Permanganate Reducer

A
Water 1 oz.

Potassium Permanganate -24 grs.

B
Water 1 oz.

Sulphuric Acid, C. P. 14 dram

The negative must be thorough-

ly washed to remove all traces of

hypo before it is reduced.

For use take 1 dram A, '-2 drams
B and 8 ounces of water. When the

negative has been sufficiently re-

duced, place it in a fresh Acid

Fixing Bath for a few mmutes, to

remove yellow stain, after which,

wash thoroughly.

The negative which is too con-

trasty from over-lighting or which
has been luider-exposed and forced

in development but which has no
more density in the shadows or

lower tones than is wanted, can

not be reduced successfully with

Farmer's or Permanganate Re-

ducers. Such reducers would com-

pletely cut out the shadow detail

before they had sufficiently reduced

the highlights and the excessive

contrast of the negative would

actually be increased.

There is, however, a selective

reducer which attacks the heaviest

body of silver in the higlilights

without materially affecting the

shadows or halftones unless an

excessive amount of reduction is

attempted. This reducer will lower

the contrast of a negative and

should be used when such results

are desired. It is the Persulphate

Reducer given below: Be sure the

negative has been thoroughly

fixed and washed before it is

jilaced in the reducer.

Persulphate Reducer

Stock Solution

Water 32 ozs.

.\mmonium Persulphate (E.K.Co.) 2 oz.

Sulphuric Acid, C. P. 5€ dram

This solution must be made at

least twenty-four hours before

use. Take one part of stock so-

lution to two parts of water. When
sufficient reduction is secured

place the negative in a fresh fixing

bath for five minutes and wash
thoroughly.

We have suggested a general

reducer and a selective reducer
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and there is still another type of

selective reducer discovered only a

few years ago and known as the

Proportional Reducer. Its action

is very remarkable for it actually

reduces in proportion to the

amount of silver deposit of the

negative. By this we mean that in

the same length of time that it re-

moves one-half of a heavy silver

deposit in the highlights, it will

remove no more than one-half of

a lighter silver deposit in the half-

tones or a still lighter deposit in

the shadows. So you see its action

is quite remarkable as it propor-

tionately reduces density with-

out at all reducing contrast.

It is most useful when you merely

wish to make a good negative

print quicker without in any way
affecting its contrast or quality.

Proportional Reducer

Stock Solution

A
Water 32 ozs.

Potassium Permanganate 4 ozs.

Sulphuric Acid (10% Solution) 3^ oz.

B
Water 64 ozs.

Ammonium Persulphate 2 ozs.

For use take one part of A to

three parts of B. When sufficient

reduction is secured the negative

should be cleared in a 1% solution

of sodium bisulphite. AVash the

negative thoroughly before drying.

You may use only the first of

tliese reflucers because it is most

simple, but there are many oc-

casions when the second could be

used to decided advantage. Re-

ducing contrasts in the dark room
will often facilitate retouching and
printing and enable you to secure

a better result in the finished print.

]\Iake or buy a Negative Com-
parator and use it in your dark-

room. It should have three

openings, each covered with opal

glass, one for a white and one for

a black background negative and

the one in the center for a piece

of plain opal glass, m front of

which the developed negative is

held for comparison. Each com-

partment should contain a small

frosted lamp for illumination.

When you have carefully chosen

your standard negatives for the

correctness of their printing

quality, place them in the Com-
parator and judge all of the

negatives you develop by these

standards.

If you will do this you will prob-

ably find you can do a lot of cor-

recting and that it will save a lot

of time and raise the standard of

vour work.

Thousands of film users, experienced work-

ers, cdl of ichom had used glass plates,

deliberately gave them up for the superior

quality of the Portrait Film negative.
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AVhere sentiment

prompts a personal

gift, send your pho-

tograph.

Phone Main 245 ioday

for an appoinimeni.

The photographer in your town

THE SMITH STUDIO

Line Cut No. 316. Price 30 Cents

'T'HE ONLY CONDITION

We make but one condition

in our offer of cuts for the use of

photographers.

It is obvious that two photogra-

phers in the same town would not

care to use the same cut, and we are

therefore obhged to limit this offer

to one photographer in a town. It

will be a case of first come first

served. The first order from a city

will be promptly filled. Succeeding

orders (if any) will necessarily be

turned down and the remittance, of

course, will be returned. It is also

obvious that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings, furnish

any large variety of cuts at the

nominal prices quoted, and there-

fore can offer no substitute cut. Get

your order in first. E. K. Co.
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Double yuiir printing

capacity, economize

oti time and light—
make small prints on

a small printer.

The No. 1 Eastman Printer

Is small ill size but for negatives up to 5 x 7

is just as efficient as larger and more expen-

sive printers. And there is always a time

when the big printer is busy and a rush order

can be handled on the smaller machine. It

has a strong contact lever, automatic switch,

ruby bulb, two adjustable lamp sockets, dif-

fusing ground glass, electric cord and plug,

8x8 printing opening. A strong, well made,

substantial professional printer at a reason-

able price. $17,50 at your dealer's.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
R0( HESTER, X. Y.
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Specify

ELON
It has every desirable quality

you can expect in a develop-

ing agent.

We make it
— ice recommend it-

ice know ifs right

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'
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Is your darkroom light

safe? If there is any
question about it, make
it safe with a

Wratten
Safelight Lamp

X,

These lamps are constructed upon scientific principles

as are also the Safelights used in them, which give a

definite degree of safety.

The lamps give a flood of soft, diffused, indirect illu-

mination which is restful to the eyes and a most efficient

light for the workman.

The Safelight is 8 x 10 inches which is ample for in-

specting large negatives. The upper section of the No. 1

Lamp has a light-tight slide covering an opal glass which
is used for white light illumination. The No. 2 Lamp is

the same size with the opal glass and slide omitted.

The prices of these lamps include lamp socket, 26 inch

cord with plug and one 8x10 Safelight, the Series 2 being

supplied unless otherwise specified. The price of the

No. 1 Lamp is $9.00— the No. 2, $6.75 and extra safe-

lights are $1.25 each.

Ask for the booklet"Modern Darkroom Illumination."

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'
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The right diffusion for

pleasing and saleable soft-

focus prints.

Eastman
Portrait Diffusion Disks

Give you sane diffusion with uniformity. You can
please your customers with soft effects without going to

extremes and the softness is of fixed degree. You don't
experiment—just focus sharp and shp a disk over your
lens. The result is always the same, gives novelty to

your work and simplifies retouching.

Made in two degrees; A for slight, B for more pro-
nounced diffusion.

Prices of Eastman Portrait Diffusion Disks

No. -2}/2 inches in diameter, A or B . . $5 . 00
No. 1 33/^ inches in diameter, A or B . 6.00
No. -2 4i}/2 inches in diameter, A or B . 7 . 50

Prices of adjustable Disk Holders

No. for lens barrels -2 to 3}4 in. in diameter . $3. 00
No. 1 for lens barrels 3 to 43^ in. in diameter 4 . 00
No. 2 for lens barrels 4}^ to 5^ in. in diameter 5.00
No. 2 Special for lens barrels 4)^ to 6^2 in. in diameter 6 . 00

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, X. Y.

All Dealers'
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Studio Equipment

No. 3 Century Studio Stand

A well designed and attract-

ive studio camera stand made
of choice hardwood highly fin-

ished, with metal parts in black

enamel. The camera is raised

and lowered by a smooth act-

ing, self-locking spiral. The felt

covered top is provided with

a simple tilting device easily

operated. Moderately priced.

F. & S. Collapsible Stand

A collapsible stand that is both
light and rigid. It has a revolving

top and the center post, moving
through two cast aluminum bush-
ings has a range of 14 inches pro-

viding a stand from 33 to 47
inches in height.

The stand is portable, quickly

set up and easily adapted to un-
even surfaces. Dark mahogany
finished woodwork with metal
parts in sand blast finish.

See them at your Stock House or send for catalogue

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Folmer & Schwing Department ROCHESTER, N. Y,
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Is your darhroom light

safe? If there is any
question about it, make
it safe with a

Wratten
Safelight Lamp

These lamps are constructed upon scientific principles

as are also the Safelights used in them, which give a

definite degree of safety.

The lamps give a flood of soft, diffused, indirect illu-

mination which is restful to the eyes and a most efficient

light for the workman.

The Safelight is 8 x 10 inches which is ample for in-

specting large negatives. The upper section of the Xo. 1

Lamp has a light-tight slide covering an opal glass which
is used for white light illumination. The No. 2 Lamp is

the same size with the opal glass and slide omitted.

The prices of these lamps include lamp socket, 26 inch

cord with plug and one 8 x 10 Safelight, the Series 2 being

supplied unless otherwise specified. The price of the

No. 1 Lamp is $9.00— the No. 2, $6.75 and extra safe-

lights are $1.25 each.

Ask for the booldet "Modern Darkroom Illumination."

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

1// Dealers
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KEEP BUSINESS COMING
AFTER THE HOLIDAYS

THE photographer's Thanks-

giving really should come
right after Christmas, not because

he expects to be thankful for

various and sundry gifts but for

the holiday business and the op-

portunities it offers for business

during the coming year.

At one time the photographer

counted on a dull season immedi-

ately following Christmas. He
anticipated a slump—prepared

for a slump and he got it. But
many photographers have been

converted to a more optimistic

state of mmd and a belief in the

power and psychology of adver-

tising. As a result they anticipate

continued good business—prepare

for good business and they get it.

The bugbears of business are

overhead expense and labor. Over-

head is the expense that goes on

whether business is good or bad

and the same is largely true of

labor. You can't lay off good helj)

because of a dull season and get it

back again when you get busy.

So it is necessary to keep rea-

sonably busy at all times to keep

these expenses from eating uj)

busy season profits in dull seasons.

It is said that the golf player

who tees up an old ball when he

has a difficult drive to make,

mentally prepares for failure. He
fears the loss of a new ball so he

prepares to lose an old one. The
successful player tees up a new
ball, confident that it is not going

in a water hazard or a l)unker or

the rough where it will be lost, and

his confidenceeiKiliIcs liiin to make
a good drive.

Business has been good, is good

and will continue to be good so let's

tee up some good advertising and

make a clean straight drive for

after-holiday business.

Just now \()ii have Ijiisiiicss
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coming your wa\—why not keep

it coming. Photographs are going

to be passed around very generous-

ly at Christmas time and each

gift portrait suggests a like return.

Advertise for this business while

photographs are fresh in mind and

you should keep busy long after

the holidays. Being photographed

doesn't require a special occasion

so there should be no real slumps

at anv time of year.

THE IMPORTANT DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN DENSITY AND CONTRAST

WHEN you are looking your

negatives over to discover

their good and bad points you

must remember there is only one

thing that really matters—how
will they print .^

This is obvious enough, but it is

often quite difficult to make the

man who does not do his own
printing see that it does'nt matter

how beautiful the negative may
look if it does not produce a good

print.

In judging the quality of your

negatives you must be careful not

to confuse density with contrast.

Broadly speaking, density is the

thickness of the silver image and

is governed by the exposure given

to the film.

Contrast is not the thickness of

the image but the difference in

thickness between the highlight

and shadow portions of the image

and is governed by the develop-

ment of the negative.

Density is not an important

factor in negative quality pro-

vided it lies within the wide

latitude of a material such as

Eastman Portrait Film. If the

correct exposure for a certain

subject is two seconds and ex-

posures of two, four and six

seconds are made and the three

films developed in the same de-

veloper for the same length of

time, they will vary in density but

they will all have the same con-

trast and yield equally good

prints, the only difference being

in the time required to make the

prints.

On the other hand, if two iden-

tically exposed films are devel-

oped, one for six minutes and one

for twelve minutes, the resulting

negatives will vary greatly in

contrast. And you can not have

much difference in contrast with-

out seeing a very great variation

in the prints.

A negative which is lacking in

contrast will yield a flat print with

little difference between the high-

lights and the halftones or the

halftones and the shadows.

A negative with excessive con-

trast, if printed for detail in

shadows, will have blank high-
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lights, while if it is printed for

detail in the highlights it will

have blank black shadows. And if

printed for the halftones, both

shadows and highlights are likely

to be lost.

The perfect negative is one that

will give a print in which there is

some detail in even the highest

lights and this detail in highlights

is secured before the shadow de-

tail is lost in blackness. Naturally

such a result is not secured on a

paper of great contrast but rather

on one of the papers having the

long gradation scale necessary for

portraits, such as Vitava or Ar-

tura.

Naturally when making high

keyed portraits, such as those of

children, in which there are no
strong shadows, there will be a

much smaller range of contrast in

the negative. This result should be

secured by a soft broad lighting

and not by the method of develop-

ing the negative.

You will find in practice that

nuich more latitude is allowable

in exposure than in development.

In fact, a variation of eight or ten

times in the exposure may not

ruin a negative because its con-

trast might not be greatly changed.

But such a great difference in time

of development would certainly

flestroy the cjuality of any nega-

tive made under normal conditions.

The latitude in development is

small so it is very important to

keep the time and temperature

normal.

If you will look through your

old negatives you will probably

find that some of the failures you
attributed to faulty exposure

were, in reality, due to faulty

develo])ment.

AN ERROR

IN the September issue of Studio

Light in the article review-

ing the Washington convention of

the P. A. of A. we made the state-

ment that the cup awarded to the

Chicago exhibit of commercial

photography was the Abel cup.

We find however, that the prize

cup was purchased by the Com-
merical Section from a fund given

to this Section by the National

Association and we are pleased

to make this correction. It was the

Commercial Section's Cup.

The snappy catch lights seen in delicatehj lighted

white draperies are recorded by Eastman Portrait

Film and reproduced in the print.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC SKETCHES
EASY TO MAKE

ALITTLE .something now and

then in the way of novelty is

good for a display, even if it does

not produce ready sales. Then,

too, the new or novel thing keeps

a person on his toes, so to speak,

and his interest in doing the dif-

ferent thing keeps photography

from becoming monotonous.

The thing we had in mind was

pencil and pen sketches made
from photographs or rather, over

photographs.

The idea may or may not appeal

to you but a great many photog-

raphers like to try their hand at

such things. It does not require an

ability to draw but it does require

the knack of representing different

tones with different methods of

shading with pencil or pen.

It might be advisable to first try

a landscape or a building. Possibly

you have a good negative of your

home or some historic landmark

that would be attractive if re-

produced as a sketch.

Make a normal print from the

negative and then make an over-

exposed print developing the

latter until you have just a faint,

flat image. Quickly place it in the

fixing bath before it becomes too

dark.

When the print is dry you are

ready to begin your sketch, using

the normal print to judge how to

sketch in your contrasts. If you

wish to make a pencil sketch you
will need both hard and soft pen-

cils, the soft for deep shadows and
the hard for details.

When you have made your

sketch over the photographic

image the next step is to dissolve

away the silver and leave only the

pencil lines on the white paper.

The first solution is made as

follows

:

Hot water . . .10 ozs.

Potassium Iodide . 30 grs.

Iodine 3 grs.

Dissolve the chemicals in the

order given, using very hot water.

Allow the solution to cool before

placing the print in it. In from 3 to

5 minutes the print will turn a

blue black. It is then placed in a

fresh acid hypo fixing bath which

will remove all of the silver leaving

only the pencil sketch.

After thorough fixing and wash-

ing the print should be dried and

any necessary finishing touches

added such as the rubbing in of

highlights with an eraser or filling

in black shadows.

Your first result may be rather

startling. It will make you realize

how many tones of gradation are

to be found in the most ordinary

photograph. But with a little ex-

perience you will be able to make
some very interesting sketch effects

both \i\ landscape and portrait

subjects.
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If sketching the entire portrait

seems too difficult the pencil work
may be confined to the drapery.

A man's coat, collar and tie can
easily be sketched over the photo-

graph, in which case, of course the

background must be white and the

Iodide-Iodine solution painted
over the sketched portion with a

brush.

THE SELLING FORCE
OF A PICTURE

WHEN* the commercial photog-

rapher is in need of an argu-

ment to persuade the merchant or

manufacturer to use more photo-

graphs in his business it might be

helpful to quote the following

extract from the speech of Amos
Parrish at a Milwaukee convention

of advertisers

:

A child's sleeping garment
was recently advertised in the
New York Evening Journal at

79 cents. Just four garments
were sold from the unpictured
copy. A re-run 6 days later

—

.same newspaper— same space
— same garment— same price
— but with a small picture, sold

nine hundred garments, four

himdred and fifty through mail
orders.

A middy blouse not illustrated

sold 35. The same item illus-

trated sold no.
An advertisement telling of

reed chairs sold 15. An adver-
tisement showing the chairs

sold 105.

If pictures will make such a

wonderful difference in results,

and we believe these statements

represent facts, this should cer-

tainly be a powerful argument in

favor of the photograph, especially

for advertising in rotogravure, by
which process the photograph re-

produces so very well.

The atmosphere of quality created by the new
and distinctive surface. Old Master, Vitava

Athena will aid materially in popularizing

your new styles for the holiday season.

Linen Finish has also gained great favor,

both for brilliance of tone and pleasing surface.

Both surfaces in white and buff stocks, at your
dealer's.
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THE SIMPLICITY OF PHOTOGRAPHING
COLORED OBJECTS

THE more we see the results of

negative making with fihns

which are sensitive to color and
filters which aid in securing the

greatest value from this sensitive-

ness of the film to color, the more
are we impressed with the prac-

tical advantages of these materials

and the ease with wliich they may
be used even by the inexperienced.

Ordinary plates or films are

called color-blind because colors

other than blue have no practical

photographic effect upon them.

So it is not practical to use such

materials to photograph an object

containing several colors because

the result is not at all as the ob-

ject appears when we look at it.

The photograph is not a truthful

reproduction.

With orthochromatic films or

plates which are sensitive to

yellow and green as well as blue,

very much better results can be

secured, especially in landscapes,

because there is a great deal of

yellow, green, and blue in nature.

But as orthochromatic materials

can not be made as sensitive to

yellow and green as to blue, it is

necessary to use a yellow filter

over the lens. This filter reduces

the blue light so that the yellows,

greens and blues will photograph
in their correct relation to one an-

other. Without a filter the blues

would be over-exposed, or too

light, while the \ellows and greens

would l)e under-exposed, or too

dark.

The use of the filter must, of

necessity, increase the exposure,

and this increase depends upon
how much blue light is cut out or

absorbed. But as a correct type of

yellow filter only cuts out blue

light and in no way retards the

action of the yellow or green, it is

easily seen that there is no other

way in which a result can be se-

cured which allows of a satis-

factory photographic rendering of

green and yellow along with blue.

The yellow filters, Kl and K2,
diflFer only in depth of color, the

K2 cutting out considerably more
blue light, requiring more ex-

posure than the Kl and permit-

ting yellows and greens to photo-

graph considerably lighter in

comparison with blue. As a result,

with a K filter, yellow and green

foliage in a landscape will photo-

graph lighter than a blue sky and
white clouds will show in excellent

contrast against the darker blue

sky.

But orthochromatic films and
plates have decided limitations.

They are not at all sensitive to

red and can not correctly render

reds or those colors which contain

red.

Panchromatic Films and Plates,

however, are not ouh' extremelv
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sensitive to red but are also more
sensitive to green and yellow.

Their greater sensitiveness to

these colors makes them propor-

tionately less sensitive to blue and
when used with yellow filters the

time necessary for making ex-

posures is considerably less than

when the same filters are used on

orthochromatic films or plates.

It is certainly not difficult to

understand these characteristics

of material which is color sen-

sitive, but unfortunately some of

the more technical literature on

the subject has seemed confusing

because the terms of the scientists

have not always been familiar

ones. As a result the photograph-

ing of colored objects with filters

and Panchromatic Films or Plates

has seemed difficult when it is not.

When you must photograph

objects which are red or contain a

considerable amount of red, as

well as other colors, the red photo-

graphs the same as black unless a

Panchromatic Film or Plate is

used.

Red does not look as dark as

black, in fact some shades of red

appear much lighter than similar

shades of blue or green because

red is a bright color. It is vivid and
produces a strong sensation on the

eye. It is warm and cheerful but it

ordinarily photographs dark and
sombre and lifeless.

The photograph of the object

containing red is not pleasing or

truthful unless the red photographs

as light as it looks. And it will do

this if a Panchromatic Film and
K3 Filter is used.

The K3 Filter appears to be

much the same as the yellow K2,
but it has the property of bringing

all colors in their correct relation

to one another so that they photo-

graph only as dark or as light as

they appear to the eye. The K3 is

the proper filter to use with Pan-

chromatic Film when you wish to

photograph an object containing

a great number of colors such as

will be found in some rugs or

carpets or upholster^' or in an

interior containing a great variety

of color.

There are many individual cases,

however, in which you need to

show a decided difference between

two colors that photograph alike.

A label on a can of tomatoes, for

example, may show a red tomato

against a green background and

the red is just as dark as the green.

We say that this label has good

color contrast but when you
photograph it on a Panchromatic

Film with a K3 Filter one color

photographs just as dark as the

other, which is really correct, but

is not satisfactory.

In the photograph there is no

contrast of color so one of the

colors must be made to photograph

lighter than the other. For this

purpose a contrast filter must be

used. The contrast filters are dark

yellow, green, and light and dark

red. These filters make yellows,

greens and reds photograph lighter

than they appear to the eye.
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In the example of the red

tomato against the green back-

ground the red (A) filter will make
the tomato photograph lighter

than the green background, while

the green (B) filter will make the

background light and the tomato

dark. The dark yellow filter (G)

will make yellows photograph

lighter than they appear—in fact,

yellow stains on a copy can be

entirely eliminated by using the

G filter.

There are two shades of red

filters, the light red (A) and the

deeper red (F), both of which are

useful, though the F usually

makes bright red photograph al-

most the same as white.

The use for these filters is

readily seen and there is nothing

complicated about their action.

Exposure varies with the filter but

a card packed in each box of Pan-

chromatic Films or Plates gives

the factor for each filter. If the

factor for the K3 Filter is 3 you
should estimate your exposure

without the filter and give 3 times

as much exposure when the filter

is used.

The time of development is also

given for various temperatures

(0.3° being preferable) so there can

be no difficulty about developing

in the dark or in a covered tank

for a definite time. Of course it is

not possible to use a red light with

films sensitive to red, but if a

light must be used, a green Safe-

light Series 3 will be found amply
safe.

If you have never used Pan-

chromatic Films and Filters, try

them. Results are so wonderful

that you will find yourself hunting

for difficult subjects rather than

avoiding them, and the solution of

a difficult problem will often bring

you profitable new business.

KEEP UP YOUR LINES

OF COMMUNICATION

AN army never gets too busy

fighting to keep up its lines

of communication. If it did it

would soon find itself without the

means to continue fighting.

You should never be too busy

to give some attention to your

display case even in the midst of

the Christmas season. The display

case is one of your important lines

of conununication with the jjublic

and an inexpensive one. But it is a

mighty expensive one if you neg-

lect it.

You are busy now, to be sure,

but a great many people who see

your display case are not having

photographs made for Christmas.

They may, however, receive pho-

tographs of friends at Christmas

time and if so may be prospec-

tive j)atrons of your studio just
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after the holiday rush is over.

Possibly your display is a bit

stale just now because you have
been too busy to change it. And if

stale it is not attracting these

people.

Of course lust take care of

present business—that is your
greatest obligation. But when
business is good, advertise for the

season when it will not be so good.

If you can't find time to change
that display yourself, get some-

one to d J it for you.

THE PICTURES AND THE
MAN WHO MADE THEM

WE hardly know which is of

greater interest this month,
the pictures or the man who made
them. Mr. Charles L. Peck is

rather an unusual example of the

man who loves photography. He
took up the work immediately

after leaving college, has been

photographing people for over

twenty years and is more en-

thusiastic today than when he

began.

On the face of it this might not

seem remarkable but when one

knows how Mr. Peck works the

above facts are much more in-

teresting. He has owTied several

studios but for the last seven or

eight years has devoted himself

entirely tohome portraiture having

given up his studio for work rooms
at his home.

We do not say it with authority

but we believe he prefers such an

arrangement because the more
commercial aspects of the pro-

fession do not appeal to him. He
is a great student of the painters

and the influence of the masters of

the brush is readily seen in his

work. In fact he has lately taken

up the painting of his photographs

with oils finding a very good
market for such pictures. His

technique lends itself especially

well to such work and he finds the

Old Master surface of Vitava

Athena paper splendidly adapted

to this process.

Our illustrations are all from

8 X 10 and 11 x 14 contact prints

but Mr. Peck's original negatives

are all made on 5 x 7 Portrait

Film. From these small negatives

he makes larger positives which
are backed up with ground cellu-

loid and worked up with crayon.

It is here he has the opportunity

of producing effects that make one

think of the old masters of the

brush.

The backgrounds he works in

are exquisite, and there is just a

touch here and there to draperies,

only enough to make them fit into

the backgrounds but never enough
to destroy their original texture.

The background has more to do
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with the effectiveness of the pic-

ture than many photographers

imagine and it is easy to see how-

much more certain one can be of

effects when the background is

worked in on a positive.

"Too much trouble," you say.

and we agree with you, so far as

that type of work wliere costs

must be held down is concerned.

But Mr. Peck does not boast of

big production. We assume also

that his prices permit him to go

through these extra processes to

obtain the results he works for.

From his finished positive he

makes a new negative from which
his contact prints are produced
and it would be difficult for any-

one to detect any loss of quality

in this duplicate negative.

When one also considers that all

of Mr. Peck's work is made in the

homes of his patrons it seems even
more remarkable, for his lightings

are beautifully balanced and full

of tonal quality. He uses both
electric and flashlight and often

combines one of these with day-

light, as occasion demands, but
seems to be master of all of them.

It would not be fair to the man
to end this sketch without mention

t)f the fact that he is also a pic-

torialist of more than ordinary

note. Portraiture may be his busi-

ness but pictorial work is his

pastime. And any portraitist who
enjoys spending his leisure hours

with a camera, working purely for

the love of the work must also

have more than a mercenary in-

terest in the portraiture which is

the jjroduct of his profession.

We think Mr. Peck's portraits

not only have the interest of

paintings but that they outdo the

painter's portraits because they

are truthful in drawing as well as

beautiful in technique.

THE EASTMAN SCHOOL
AGAIN ON TOUR

MANY photographers have told

us, and it has probably been
your owii experience, that you can
always get more ideas by visiting

another photographer's studio

than in any other way. You can

learn by reading and can get much
information by word of mouth but

your strongest impressions are

usually those ol)tained through

your own personal ol)servations.

This is one reason for presenting

the Eastman School of Professional

Photography in motion pictures.

You see a real studio complete in

every detail of furnishing and
equipment.

But this motion picture does

not merely show you a model

studio—it shows it in action. You
see its working from tlie opening

and closing of the door by the
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customer to the delivery of the

finished pictures. And even in the

dehvery of the pictures you will

get a new idea of how your work

can be delivered in an attractive

package that will add to the im-

pression of quality you wish to

convey.

At one of the recent school

sessions one photographer re-

marked to another: "How can

they expect us to go home and

build or equip such a studio as

that.^" And the other, who had

evidently seen further into the

idea, replied: "They don't ex])ect

you to build such a studio. But if

they had shown you a duplicate of

your own studio or mine we
wouldn't have had an ideal to

strive for nor any new ideas that

we might find useful later on."'

The big idea is not so much
the studio itself as what trans-

pires in it. But you will find

many ideas incorporated in this

model studio that can be applied

to any studio no matter how mod-

est it may be.

The things you learn from the

aclicjn of the picture teach lessons

that will apply to any studio. All

photographers have more or less

the same problems and the great

number of sittings shown in the

school picture include almost

every t^^^e of subject from the

baby that is a real live wire to the

busy business man. There are all

tj^pes of women, men, children,

and groups of various kinds and if

you miss any part of this picture

you miss something that is really

worth while.

Of equal importance, however,

is that part of the picture devoted

to the work rooms of the studio.

There are six of these besides the

office, camera and sales rooms.

—

They are the developing, printing,

projection, washing and drying,

retouching and finishing rooms.

In each of them you see not only

the equipment of a model work

room but the working force of the

studio performing every operation

of picture making in the most ap-

proved way.

Then there are the talks on the

various subjects, enlivened by

periods of discussion which offer

an opportunity for every school

visitor to get information at first

hand from men who are experts

in their various lines of work and

who have had wide experience. It

is your school and you can make
these discussions productive of

great good. The dates for which

definite arrangements have been

made are as follows

:

Toronto, Ont., January 15, 16, 17

Prince George Hotel

Montreal, Que., Jan. 22, 23, 24

Mount Royal Hotel

Boston, Mass., Jan. 29, 30, 31

Ford Hall

Philadelphia. Pa., Feb. 5, 6, 7

Scottish Rite Temple

New York City, Feb. 12, 13, 14

Metropolitan Life Ins. Building,

Auditorium
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A NE^^SPAPER MAN
BOOSTS PHOTOGRAPHY

THE rotogravure section of a

newspaper offers very clioice

advertising space because the ad-

vertiser can use pliotographs for

illustrations and feel reasonably

sure that they will be well re-

produced, especially if they are

good snappy pictures.

Newspapers, however, have

some difficulty in securing attrac-

tive advertisements for these

sections partly because adver-

tisers do not always have suital^le

photographs to go with their

advertising. Here is an oppor-

tunity for the wide awake com-

mercial photographer to cooperate

with the advertising manager of

the rotogravure section.

But the particular stunt we are

speaking of brought business to

the portrait photographer and
could be suggested by a portrait

photographer to any paper using

rotogravure.

The advertising manager of the

Middletown Ohio Journal con-

ceived the idea of splitting the last

page of his newsgravure section

into one inch spaces, each one

column wide, making each space

1 X '-234 inches.

The page was headed : "'Leading

Middletown Business and Pro-

fessional People" and each space

was to contain a photograph of

the advertiser and about six or

eight lines of text indicating the

nature of his or her business.

This particular news page was
just one-half the regular size, 11 x

1634 inches, four columns wide
and contained fifty- six of these

spaces which were easily sold at

$1.25 for each insertion for 52

weeks. Of course some professional

people took two or four spaces but
these were arranged in a way to

nicely balance one another on the

page.

There were forty-five portraits

used and the page was very attrac-

tive and pleased the advertisers.

But the remarkable thing was
that only one out of eight of the

people solicited had photographs

of themselves that could be used.

One man admitted that his pho-

tograph had not been made for

twenty- five years.

The advertising manager kept

two photographers busy making
jjictures for him and suggests that

this might be a good way for pho-

tographers to get business.

Why not suggest such a page

of illustrated business cards to

your local newspaper manager,

provided, of course that he pub-

lishes a rotogravure section?

The advantage to you is that

you can claim the photographic

work for having made the sug-

gestion and you should be able to

get a number of good orders in a

perfectly legitimate way.
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The gift that carries

the spirit of Christmas

— the gift that only

you can make—your

photograph.

('(ill Main 245 today

for an appoiniment

The j)hotograpJwr in your toum

THE SMITH STUDIO

Line Cut No. 317. Price 30 Cents

'T'HE ONLY CONDITION

We make but one condition

in our offer of cuts for the use of

photographers.

It is obvious that two photogra-

phers in the same town would not

care to use the same cut, and we are

therefore obliged to limit this offer

to one photographer in a town. It

will be a case of first come first

served. The first order from a city

will be promptly filled. Succeeding

orders (if any) will necessarily be

turned down and the remittance, of

course, will be returned. It is also

obvious that we cannot, on account

of the cost of the drawings, furnish

any large variety of cuts at the

nominal prices quoted, and there-

fore can offer no substitute cut. Get

your order in first. E. K. Co.
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Eastman
Film Developing Hangers

No. 4

You need adequate and efficient equipment

to handle the hohday business. A dozen or

more additional Film Developing Hangers will

speed up your darkroom work because you can

develop, fix, wash and dry the films without re-

moving them from the hangers. It may require

a few extra hangers but it saves time and the

films need not be handled until they are dry.

The Xo. -i Hanger is sim-

ple, compact and conve-

nient. The film slides into

V-shaped channels and is

held in place by a hinged

top. No clips are used—
the film drains perfectly.

5 X 7 size, $7.20 per dozen

:

S X 10 size, $9.00 per doz-

en at vour dealer's

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, X. Y.
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When you order a

developing agent,

specify

ELON
In combination with hydro-

chinon it produces the best

possible developer for pho-

tographic papers.

We make it
— we Inioiv ifs right

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

All Dealers'
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Eastman Floodlights

As auxiliary lights in

the portrait studio they

add the needed strength

to dull daylight or illum-

inate shadows that would

otherwise be objectionable

black masses.

In commercial photog-

raphy there are dozens of

uses for these convenient

lamp units both in and

out of the studio.

The stand extends to

9 feet or collapses to 26

inches and the Floodlight

complete weighs but .5

pounds. The light which

is adjustable to any angle

uses a 500 watt, Mogul base lamp—not fur-

nished.

Eastman Floodlight, stand and 5 foot heavy

cord, without lamp, $20.00 at your dealer's

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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The Century Studio Outfit
No. 9-A— 8 X 10

A studio camera of mechanical excellence and wide

adaptability.

Its extra long focal capacity

— 36 inches— gives great lati-

tude in the selection and use

of suitable lenses.

Quick acting horizontal and

vertical swings preserve true

parallelism of the subject. The
sliding carriage takes either an

8x10 or 5x7 reversible ground

glass adapter back for film or

plate holders.

When required, two negatives can be made on one

Portrait P'ilm by a simple adjustment.

Raising and lowering of the camera is made smooth

and easy by a heavy spring acting as a counter-balance.

The range of elevation is from 14 to 49 inches from the

floor, with a tilting movement of several degrees.

Rich, dark mahogany finished woodwork, with brass metal work in

sand-blast finish, emphasizes its (|niilit,\- :ii)pearance.

See U at ijour dedler's

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Folmer & Schiriu;/ Dejuirftncut Rochester, X. Y.



The quality mounterfor
horizontal pictures

THE LONGACRE
(Tapestry Stocks)

Pearl Grey—^ Roman-Brown Combination
(suitable for all tones) *

Tapestry Stocks— a new surface— double insert effect—
Looks different than the mounter used for ordinary

priced work— so will help bring more than the ordinary
price.^ ' Sizes 65 X 85 and 8 x 10 square

Prices $19.00 and %ii.oO per 100

Sample for ten 2 cent stamps and we will include sample of the
MIDTOXE. the same type folder but for upright portraits. Your large
sized inslip quality portraits need these mounters to look well "dressed."

SAMPLE OFFER NO. F-8

TAPRELL, LOOMIS & COMPANY
(Eastman Kodak Company) CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The Leading Card Novelty House of America










